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CHAPl'ER I 
ST ATEl1ENT OF THE PROBLEl1 
The problem is, hew to make sociology more intelligible to a greater 
murber of people. 11any sincere and oomally serious people admit that they 
would like to be on better terms with sociology, but are kept aloof by its 
terminology. Too many terms seem to them needlessly esoteric, discouraging any 
examination into the underlying factors and principles. Even students of the 
science have been known to make the same complaint. lelhether the accusation be 
true or not, the tact reIllfdns, sociological factors and principles should be 
better knmm by the avera.ge person. 
The prineip(l.l agent in promulgating sociological truths today is the 
teacher of academic courses in sociology. Yet even he frequently has cause to 
regret that so little of his courses is assimilated by his students, so little 
is grasped deeply enoug,h to affect their personal lives, and through them so-
ciety as a whole. 
Yet SOCiological knowledge is so valuable, so inportant for the pro-
ection and betterment of our socie~;r, that educators have steadily increased, 
ather than slackened, their eftorts to provide youth lIIith the essentials of 
his science of society. Especially since the year 19.39 has the fact become 
1 
progressively elearer, that "social organization is not a puzzle to be deti ... 
nitely disposed of, as one solves a problem in chess and puts the pieces away, 
but a neverending job. ,,1 The studv' of group behavior, huma.n relationships, 
:related. factors is 1q>erative especially today when our "Western civilization i 
under positive threat.. Is the present erisia ot our civ1lization, asks the 
professor ot sociology at the University of Notre Dame, due to our neglect Qt 
the principles on which it vas bu:Ut? Is it due to our vUtu1 undervaluation 
of those principles? Or is it due to ignorance of them?2 
Collegiate departments at SOCiology are not lacldng, nor are curri-
cula, nor textbooks. Sociology teachers across the Nation faithfully explain 
to their students the problems of society and the l(1riad repercussions within 
the total societal picture. These teachers shoulder their obliga.tions !! ~ 
cator !!!! Cit~~ by striving to develop constructive participants in civi-
lized living. Imm the most abbreviated sociological manu.a1 available to their 
students accurately sets forth the principles of societal living, and points 
out its complications.4 The problem is not a shortage ot courses or textbooks, 
1 Granville Hicks, "Fiction and Social Criticism, It !!!! En;¥sh ~ ... 
nal, Chicago, ILl, 4, April, 1952, 116. 
2 Raymond W. Mllrrq, SocioloV'!2!.! DeIIocr~t1c Soci$ New York, 
1950, vii. 
:3 Ibid., viii. 
-
4 Altred McClung Lee, ad., !!!! Outline .2! ~ Principles .2! Socio-
~ New York. 1946. vi, vii. 
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t--a..~ has been said--a lack of retained understanding by l'!lal'W who take the 
courses and use the textbooks. 
Some sociology teachers are gifted with the skill or ~c presen-
tation, which effectively applies theor'J to current practice. 30m sociology' 
teachers have a reservoir of personal experience with wh1ch to illustrate, and 
thus vitalize, their discourses. But the number of sociology teachers so g:1rt 
is relatively small. .'1.'he majority of US face a problem congenital to the teach-
ing professionr the problem. of m:>tivat1ng study, of making subject matter per-
sonally pertinent, interesting, and hence assimUable with least effort. A 
extbook alone does not solve this teaching problem. strange terminology a.nd. 
abstract principles by themselves do not convince students that a subject is 
"ertinent to their own welfare. 
In order to depict the inporta.nce of past and present social develop. 
to provide illustra.tions ot his theories , a sociology teacher may sorne-
o 
irne tind himself oasting about tor a (to him) new pedagogical tool. Tha.t is 
he reason for this present piece of research, to implement, somehow,_ the teach-
• 
OHAPTER II 
STATEMENT OF THE HYPOTHESIS 
Fiction can be useful in explaining sociological facts, problems, and 
principles, and tn deepening the understanding of same. That is the hypothesis 
underlying this project. That is the possible source of help for the SOCiology 
teacher who is lookinrr for help. Fiction can help him, first of all, by pro-
viding re-statements ot societal problems in non-technical language, secondly, 
by providing dynamic analyses or these problems, and thus deepening the stu-
dent's understanding of sociological facts, problelJlS, and principles. 
As regards re-statements ot SOCietal problemS in non-technical lan-
guage. 
Terad.nology proper to any science is comonly the first obstacle to 
be overcome by a novice trying to master a. given science. Terminology basic to 
the science must become his ordinary vehicle of expressing his scientific 
thoughts. The science of society is no different in this respect from an:! 
other science. It has its own proper terms. But a source of even greater 
difficulty is the fact that II18l'lT words previously familiar to the ~ung socio-
logist must now in their sociological context become associated with new conno-
tations, be narrowed or broadened in meaning, and in some instances be given 
altogether new denotations. 
The teacher of sociology is faced. at the outset, then, with the pro-
blelll of t.eaching an unknown seience lnth an unknown terminology, aware though 
be be of the axiO!lll in teaching, go from the known to the unknown. Fiotion oan 
help this 8i tuation by presenting genuinely sociological material in language 
vtdch is non-technical. When threatened by the danger of being too technical 
tor easy intelllgibili ty, a. teacher may find that appropriate novels are useful. 
resources. 
The nuzer of novels published yearly insures a variety of material 
illustrative of the subject matter of the social sciences. OVer a period ot 
years, a teacher could SUPPl3' himself with many illustrations of past and pre-
sent social phenomena, and these illustrations would be t.ed1ately appreciable 
even by beginners 1n sociology. tite-size verifications of doctrine are no 
..n asset for al:IT teacher. 
As regards £ooili taUng students t understand.ing of the science, by 
ans of dynamic analYSes of societal problems t 
By 4ln!!lc analysis is meant an extraction of latent principles or 
aments of a problem in such a way that these elements or principles a.re seen 
to be immediately applicable to the students' own li Yes. The term dynamic here 
_ans correlated to social phenomena which are already within the students' own 
exoer1ence. 
A SOCietal. probl8.11 def'1ned in one' s textbook can, wben re-presented 
in a novel, be analysed in terms ot locale and character which ring true (more 
• 6 
or less I depending on the ability at the author) ~ The teaching technique here 
recommended corresponds sometlhat to the technique used in courses of moral 
theology, that is, the system of' illustrating principles and analysing problems 
by means of concrete cases.. Such a. process serves to iq>rint more indelibly 
the substance of whatever matter is being treating. The dramatic element thus 
introduced into the teaching process is what makes the difference between nomi-
nal learning and real learning. So whatever interest, concern, or enthusiasm 
results from this dynamic anal',rsis will be more spontaneous beca.use of the na-
ture of its orig:l.n. 
: ftl'llpbasis focused in this way on the res which is being taught will go 
. -
far toward 5timu.latlng personal responses. With insight into a sOCietal pro-
blem obtained from a novel embodying the problem, and freed of the tongue-tying 
handicap of strange terminology, students are IIOre likely to eXpress their 
oninions tor or aga"i.nst the significant factors involved in the problem. Cri-
ticism tlnl3 aroused from personal interest ma:Y or may not lead to subsequent 
sc)cial. bprovements. That is a question to be decided by other researches. 
The probabiltty is, however, that eventually social conditions vlll feel the 
impact ot personalized understanding. One's reaction to the glinpse of a blind 
man Singing on Miohigan Avemre, with a. cup hanging from his neck to catch the 
pennies for his songj is different from one's reaction to a column of sta.tistic 
on the number and condition of our handicapped. 
The adjective ~e, therefore, 1s bere being used in the sense de.. 
fined by the Dict1o~ .2!. ~101op:l "EnergetiC, forceful; 1ntrodu.e1ng a new 
• 7 
• force,' a factor previously considered as olltside and 1rrelevant to the 
. situat1on, and now demanding re ... equ111brat1on. u1 
1 Henry Pratt Fairchild, ad., Dict10nary !:!. Soc1oloq. New York 
City, !J.94!:l, 100. 
OfJ.APTER nI 
SOURCES AND PROCESS OF SELl!XlTION 
The object! "Ie of this present piece ot reseal*Ch was to compile tor 
interested sociology teachers a olus1fied bibliography ot novels which emlJody' 
specific sociological principles or problems. 
A prel1a1.nary survey was made to discover whether or not such a 
bibliography was already in existence. file main offices of the public 11 .. 
braries in the fifty largest oiti •• ot the oountry ~ oanvassed for an a.nswe 
to that question. By means of a personal. letter addressed to the head l1brari 
an, inquiry was made as to whether such a bibl1ograpb\Y existed, and, if not, 
whether the librarian had any suggestions or contributions to make toward its 
compilation. 
Of the fifty libraries thus canvassed, torty sent replies. This re-
sponse wu sut't1cient to determine whether or not there already existed a 
classified bibliography of sociological fiction. The response was unanimous 
that no such specialized bib1iograp~ 1f&S a'ftilable. 
Twenty-two responses referred the writer to standard catalogs ot a 
general nature, where bibliographies of all fiction could be found. Suggested 
were: !!!! BiblioVapbic Index, a listing of bibliographies on many' subjects, 
lncludin~ fiction in general, published by the H. \'J. Wilson Company} America in 
8 
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Fiction by otis W. Coan and Richard G. Lillard; !!!! ~ _ReV'i __ sw_ Digest, a list 
ot all books published, plus a brief synopsis of each, together with critical 
quota.tions trom rerlews, published by the Wilson Company; !!!! Fiction 9atalo,J, 
a complete list of published books,. published by the Wilson Company', and!!!! 
p..eaderts Guide to Prose Fiction, by Albert Lenrow, published by Appleton...(len-
. --,-----, 
Seventeen responses enclosed private boOklists from their librar,y 
These typewritten lists were either not catalogued at all, or were 
imited to less than halt a dOlen generic classifications. A carbon copy list 
t books sent by the Oleveland Public Library, tor eXUJp1e, carnes two head-
nest "llovels of Industry," and nSocial and Economic Problems. tf C~Uation 
ates on most ot \heae private lists were in the 19.30·s. 
Some of the librarians referred the writer to the following select 
oollists: !!:.2! Wheel-Chair ~Worker. Books 2!! ... Re_h_ab_i .... li_t ..... at_1_o ....... n, by Betty Adler 
nd Har.1orie Bang Jones, published by the Enoch Pratt Free Library, Baltimore, 
n 1948, ~ ~ ~.2! American Fiction, published annuall.y by the Syracuse 
blic L1brarJJ 1!!2! _Re .... 1 ... a .... t1_· ens ...........' by Jul1aW'a:x:m.an, sponsored by the Julius Rosen-
ald Fund, in 1945. !!!! South !!! ~ct1on. University of North Carolina Library 
ension Publication, published in 1948. 
These catalogs, the general as well as the specific, were valuable to 
his pieoe of research, for they represented-in the opinion ot torty of the 
eading librarians of the liation-... the best sources of titles of sociologioal 
'lotion known to be available at present. 
19 
In a.dd\tion to these elementary ret:erences, som ot the librarians 
went to the trouble of OOlJlllending expUcitly the projected bibliography. 
"Judging from the increasing number of requests we receive tor fictional treat-
ment of sooial problems," writes .B08ton Public L1brary, "your bibliography 
should till a current need. ttl "Please accept lIW' wish that your conviction will 
be substantiated by your research, lit writes Birmingham Public Library, "for I am 
in complete enpathy with your bypothesls.,,2 "I grasp the worthiness of such a 
project as you are assembling, n writes Houston Public Library, "and do believe 
it will be ot much help to those who stud;r and work with social problems .... ~ 
I take th:1.s opportunity to Wish you 8UOcess in your undertaking.") "Your re-
search project 1s quite an undertald.ng, tI writes Syracuse Public L1.brary, "and I 
sh you success with it. ,,4 "Best wishes tor SIleoess in your project," writes 
Oakland PubUc Library. 5 
In addition to their encouragement ot this project, 80me ot the li-
rarians requested .. tor their :reterence departments, a copy ot the specialised 
ibl10graphy when completed. "I am 80rry that I cannot be ot more assistance," 
1 t1iss Louisa S. Metcalf, Readers Adviser tor Adults, Boston 17, 
Hassachusetts. 
2 Miss Betty Xi. HcAlllster, Popular Litera.ture Department, Birming-
ham :3, Alabama.. 
3 Mrs. Harriet Dickson Reynolds, Director.. Houston, Texas. 
4 Min Frieda F. Gates, Director, Syracuse 2, New York. 
S l-tiss A.l..ma Wintle, Chief Circula.tion Librarian, 125 Fourteenth 
Street, Oakland 12 ,Oalifornia. 
.ll 
l-Jrl. tea the Librar;r Association ot Portlan-J., 'land shall look forward to seeing 
your bibliography' in print. 1l6 "I should be most interested to be notified wile 
the list is completed, fI writes Boston Public Library, "if it is available tor 
purchase. It 7 ",tie shall be interested in obtaining a copy of your bibliography, 
writes the Enoch Pratt Free Library, "if the cost is not prohibitive when it i 
completed. 118 
Besides the standard catalogs and the typewritten lists, some of the 
librarians suggested refereme to other books dealing with the hypothesis undo 
lying the present project! Livi5!!.!:h Books, by H. E. Haines, publlshed in 
1950, especially chapters twenty and twenty-one, which deal with the social 
values of modem fiction; It action and Social Or! ticism., It !rnilish Journal, 
April, 19;2, the article by Granville Hicks alreadJr referred to, which distin-
guishes between novels ot social protest and novels of.' social criticism; and 
!. Decad~ .2! Modem Novels !! I.faterials !2t _Soc_i_a_l1_Hd_ Curricula, a 1939 disser-
tation by Raymond 1'1c00.1 J which lists fifty American novels published in the ten 
year period previous to 1938, and classifies them according to sixteen social 
problems. 
ileCoyt S 8U1"VGY differs from the present undertaldng 1n scope and in 
6 111.8S Mildred Cline, Head of General Reading Department, 801 S.'>rJ. 
Tenth Aveme, Portland 5, Oregon. 
1 Miss Louisa S. MetcaJ..t. 
8 Miss Doroth:r .A. 1iioooeJ!ll8, Enoch 'Pratt Free Library, 400 Oathedral 
Street, Baltimore 1, Maryland. 
.12 
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purpose. His scope is narrower in that bis list is limited to fifty novels, 
published within a ten year period, 1928-1937 J and claseifled in sixteen clas-
sifications. The present bibliograDhy', however, includes hundreds of novels, 
~ublished within a twenty-five year period, 1927-19$2, which have been classi,.. 
fied in as many specific classifications as there are pertinent terms in the 
Dictionary 2! Sociology. The purpose ot his study was to socialize school 
curricula in general, whereas the pUrpose of the present bibliography' is to 
provide teachers ot sociology with a comprehensive store ot fiction pertinent 
to specilic sociological concepts .. 
Before explaining the process of selection used in compiling the 
present bibliography, the conclusion drawn from the responses to the inquiry 
made of the IJation's leading libraries should be summarily repeated. (Consult 
Table I, on the following page, which tabulates the data of these replies.) 
It would appear, tlr,st, that there is no bibliography of fiction existing whic 
is classified according to the bulk of sociological terminology; secondly, sue 
a comprehensive bibliography is thought to be a welcome addition to library 
reference departments. 
The seleet10n of titles tor this bibliogl"8.t">hy was not liD1ited to 
novels bearing the label "sociological. It Tha.t basis of selection seemed to 
the co~ller too arbitrary, in that it depended on a non-sociologist' 13 opinion 
of what does and does not concern sociology. Let the matter ot a novel speak 
for itself. If it deals markedly with those tactors which constitute socio-
logy, then it has sociological value sufficient to be incorporated into a 
Cities 
@ size 
NeH York, N. Y. 
Chicago, ID. 
Philadelphia., Pa. 
Los Angeles, Oal. 
Detroit. Mi.ch. 
Baltimore, Mel. 
Cleveland, o. 
St. Louis, Uo. 
Washington, D.C. 
Boaton, Mass 
San Fran., Cal. 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 
lJft.lwaukee,Wisc • 
Honston, Texas 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
New Orleans, La. 
Minneapolis ,l.fi.nn. 
Cincinnati, 0 .. 
Seattle, Wash. 
TABLE I 
RE..<:)PONSE OF FIFTY LIBRAiUES TO INQUIRY 
RE COMPILATION OF THIS BlBLIOORAPHI 
Sent Sent gen. Sent priv. Explicit ortared 
.13 
Requested 
reply' catalogs booklists approval more help copy 
x x 
x x x 
x x 
x x :x: x x x 
x x 
x x x x 
:x: x x x 
x x x 
x x x x 
x x x 
x 
x x 
x 
x x x x 
x x :x: 
x x 
x x 
Cities 
@ 81_ 
Kansas City, Mo. 
Newark, N. J. 
Dallas, Texas 
Indianapolis, Ind. 
Denver, Colo. 
san Antonio, Tex. 
Hemphis, 'fez. 
Oakland, Cal. 
Coluntms, O. 
Portland, 0ftI. 
Louisville, Ky" 
Rochester, N. Y. 
Atlanta. Ga.. 
san Diego, Cal 
St. Paul, Minn. 
Jersey' City, N.J. 
Toledo, O. 
Bil'Ud.ngham, Ala. 
Fort ll'lorth, Tex. 
TABIB I (continued) 
RESPOliSE OF nm LIBRARIES TO INQUIRY 
RE COMPILATION OF TfIIS BIBLIOORAPHI 
sent Sent gen. Sent pr1v. Explicit Offered 
repl\r catalogs book11sts approval more help 
x x x 
X x X x 
X 
x 
x X 
x X X 
X x 
x 
x x 
x x X 
X 
x x X 
X X X 
x X 
Requested 
copy 
X 
TABLE I (continued) 
RESPONSE OF FIF'l'Y LIBRA...ttIES TO INQUIRY 
RE COHPlLATION OF' THIS BIBLIOGRAPHY 
Cities Sent Sent gen. Sent pr:Lv. Explici t Offered 
(if) size reply catalogs booklists approval more help 
Akron, 0., x x x 
Providence, R. I. x x 
Omaha, Nebr. x x 
Hiand., Flor. x. 
Long Beach, Cal. x 
Dayton, O. x x x 
Oklahoma City,Okla. x x 
Richlnond, Va. 
Syracuse" n. Y. x x x 
Jacksonville, Flor. 
'vorcester, Mass .. x x 
Norfolk, Va. 
Requested 
copy 
bibliography of this nature and so ope. !!Z Antoni,a, by' WUla. Cather, and!!!! 
Yearlil},lt by ¥lIU"jorie Kinnan Rawlings, for example, would not ordinar1.ly be 
classified as "'sociological novels", yet they do deal. markedly with sociolo-
gical factors: ~ Antonia illustrates the phenomna of "Americanization" and 
I J 
"acclimatization," !!!. Year~ illustrates terms such as "human. ecolog:r J n 
16 
"rural family, It and ftnatural area. ft There ~ ~ such novels which treat 
masterfully of specific sociological factors but would never merit (or incur) 
the label "sociological novel." 
'l'he selection of titles for this bibliogra.phy has been limited, how-
av-er, to those novels which have achieved a. certain level of literary and 
moral excellence which reviewers signify with some such phrase as, "suitable 
for libraries." The reviewers and critics swamarised and quoted in the Book 
-
Review Diiest, for example, have made it their practice to indicate expl1eitly 
whet,her or not a book is sui table tor public library shel vas. In this present 
bibl1ograpl\Y', no book title has been included which has been described by the 
reviewers as unsuitable tor libraries.. Tb1s criterion ot choice was adopted 
by the present compiler tor the additional reason, that teachers who would be 
using this present bibliography' would doubtless use some library as the ordi ... 
M!"1' source ot the books they want. A tair size library, therefore, Will have 
the books listed in this bibliography. 
After consulting the general catalogs suggested by the librarians as 
sources ot book titles, the c01Ypiler decided on the ~ Review D1est as t.he 
general. cat.alog most suitable tor his purpose. It was one ot the two compre-
hensive catalogs suggested most. ~ten, with recommendations such as follow: 
The best va.:1 to c~1le a fairly conplete bibliography' is to 
use the Book Review Digest •••• It lists fiction and non-fiction, b.1 
author, w:n:n a S'I1lIlJl'W"'t oJ! what each book is about, a.nd with excerpts 
fr?M the book-reviews which have appeared in the more important peri-
odicals. In addition to the author list, each issue has a classified 
subject list. Since the Book Review Digest has been published every 
year from 1905 to date, ciii"'Cant In usIng It. cOllJ1ile a. fairly 
exhau::;tive bibliography of twentieth century fiction on a grea.t 
variety or stibjects.9 
ff,.lfe would like to suggest t.hat you consult the ~ Review Di~t for further 
-and more current materlal. nlO "1 feel that the majority of these titles are 
listed in suoh gui:':'es as the ~ Review Digest. nU lie believe that you will 
find the most helpful lists of novels of .American sociological. problems in 
these t~fo standard reference works: Fiction Catalog, and ~ Review Digest.td2 
"1..fe rely mainly on the index of the ~ Review D1sest for the new books, and 
on the Fiction Catalo, ••• for the older titles. H13 
The recommendations by librarians centered the con;>iler's attention 
on the -two general standard catalogs mentioned most frequently. He chose the 
~ ~w D1est in preference to the other, the Fiction Catalog, because 
former gives 8WJDII8.l"ies of the novels it lists, and quotes oritioisms by pro-
fessional bock-reviewers. 
'!'he compiler then went through the lists of fiction in the index of 
each of <the annual volumes of' the ~ Review Digest for the past twnty-fi ve 
9 Miss Doris Savage, Rochester Publio L1brary, Rochester 4, N. Y. 
10 Mrs. M. Linder, Readers Adviser, Minneapolis Public L1brary, 
Minneapolis 3, Minnesota. 
11 rftss Dorothy A. Nicodemus. 
12 Hr. Paul North Rice, Reference Depart_nt, New York Public Li-
brar'.T. Fifth Avenue and Forty-Second street, New York 18, N. Y. 
13 Hiss Louise Smtth, Oklahoma. City Library, Northwest Third at 
Robinson, Oklahoma 01 ty 2, Cklahoma. 
years, checking these titles with their summaties -and critioal reviews to dis-
cover the sociologioal value of eMh book, that is, the pertinence of' each 
-ook to atr:I of' the terrtl3 in the Dictiona.ry of' Sociology .ll~ Because this was 
--_ .......... - , 
the technique used try corar>Ue it, this present bibB.og!'9.;"'h:r can be said to be a 
quasi-correlation of the ~ Review Digest with the Dictionerr ~ Soeiologz. 
Two of the Dictiona.:z .2! Soclol?Q: terms haTe, in the bibliography, 
been sub-classified to increase their utility. "Profession" has been subdi-
vided into divinity, law, medicine, and teaching. "loca1itylT has been subdi-
vided into speci.fio sections of' the country, and into individual states of the 
Union (with HawaU and Alaska also). 
Incidentally, the compiler chose the Dictionary ~ Sooiology f'or his 
classttications, rather than oOJ¥)Ue his own serles of cla.ssifioa.tions, for the 
following reasons. The Dictionary !! Sociolop: is comprehensive, familiar to 
teachers ot sociology, contains more specUia classifications than do standard 
ookllsts, supplies a definition f'or each term and thus insures a uniform mean-
ng to the clusit1cation--so no one who WIles the b1bl1ograpiW will be in doubt 
about meanings ot one or other classification. ll'lhatever classification is re-
ated to another olassification (say, as an example of it, or as a con;>onent of 
t, or in Bome such relation) 18 80 designated in this bibliography. 
· 14 lienr;r Pratt Fairchild, ~ !!.) ads., Dictionary .e! Sociology, 
,ew York, /J.94lj/. 
• 
SOHE GENERAL PRINCIPLES 01''' EDUCATION 
Some turt.her indication should be g1 ven of how this bibliography' can 
serve its purpose. The compiler has, therefore, avaUed himsel.t ot twelve 
principles of education, which be will enunciate, apply to the teaching of sO-
ciology. and implement by means of this bibliography. 1 
"Human beings do inherJ. t soo1al needs and tendencies .. ,,2 This is the 
first of the pr1nciples to be considered. 
Simple reflection on the helplessness of a newborn hab,y persuades 
one ot the truth of that principle. '1'he social nature of man becomes evident 
at the very outset. of his exlstence.. This social nature, its :needs and ten-
dencies, assume Tarious forms as man continues to lead his life. By the time 
a bab:,! becomes a SOCiology student, he has both connon and individual social 
needs and tendencies. 
1 See Table n, on page 33, which summarises the correlation of 
these rrinciples. 
18. 
2 William Kane, S. J., Some Principles .2! Education, Chicago, 1938, 
19 
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.Educators in general are m1.ndful of this principle, but how nuch me 
the teacher of sociology. Those social needs and. tendencies are the V'e'l."y' sub-
ject matter of his courses. His class time is spent in acknowledgin;-; them, 
explaining them, defending, correlating them. 
This bibliography can help the sociology teacher acquit himself ot 
his task, by providing him with a reservoir of objective cases. As is done in 
courses on moral theology, these objective cases can be used to explain, defend 
and corrGl.ate the subject matter ot the sociology_in this instance, the social 
needs and tendencies in his students' lives. The bibl1ograph7 provides a vast 
supply ot novels illustrating social needs and tendencies J tor example, such 
needs as social adjustment, social code, social control, and such tendencies as 
social acquisitiveness, social asstmUat10n, social oontlict. 
ttHuman beings also inherit tendencies to disorder in their powers and 
tunotions. 1f3 This is the seeom principle of education to be considered. 
and as undisputed, It Kane 8qS, !faa the tQotha.ebe, old age, or death." Early' 
-... 
disorders in one's appetite for toed, later 'disorders in ~her appetites and 
desires J they and the tendencies tov;ard them are common knowledge. 
'l'hia bibl1ograpb;y provides the SOCiology teacher with examples ot 
3 Ibid., 20. 
-
these tendencies to disorder, the social problems arising from them, their 
causes and effects.. Fictional instances of alcoholish, anti-Semitism, cr:ime, 
demoralization, desertion, disease, divorce, drug addiction, gossip, handi ... 
capped, individual deterioration, Juvenile delinquency, and many other social 
disorders are provided in this bibliogrStYJh.Y under their proper classifications. 
The fact that the teacher uses fictional e.xant'les in his presentation of 
social problems makes possible a scrutiny .. analysis, di"JCUssion, and synthesis 
wi thout intruding on an,yone' s pri vaoy. 
Besides using these novels to illustrate his lectures, there are two 
other ways in Wioh the teacher can use thel'l1& He may assign one specific novel 
to be read by the whole class, so that each member will be responsible for dis-
cussion ot the problem IS treated in that one novel. Or he may assign several 
novels dealing with the same problem, this assignment may be made after the 
problem has been treated in olass, or as & pre.l.imi.na:ry' to class discussion of 
the problem when each _mer wUl. be responsible for a contribution based on 
the newel he hu read. It goes without sqing, of course, that no teacher will 
assign novels which he himself has not read, this l'lUJber can be expected to 
grow gradually in the course of his teaching years. 
The third and fourf:.h of the general eduoational principles under con-
sideration here are: "There are important individual differences in the origi-
nal equiprnent of human beings, .. 4 and "the original equipment of each human 
4 Ibid., 23. 
-
22 
• 
being as modified by succeeding educational ~hanges is the material of all fur-
ther educa.tion. 1t5 
These two principles express the fact of individual differences among 
educands. There must be generalizations in educational processes, of course, 
but no educational process should be exclusively general. Ever,'f individual t s 
"inherited original equipment!! has been modified countless ,rays by the time he 
enrolls in school. The point is, those ind1 v1dually different educands are the 
material on which the sociology teacher ntlst exercise his talent. }~r of 
these differences are soci.gj. in nature. The wise sociology teacher will recog-
nise, therefore, the tact that ewer:! one ot his students b.a.s, so to sq, his 
own sociological 1t1. Q.1I 
JDvery member of Me olass has been conditioned by societal relation-
ships and, possibly, even societal problems. These influences have left each 
student with ind1vidual needs and interests which fall (whether the student is 
auore of the fact or !'C~) Wl.t.hin the scope ot sociology. The well-to-do, for 
example, need to know more about slum conditions, the underprivileged need to 
know about social mobility t the prejudiced need to know that they are preju-
dioed, urban residents need to know more about the advantages tmd disadvantages 
of rural areas, rural residents need to know more about urban. areas, the in-
cautious need. to know about the pO<der ot propaganda, high.minded and low need 
to know more about ideals, active ideationaliSl'tl, motivation, and values. 
, Ibid., 28 
-
23 
• 
No sociology teacher can afford to. ignore such needs as these. They 
are not the least factors determining whether or not a student will be af-
footed by what he is taught in class. As Kane SCIirS, "neglect to apply the 
principle [Ot individual differeooei! adds enormously to the dif'ficulty of 
att~ts to educate. 116 By tald.ng these differences into account, then.. a 
teacher can become more etfective. 
But before he can take them into acCOlUlt, a teacher must first know 
what his students' individual societal needs and interests are. This b1blio.. 
graphy can help him diacovor them. Early in the year.t let each student make 
his awn choice of a novel from a list of books dealing with a wide variety of 
sociological factors. The student1 s selection and subsequent rePort may be the 
key to one of b.1s socie'i;,a,1 needs. It is even more likely to be an indication 
of one of his societal interests. This ea.rly free selection w1ll provide the 
teacher with at least a lead, to be followed up later by obsel"V'utions of the 
student t s reactions to sample incidents of the same subject matter when it is 
treated in elass. 
Once a teacher kIlOW'S some of these individual di£ferenees ot his stu ... 
dents, this biblloerapl1.Y can then be put to the further use of gi v1ng your stu-
dents those novels which meet their specific needs. li'or although individual 
interests and needs mq vary widely, tlns bibliography otfers an equa.U.y varied 
supply' of select novels • 
... 
6 Ibid., 23. 
-
"Another limitation of education is. found in tho reluctance that hu-
man beinGs have tOl:lard the efforts dem3...'1ded by purposive ed:ucation."7 This is 
the fifth of the general educaUonal principles to be given consideration here. 
A body at rest tends to remain at rest. That physical law of inertia 
applies also, lI!ltatis ~tandis, to the process of educa.tion. This other type 
of reluctance appears to be part of an original inheritance common to all men, 
and does not disappear completely even in adulthood. Hence the l1£elong need 
for inducemnts, and reduction of initial efforts necessary, in order to get 
people to enter upon some formal learn1ng process. Possible new counteractions 
of this reluctance are· almost always given 11 fair try by educators. 
SOCiologor students sometimes surter from this reluctance too. That 
is why this bibliographv is otfered by way' of some small. help. The theor',I un-
derl~ring this otter is psyohologiCall fiction w1ll get a readier reading: than 
textbook or technical commenta:r:r. Some \extbooks of recent years, a.eknowledg-
l."lg this pr1nc1ple of educational reluctance arid \he \!Grresponding value of 
fiction, have inc:ll'ded references to pertinent novels. A more cOl!9;Irehensive 
. 
supply of such related reQdin,~ wuld seem, therefore J to be a. reasonable con.-
tribution to both the educational field as well as to the field ot sociology. 
The variety of fiction now available argues toward success in efforts 
made to elicit interest in sociological factors, and this from a grea.ter nu..'"lt>er 
of studonts. Reluctance will still be there, of course, even in the initial 
7 Ibid., 41. 
-
cried of getting started on an assigned novel~ To offset those particular mo-
nts of reluctance, the author· s talent is relied on. If the author is ';ood, 
o will serve the teacher's purpose, by catching his reader's interest and hold ... 
ng it until all the good intended by the teacher is achieved. Obviously, this 
tlr[)ose will be accomplished. more perfectly, the more closel~r both author's and 
chert s purposes coincide. One of the PSYChological reasons why a novel oan 
age to wipe out reluctance, though it has been assigned tor a formal educa.. 
ional purpose, is the fact that it approx1.ma.tes idle pastine. 
"There 1s a 'law of dimi.nishing returns' in educational effort • .,8 
s is the sixth general principle of education to be considered. 
This 1s a principle of economics which applies to educational efforts 
,-mll. It 1s .the principle of nOD-proportionate returns; it refers to the 
lat10nship between input and output.9 As applied to educational efforts, the 
av man1fests itself atter a teacher has been lecturing for a certain number of 
nutes, or has covered a certain amount of technical matter. lfuen that satu-
ation point has boon reached, the amount of knowledge which his students 
8 Ibid., 47. 
-
9 "If there is no change in production methods, and successive units 
r one or more factors are added to fixed amounts of other factors, the increase 
n the total output will not be proportional to the amount of the successive 
its of the variable factor. At first, there will be an increasing average 
utput per un! t of variable factor (stage of increasing retUrns) J later, a. de .. 
reasing average output per unit or variable factor (stage' of diminishing re-
urns) • "-Clifford L. James, New Otltline of the frinciEles of Economics. Hew 
ark, 1950, $9. - - - --
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assilnilate is in diminishing proportion to the amount of tine he s-pends in 
lecturing. 
When that stage of diminishing return is reached in art:! class-period, 
the time has come to vary ODe'S teaching technique. (Af'ter a tew classes, a 
teacher can usuall;r tell when that stage is reached in al\V of his classesJ the 
time may differ in one course, or with one group of students" from the tim in 
another course or with another group of students.) This bibliogra,.ob3' is one 
means for making that stage of diminishing return a time of continued produc-
tivity, that is, a tim in which his students continue to assimila.te. That is 
the time in which to conduct his reports, discussions, or seminars on the 
novels previously assiened (for reasons given in the previous part. of this 
chapter) • Although the teacher cannot during the stage of dim:Lnishing return 
profitably cont1m.te lecturing, 19t he can still maximze his profits during 
that period if be uses the novel-approachJ using this means, he can either con-
tinue to dwell on the same subject matter (if the novels discussed pertain to 
it), or he can go on to new matter .. 
That 1s a real.istic way of circumventing this law of dim1ni.shing re-
turn.. A vell written novel on the subject he has been lecturing on .. or a dis-
cussion of that particular subject in terms of one or more novels already read 
by the class, will not tax the students even though their physical and intel-
lectual energies be declinin,':!.. In th:t.s way novels can be profitably used when 
further technical treatment would be like "cultivating a field so intensively 
that the soil is worn out. ftlO 
"Either to overestimate or to underestimate the :material of education 
is 11 dangerous error."ll This is the seventh of the twelve general principles 
of eduoation being applied to the teaching of sociology, and the use of this 
bibliography. 
As has been already nentioned, a teacher would do wall to take indi-
vidual differences into acoount. 'l'his principle goes a step .further. For a 
teacher to underestimate the ability of 81.'1¥ one ot his students, 01" overestima 
it, is to run the danger. of danaging that individual. 1"his bibliography can be 
sefu.1. in reducing that danger. A collection of novels on a variety of perti-
nent subjects, presented in a variety of WSi1s, is a tool adjustable to varied 
educands. Its wide range allows for a wide differeneein the power of under-
standing" It is an elastio tool whioh oan be stretched to different lengths to 
lifferent students, depending on the mental distance each has gone in the study 
of society. Whereas a textbook is a constant, the same tor all students, a 
ibliography' of novels is a variable, an adjustable commenta.ry on the text. 
'l'he eighth general principle of education to be oonsidered here 1s: 
"Cbjeotives ohiefi,rdetermine the character of education.,,12 
In the same way that objeotives determine the character of education 
10 Kane, ~ lj:'L"1ci£les ~ :.:ducation, 49. 
11 Ibid., 52. 
-
in general, a soeiolog'lJ teacherfs object.ives aetermine the subjeot matter and 
technique of his courses. IRs objective to teach the terminology, facts, pro-
blems, and pr1nciples of sociology should be one of the determ1ning factors in 
his choice of tools. Since it is possible that there is more than one way to 
implant sociological knowledge in the educand, the teacher will not limit b.iJn,... 
salt a.rb1trar.1.ly to one wq. He will use as JDaniY' means as are effective. If 
he is looking for dynamic resu.l:~s, he will use d.ynalILc means. It his goal. is 
active understanding of sociological :t~rs, he w1l1 try to effect this active 
understa.nding in class.. ~e a textbook alone is not guarantoed to effect 
that result, this bibliography' is offered as one of many- possible supplements 
to the text. Son:e wqs of using it have been mentioned in preY1O'~s paragraphs. 
"Of secondary agencies, the most ir.l.nuential are those that work in-
formally. tt13 This 1s the ninth of the educational principles which this bibli-
ography' can implement. 
The meamng of this principle is clear from. Kanels series of "oughts"; 
~·le think, correctly enough, that TOIImlY ought to be more impressed by 
intellectual rank t.han by t1stic prowess;-tliat he ,t to respond 
more enthusiastically to the instruction ot his teac rs than to what 
he hears in the streets, that 1n his reading he let to prefer 
classics to Deadwood Dick. Vie may even think tha: much more mature 
people than 'I'ODI'I\Y 5ht to lift their reading above. the extremely 
low level of the newspapers, OUGht to like great plays and operas 
better than movies or 1IUSioal comedies or burlesque shows, ~fhi to 
ureter Sunday church to Sunda;y golf'. But we cease to be zoe s s if 
12 .!!?!2.. J 62. 
13 Ibid., 128. 
-
1'10 take tor granted that what ought to be actually is. It is danger-
ous in education :l4> 88S'I.1IOO that noble agencies are mre powerf'ul than 
ignoble ageneies.14 
Kana concludes the point in words that tend to confirm the statement 
of this thesis: 
This truth IEhe principle about informal agencies ot eduoation being 
the most inl'luentiag' 8hould be of help in .estimating mthods o£ edu-
oation. It should suggest .... that a fltontal attack on the educand is 
not alwaY'S the most effective, that there is place tor the skirmisher, 
the tl.a.nker1~tbe sapper, even in that most formal or all agencies, 
the school. ;;J 
Applied to the teaching ot sociology J this principle suggests that 
some informal "agencies" be introduced into his classroom technique (as dis-
tinguished from the textbook, a. fonnal It agency" ). This bibliograpb;y" is sub-
lid tted as an intormal mans. A textbook is necessarily formal, by its very 
na;l.;ure and in structure, but a novel (though it eJJbody sociolOgical factors) 
1s bi{ its nature and structure inf'ormal. 
"It is unreasonable to entrust the whole of education to at\V' one se-
condary agency ... 16 This 1s the tenth principle to be considered. 
Paraphn.sed and applied to the teaching of sociology, this principle 
means that it is unreasonable to entrust the tfhole ot a sociologioal oou.rse to 
14 Ibid., 128. 
-
15 Ibid. It 131. 
-
16 Ibid.,. 132. 
-
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an;! one bOOk. There are lnany teaching aids .aVailable) for example,lliovies, 
r-honograph records, maps, sandboxes, dioramas, 'Socio-dramas. The present 
bibliograr)hy is submitted as an additional help, not as graphic perhaps as the 
others, but probably more available. 
ill"'e arq other teaching aid, this bibliography is intended to supple 
:;;~nt, not replace, the textbook. A class text is a fundamental teaching tool, 
carefully organized, clear~v subdivided according to subject matter, streng-
tllCned by authoritative contributors and consultants, concise in expression, 
compact in sise. Dut a textbook can otten be wpplemented by some other teach .. 
ing tool, with great profit to student. morale and accomplishment. 
A student of sociology gives his attention to his textbook for how 
small a. part or his day. For the rest of' the time, his attention is monopo-
lized by other attractions: by "fratemal,fI "familial," "neighborhood," and. 
"regional" situations, by ''biases," by !fsocial relationshipsft and "problems .. " 
'l'hiz bibliography can bring attractions wch as those (which are rea.l.ly soci-
ological in nature) iJtt.o closer associa.tion with the sociology textbook used in 
class. by supplying 1'ictional instances of them for classroom use. The bibli. 
ography would thus provide practical applications of textbook doctrines to tho 
more vlldd influences outside classroom and tf.O.Ctbook. 
The eleventh. general prinCiple of education to be a.p~Jlied and impla-
nted here states that "the process of education is an art, not a science. n17 
17 Ibid., 161. 
-
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"This 'r')rinciple is :most important as an approach to the study of methods in 
education. It helps to keep clear the concept of education as a living pro-
cess. nlB 
The teaching of sociology as desoribed by this principle, then. is an 
art, not a science. Scientifio exactness is said by som to be the essence of 
good teaching. But all the exactness in the oorld will not, of itself, 1q>la.n.t 
knowledge in another, or guide or stimulate. Art is needed to apply, to OOIlJllll-
meats, the truths whieh science has discovered. The sociology teacher must, 
therefore, be an artist in this senae of the word 11' he is to develop his stu-
dents into constructive parhicipants in societal living. 
more of an art.1st. It bas the .f.l.e:xibil1ty needed in the exercise of arr:r art .. 
As has already been pointed Ollt on a previous p~""e, this bibliography is easily 
ada!"ted to va.r1ous degrees of edueand knowledge and reluctance. 
"All external efforts in education reduce to stil'lUlating and guiding 
the self-activity ot the eduoand."19 This is the last of the general prin.-
oiples to be considered. 
It ig unfortunately tr'J.e that this principle is :'~ueh lost sight of in 
schools. Too otten in the sohools, instruction, the .furnishing of in-
formation, is looked upon as a co~lete· end-result in itselt •••• /Bu.!! 
instruction alone, above all. to the immature, is a dead thing. lrnoW-
ledge pumped into the mind of the student tends to disappear like a 
18 Ibid., 165. 
-
19 Ibid., l66. 
-
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\1estern creek in the sands, unless the student. does something with it.20 
Applying this principle to the teaching of sociology, it becomes evi-
dent that the sociology' teacher's art consists in stimlating and guiding hie 
students to well ... founded selt-d;etermination in sociological matters. 
To help the sociolo&'"f teacher stir his students to those eftorts that 
will really develop them, na'!1ely their own efforts, vas the reason for com-
piling this bibliography. :dth proper use, it oan provide some ot those stinu-
II toward individual interest in prominent societal factors of Amerioan ille 
tod~, and aaa1st the teacher in biB function as guide. Students are more 
likely to do someth1ng with What they are taught 1.t they understand it in terms 
of their mm everyday lives. Given the chance, the novels el.assified in th:i.s 
ibllograph,y can help in that singular job o£ translation. 
20 Ibid. 
-
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TADLE II . 
D!pmmNTATION OF 'l'li,JELVE PRIHCIPL&S OF EDUCATION 
BY THIS BIBLIOGRAPHY 
-
, 
Some priooiples of Application to ImplementatiQn by 
education soaiolOQ' this bibliography 
.. 
1. !Juman beings inberit SOOi~M6~ ~wm~ By providing objeotive 
social needs ani ten- c1es are proper object ease-stud1es to illustrate 
deno1es. of sociol.; hence merit lectures on th$se needs 
sreeial attention of the and tendencies. 
sociology teacher. 
,F .1 
2. Human beings inher:1. t These tendencies to dis ... By providing ~les of 
also tendencies to order underlie lIJ&lV of these social problems tor 
disorder in their the soeial problems that inof:fensi ve, controlled 
powers, tunctlons, are studied in sociol. discussion, for review or 
preView • 
. 
3. There are imporbant l'1any ot these ind1 vidual By helping teacher disco-
individual d:ttfer- di.fte~nces are social. vel' these ind1 vidual needs 
enees in the original hence merit special note and interests, and by then 
equipmnt ot human 'by sociology teacher. satisfying thentJ by pro-
beings. These differences result viding variety of treat... 
in different social in- ment equal to the variety 
4. Original equipment of terests and :needs... Later o! individual needs. 
each b.u.man being as edlcational int'lu.ences 
modified by later also are causes ot indi-
changes is material vidual sooial needs. 
of all further educa-
tion. 
~ neructance to socIology ,. Human beings have re- often stems trom problem B.r reducing this reluc-
luctanoe toward the of new terminology. tance through non-technical. 
efforts demanded by presentation ot technioal purposive education. /~'N15TQ~ 
There is a. law of <11- ~ .~ ). These lectures, too, mq D7 p' ~ans ot minishing returns in reach saturation point oh p . 'ld.Uring tage 
educa.tional effort. o! technical intake. diAn'tmMi n...£ .l"8t •• 
~J""I1;;M"~ 
TJ~r~ II (continu~d) 
UiPLEHiillTATIOH OF TlVELVE PRIHCIPIES OF EDUCATIOn 
BY THIS BIBLIOGRAPHY 
-
Some principles ot 
education 
, . 
Appllcation. to 
sociology 
'l. Either to overesti- Underestilnation of stu ... 
mate or to Ullderesti- dent's ability to compre-
mate the material of bend sOCietal factors can 
eduoation is a dan- damage student's social 
gerous error. development. 
8. Objectins Chiefly Sociologr teacher's ob-
determine the cbarae.... jeet1 YeS determine his 
ter ot education. techrd.que and tools. 
9. Host intluential se- Likewise true o£ agen-
condary agencies are cies which educate the 
the informal. sociolo(O' student .. 
10. 1'0 entrust whole ot To 11m1. t teaching of a 
education to IIl'l'J' one social science to use or 
seoondar,r agency is textbook 1s unreasonable. 
unreasonable. 
11. Process ot education Commnicating and apply-
is an art. sociological principles 
is an art. 
12. m external efforts Sociology teacher stim-
in education reduce lates and guides educand 
to stimulating and to self-determi.nation in 
guiding the salt ... societal matters. 
aotiv:t t;:r of the edu-
cand. 
Implementation by 
this bibliography 
By providing elastic tool 
Which can be adjusted to 
varied sociological a-
bilIties, a Vliriable com-
mentary on "constant II 
which is the text. 
By implementing objective 
of dynamic active under-
standing. 
By providing a. less tor-
mal agency for use in the 
classroom .. 
By supplementing text 
with reproductions ot 
rival attractions, tor 
applications of text. 
By providing a flexible 
tool for teacher-artist. 
By providing stimul1 to 
interest in societal tac-
tors, and cases to train 
judgment in societal pro-
blems. 
CHAPTER V 
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF 1,J0VILS FOR TEAOHlmS OF SOCIOLOGY 
CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO TERMS IN THE 
"DICTIONARY OF SOCIOLOGY" 
abandoned chUdt , 
Roberts, Dorotl\v, Marabwood, 1949. 
Sinclair, Harold, Mls1c out ot D1x1e, 19,2. 
abnomalitz, (Ot. also enius, mental disorder.) 
Brand, Mlllen, The Outward Room, 1937. 
Marshall, Itobert K., Julia Owynn, 19,2. 
O'Connor, P"lannery, Wis. Blood, 1952. 
WUUngham., Oalder, RMch te the Stars, 1952. 
aecl1ma~il&t1ont (Ot. also Amlrlcan1.l&tion, 1m1e:ation.) 
Dineen, Joseph F., \vard Bight, 1936. 
Johnson, Alvin saunders, Spring Storm, 1936. 
Ormonde, a., Laughter tram Downstairs, 1948. 
Petracca, Joseph, Come Back to Sorrento, 1952. 
Rclvaag, o. I., Giants in the Barth, 1927. 
~cozaodationt Ct. acCUlturation, contol"mttz_ 
accul·~u.rationJ (Cf .. also aecliu.tisation, education.) 
Curran, M. D., Parish and the H1ll, 1948. 
Deasy, f.t., Hour ot Spring, 1948. 
LaFarp, OliTer, Laughing Boy, 1929. 
McClinchey, Florenee E., Joe Pete, 1929. 
• 
!Chievementa (Of. alao culture.) 
Lawrence, J osepbine t Picture \iindow, 1951. 
Ph1llips, Thoraas Hal, Search tor a Rero .. 1952. 
~io~ion pattern: ot .. soci,¥ process. 
active crowd: Cf. mob mindedness • 
. - ..... , 
aotive ideational1sm: (ct .. also churcl;, miss1ona:rr. profession: divinitZ") 
fJ>dullah" Achmed, Deliver Us from Evil, 1939. 
Benton, John, Faith Itope and a Horse, 191,0 
Ohevign;r, H., Woman of the Rook, 1949. 
liuston_ 11., Mght People, 1949 .. 
Keenan, Ed.mtrd P .. , Burden Light. 1939. 
Rogers, R. F.., Thej.".Uk for Bread, 1947. 
Wellman, P. I., The Chain, 1949. 
1,!Jhite, Nelia Gardner, l~o '.t'rwr.pet before Him, 1948. 
adapt~~t (ct. also aceli.tJlatization, acy,ustment. .2!eersonallty, h'll1BO.1l eeol~ 
~ social. ~ustment.) 
1,.f:U:!.!mns, ~,:1lliam Carlos, Build-Up, 1952. 
ad.apti~ ~~" Ct. ~~l.kwa.Y,S, inst.itut1o~J mores. 
adaptive eo!!:hl Of. a2aEtat1~r.!. 
ail(ilct. ot. A.,..", addict" alcohoJ.ism. ~ .' Ai 
~ustment 2!. 2ers<mal.t tl: 
Fanta, John, rull of U.fe, 19$2. 
SlnitterA 't!ersel, F. o. B. Detroit, 1938. 
Yates. Elizabeth, Brave Intel."Val, 1952. 
adoleacencEu 
, 
Austin, Ma!;r. StaJ'1'7 Adventure, 1931 
Benthan, JO$tlph1ne, Jante, 1940. 
Burt, }( sat!!~rineJ Escape from Paradise. 19$2 .. 
Calitri, Charles, Rickey, 1952 .. 
Carpenter, Bruce, Blossoming Year. 1952. 
a.do1~scence (continued): 
... ,. 
Clayton, John Bell, Six .iUl.gels at i"W Back, 1952. 
Davis, Kenneth Sydney:. 110rning in Kansas, 19,2. 
Dal,y'. Maur.i..ne, Seventeenth SUnlmer, 1942. 
Day, LillIan, Youngest Profession, 1940. 
DeJong, D. e., Two Sofas in the Parlor, 1952. 
Derleth, August ':iU1iam, Evening in Spring, 1941. 
Du.:ttus, Robert Luther, That Was Alde:rbur~{) 1941. 
Faulkner, WUliam. Intruder in the Dust1 1948. 
FineMlim, !mng, This' Pure Young Hen, 1930. 
fisher, D. C., Deepening stream, 1930. 
Fisher, Vardio, In Tragic Life, 1932. 
Gale, !~in, Joan and Hi.cha.el, 1941. 
Il111yer,' Laurie, Time Remembered, 194$. 
Horgan, Paul, A ~ on the Plains, 1937 AI 
J~s, Olue, Early Frost, 1952. 
Johnson, Alvin Saunders, Spring storm, 19.36. 
Joseph, Donald, October's Cb1ld, 1929. 
Kat'ig, 1,Jalter, LOWGr Than the .Angels, 1945. 
Warp, Oliver, The Enerq' Gods, 1937. 
L t Bn,r,le, !:{ade:1e1ne, CamUla Dicldnson, 1951. 
1, 'Imgle, x-Iadele1ne, The Small Rain, 1945. 
Lewis, Flannery', Abel Da,yton, 1939. 
bmd'berg, Daniel, River Rat, 1941. 
!,faeaulq, Rose, The "florld IV WlldarnesEJ, 1950. 
YtaCLeod, liorman, The Bitter Roots, 1941. 
Harlcs, P., A free Grown Straight, 1936. 
14axwell, v., The Polded Leaf, 194,. 
lJ11.chae1soD, John liairne, Morning, 'I'¥intar, and Night, 1952. 
Moser, . 8. , Roundelay, 1948 (I 
Newman, ltobert IT., Fling out the l3anner, 1941. 
Nobl.e, Ba:r,1:)ara, Years That Take the Best Away, 1930. 
C)tBrien, Eupne,. He Swung and He:ifissed, 1937. 
Phillips, ~ Hal, Search tor a Hero, 1952. 
Reid, Ann Al_ander, :!...ow Lies Bleeding, 1930. 
Mpperger, R9nriette, ill Elm street, 1943. 
Ro1vaa.e, 0 .. E., Peder Victorious, 1929. 
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Rub1ns, Harold, stone tel" Dann.Y Fisher, 19$2. 
Ryerson, 1!"1.orence, and ale_nts1.~ Colin C~bellJ This A:wful Age, 1930. 
Scott, J .. , The Ohari ty Ball, 1940. 
Sbeean, V., Bird· ot the 'idlderness, 1941. 
Smith, Hadeline Babcock, Lemon Jell:,r Cake, 19$2. 
stevenson, Philip, Gospel according to St. Luke, 19.31. 
Stong, Ph1l1p Duffield, The Lone Lane, 1939. 
Stn,!'l":"l-:,, ,l:'SS0, Hie to the !£unters, 1950. 
SuckOW', P';J;'th, The Bonne~r Family, 1933. 
Thacher, Russell, Tender Age, 19$2. 
adolescence (oontinued) I 
Toohey, John Peter, Growing Pains" 1929. 
Vierbe1, Peter, The CalVon, 1940. 
Wickcndoo, Dan, Red. Carpet, 1952. 
h'lckenden, Dan, The Run.rrl.ng ot the Deer, 1937. 
">,rickenden, Dan, \ial'k ldke a riJ:ortal, 1940. 
hUder, I. J Hother and. li'OUJ:', 1933. 
":1illiams, Ge~rgo (}J.ion, Bll.1'J.d Bull, 1952. 
viol!, Robert L",. Sprlngboard, 1927" 
Zugmnith, teane, Time to Remember, 1936. 
gdoptd.on: 
Benefield, S., Valiant Is the Word for Cairie, 1935. 
Caldw11, J. '1'., Let Love Come Last, 191~9. 
Dar1nger, Helen 1", Adopted Jane, 1941 
Glaspell,. S., I\1ol'fth~g Is lIear Us., 1940. 
Goudge, E", Sister of the Angel;, 1939. 
Johnson, J. ill., \1lild 1,1'00<'1, 1946. 
Roberts, Dorothy' James, liarehwooJ..1., 194.9. 
Hiddemer .. M.. Consta.ncia Herself:t 194,. 
agglomeratio~J 
stong, Phil, State Fair, 1932. 
agitator: (Cf.. also social rei'orm.) 
Siano, Be~,trice" T01!1OlTtYi1' s Bread, 1938. 
Dortort, D., Post of Honor, 1949", 
steinbeck, John, In Dubious Battle, 1936. 
~oulture. (Cf. also f~ !!!:! pop;~lation, rural eoIll!lmity, rural f'~.) 
Betbea, Jack, Cotton, 1928. 
Carmon, Cornelia. James, Red. Rust, 1928. 
Hobart, Alice '1'., The Cup and the SWord, 1942. 
Jones. ldw'al, Vermilion, 1947. 
Pound, llrthur, Once a 1iUderness, 1934. 
(,Talker, l~ldred, 'tflnterWheat, 1944. 
Ostansa, }:Tartha., The stone Field, 1937. 
aims cr" achievement, aotivation. 
~ ,d 1 
~.uah:l'l'1a (continued): 
........ .. .... _. 
fi'leming, Berry, Siesta., 1935. 
Ctl.bbons, Robert ?a.ueett, Bright Is the Horning, 1943 .. 
Kelley, '4elbourn, lnehin f Along, 1932. 
Stribling, T" S., Unfinished Cathadral, 1934. 
Ala..~a: 
-
Sntttter, liersel, Another Horning, 1941. 
t:'ll1oughby; Barrett, Sondra. QtHoc", 1939. 
a,lcoho1iSMt 
Jaldwin, !?ai.th, Juni-;;er Trc(~, 1.952 .. 
Di tzen, li'.ldolf, The Drinker, 19$2. 
Davis, Kenneth Sydne:J, In the Forests of the Night, 1942. 
Doner, Har,r Frances, Bllle River, 1946. 
Holding, E.; Irmocent 111"8. Duff, 1946. 
Jackson, G. P .. , 'l"he' Lost 't-leekand, 19h4. 
Lewiton, l-tlna, A Cup Qf Courage, 1949. 
Paul, Louis, BreaJ.<rlown, 1946 .. 
No.ffett, L., Devil b;jr the Tail, 1947 .. 
Schu1berg, B. t<1., Uisenchanted, 1950. 
Seott, n. AIt, 5to1": of Hrs. t-Iurphy, 1941. 
Sin;>BOn, Ii. de a., Under Capricorn, 19.38. 
st:yTon, 'or., Lie 1)o!;m in Dark.'I1ess, 1951. 
Truesdol1, John, Low Tioo, 1947" 
1"falker, Mildred, The ~.s Big HJ:>rses 1940. 
Walters, WUliam J., Forbidden Pa.th, 1938. 
-'[are, Harlan. Come Fill the Oup, 19$2. 
i-ndtney, Parkhurst, Hot Tonight, 1937. 
:iiekenden, Dant '4a:lfarers, 1945. 
alien: (Cf. alao ~Eation.) 
Henkle, nanrl.etta, Bread from Heaven, 1952. 
Ro1vug, 0.. E., Pede1" Victorious, 1929. 
alienation: Of. est~, mental q1sorder" 
altruism: 
l:Jlstin, Hary, Start"'J Adventure, 1931. 
Valley, A. E., ~fa.rching Bonnet, 1948. 
tunarleanism: 
!\rlnm1~ Lrnl'ts Grandsons, 193$. 
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Iuuerlc~ (continued) 
Cotsal:::is, Roxane, {ling and the Thorn, 19$2. 
l?J.avin, Martin, Journey in the Dark, 1943 .. 
Dos ~assoB, John a., Grand Design, 1949. 
Dos Passes, John R., U. S. A., 1938. 
'Ji11i<h'1l.S, Ben A., Time of Pooce, 1942 .. 
: . .Yncrlcan1zation: ( Of • also 1mm1tFa.tio~.) 
UagOflian, Richard, Fsraw&:r the Spring, 19$2. 
Lewisohn, L11d;w1g, Island Within, 1928. 
RoJ."I7aag, Q. E., ?ader Victorious, 1929. 
11illia."Ils, \:!11113.1,:). Carlos, Build .... Up, 1952. 
,>t,.,,,, .,"""'+" .. ..,., ' .. 1,·,"'1+", 7 .......... , ... 't~ '01." 
, ......... "', .. ·."'W"'-'4" .. ./,." ... ->-,-, ........... , ~'IJ. 
Sa:ro;ra."lj .,filliam., Huxna.n Comedy, 1943. 
Vardoul&k1s" M., Gold in the stroots, 1945. 
Yutang, Lin, Chinatown Fw:nily, 191.+.8. 
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anomie; at.. ~~~atiC!r', personal disorganiza.tion, social deter1orat~. 
antecedentss Cf. causes of crime .. 
-----_. . ...... 
anti-Semitism: 
Bellow, S., Victi~ 1947 .. 
Bernstein, A., Home Is the Runted. 1941. 
Brinig, M:;rl.-on, Sadness in Lexingi;oll Avenue, 1952. 
Brwne, Lew1.s, See 1'1h:lt I l<1ean? 1943. 
Crawford,K., Straw Fire, 1947. 
Hobson~L. z. , Gentleman's AgreemElnt, 1941. 
tew.tsohn, Iilidwig, Island tdthin, 1928. 
Lipton, l..a.wrenoe, Brother the Laugh Is· Bitter, 1942. 
HoLsughlin; R., Side or the Angels, 1947. 
HUler, Arthur, Focus, 1945. 
RQeburt, J.J Seneca U. S. ~., 1941. 
\vallis, James Harold, Niece of Abraham Pe1n, 1943. 
anti-s,ocial: Of. cr.l~, ~uverJl.e dellng;.:e:;cz, underworld. 
Carey, Ernestine llfoller, JUl11ping Jupiter, 1952. 
anti-social ~dlet 
Cantwell, Robert, Laugh. and Lie Down, 1931. 
Goertz, A., Give Us Our Drea.n'i, 1947. 
arbitration,: Of. indu.s~rial ~i.tl~cti~n., labor dispute. 
~ .?£. ~l5?atw: 
Ca.rroll, Gla.d:;Ts H. , Christmas w"ithout Johnny', 1950. 
Corbett, Elizabeth Frances, Richer Ha.rvest, 1952. 
Harris, 13 .. K., Hearthstones, 1;1l~8. 
\leters, A. A., World Next Door, 1949. 
a.rea of transition. Cf. zone or transition • 
.............. -_. ~ -- -----_ ....... 
a.:sgot: 
J3t?.lla.h, JameS' Herner, Harcl Twenty, 19!~6. 
Brown, Eu~, Trespass, 1952. 
Cantwell, Robert, The Land oJ: j)lent:f, 193b. 
Day, Lillian.. Youngest Profession, 1940. 
Decker, D. 11., ~J F'1e1d No Hit, 1947. 
~lbert,Edw:1nJ Squirrel Cage, 1941. 
1tL."'l;..~1Jo:rg, Daniel, Ri '9'&1'" Rat, 1941. 
Holmes, W1.l..frad Jay, Rsndezvous, 1942. 
Scanlon. William T., God Bave 14ercy on Us, 1929. 
h"i1son, l~eUl ComptQn, Nine Br:i;c}.es and Grann;y H1te, 19$2 .. 
ZUt~srrri.th, > Leane, A Time to RemDlbe.r, 1936. 
~stocrac:z' 
Ba.rnes, Marga:r-et ~rerJ Years of Grace, 1930. 
Barretto, Ler:ry, Old Enchantment, 1928. 
m.a.stOl'i, Ellen, The Sheltered Life, 1932. 
Parnham, 14&tee1 H.,G'reat Riches, 1934. 
Glenn, Isa, A Short HistoT.f of Julia, 1930. 
Green, Paul, Laughing Pioneer, 19.32. 
l:mrquand, John p., Late Ceorge Apley, 1938. 
Smith. \4'arren Hunting, lftsses Elliot o£ Geneva, 1940. 
iiight, Frederick, South, 1935. 
Lee, Clarence P'., TM Unwilling Journey, 1940. 
Arkansas: (oontinued ) 
...... r 
Shernan, H. X>1." Call of the Laud, 19t1n. 
':\llllia!:1.30n, Thames Ross, \/oods (;;::2.1;, 1933. 
artificial: 
Broo1::s, rdchard, 'rho Producer, 19.52. 
ascendancyt Of.. ~om1nance, personal ~ce.nda.ne'y. 
ass.imi1ation: Cf. aceul:t')U"'ltion, !\l1ieric.::i.ldzatlon. 
ussociation: (Of .. hlS';:; accordance, Churc~l, club, courtshil>, fraternit::r, labor 
l"&i1oii,,") 
~lum: 
Br~ro, Carlton, Brainstorm, 19L.$. 
Harvin, l~lY, Stubborn Wood, 1948 .. 
Pete""s, A. A. , World Next .0001", 1949. 
''lard, 11 .. J 0, Snake Pit, 1946 .. 
attitude: or .. also c.h8.ritz, public 0t·~nion, prejudice. 
Chase, Mar:r Inlen, I>Iary Peters, 1934. 
Engstrand., stuart Daviet, Husband in the House, 1952. 
Feikem&, Fe1ke Frederick, 'rae Giant, 1952. 
11$l1ow8, .Uice, Laurel, 1950. 
Glasemi, Ellen, The Sheltered Life; 1932. 
Harwin, Brian, Home Is Upriver, 1952. 
Kelley, 1-1elbourn, Inch1n t Along, 1932. 
Lee, Hart"Y, Fox in the cloak, 1938. 
MacLiesh, Archibald F'lem:tng, Eye ot the Kite, 1952. 
Ma.yse, Arthur, Desperate ~_;earch!. 19;;2. 
Ronald, James, Angry ~JomanJ 194tl. 
Taylor, Raymond rr., Song ot the Frog, 1950. 
Todd, Helen, Roots of the Tree, 1944. 
,:mthorltl: Of. ~udg, I~rnment, £,Ql"ental; :t"~lations, school. 
autocrac,l"~ ot" (.1ictatoX"shir. 
begg~t 
!'.chn:vior: cr. familial behavior, conduct. 
behavior patter.n:t Of. culture, ?-nstitution .. 
!?alief: ( cr. also religion.) 
Na.than, Robert, One ~'lore Spring, 1933. 
Ruubeek, Margaret Lee, fhngr;:r !!ian Dreams, 1952. 
benevolence t Cf. charitlJ ;ehilanthrolY'l. 
betrothal. : (Of. also courtship.) 
b .f 
bias: 
-
Dahlberg, ~vU'd, nottom Dogs. 
Od.u.m, BOllard Washitll;.Jton, Rainbow Round l'ly Shoulder, 192B. 
boW?<io:r: 
, 
i'~ow, Be~ Forly-Four Gravel street, 19$2. 
PCMell, .Dawn, Dance Night, 1930. 
Field, Ben, Piper T~ns I lS~46. 
;.J"abster, Barbara .. }1a.gic ""ater, 1942. 
breedinr~: or.. CW'aeter tra1ni5. edueat:1cn. 
broken ~t (Ct. also dese:rti.on, divo:rce, fa.m1!l; diaol"ianisation.) 
Ellson, Hal, Tomboy J 1950. 
Calkins, Cl1nob, Calendar of Love, 19$2. 
Colb;t, !-1. E.,:a ig Secret, 1949. 
business: 
Ca:re:'r , Ernestine l'101ler, Jl.1llt>ing Jupiter, 1952. 
Belfra:;:e, C., llhida with He, 1948. 
Benei'ield, B., Vallant Is the ~'lord for Curle, 1935. 
Dav1'~, Clyde Brion, Tbudburh 1952 .. 
Douglas, Harjory, Road to the Sun, 1952. 
Dratler, Jay, Pitfall, 1947. 
Duh.'\mel G. Susanne and Jo Dh 1 
i!arris, lial"'kha..'Ilt, High Nor!lin~ Fog, 1952 .. 
Roba.."'t, Alice ?isdale, Cleft aoc~<, 1948" 
tloJ.gins, B. J Hr. 13la."1dings Builci.:.:: ~;is Dream House, 1947. 
Jonas, Carl, Jefferson selleck, 1952. 
Kauban, J...eouard, Diminishing Return, 1952 .. 
Lanham, Edwin, Thunder in the Earth, 1941. 
'Haaland, it. 1., Let Me Do the Talldng, 1947 .. 
Pratt" Theodore, Big rubble, 1952. 
Nilbtlrfl, George, Cat.al.ogue. 1936. 
Rolf's, fl. J., No VfMJt1.J.Y!/Y, 1952. 
SChoonover, ta."W'!"onee, Quick Brown F'ox, 1952. 
Seaver, Edwin, The e~~f, 1930. 
311lit.h,;~()be'"t Faul, Tir:.e an.u theF1ace, 1952. 
Steig, ~, Send Me D04om, 1941. 
Sylvester, Robert, Dream st~t, 1946. 
T:::'::l.vers, Robert John, Funeral for'Sabella, 1952. 
Wilson, Mltchell, ~ Brother Jtr Enenvr, 1952. 
Vidal, G., In a. Yellow Wood, 1947. 
liaugh, EVelyn, Loved One, 1948. 
B~s, }iargaret l!.,ver,. Hithi.'l This Present, 19.3.3. 
Bishop, Leonard, IXnm All Your Streets, 19,2. 
B<1Jd" T. A., In Time of' Peace, 1~~35. 
Brody, Catherine, Cash Item, 1933. 
Brod.T, Cathenl15, Nobody starves, 1932" 
Chevalier. :tIaakon liaur:Lcc, For Us the Living,. 1949. 
Douglas, ~!arjOryt RoQd to the SUll, 19$2. 
Gallagher, TholilliW l1ichael, Gathering ~s, 19S2. 
01UGOlI, Ellen, Vein at Irc.m.. 1935. 
F..alper, Albert, Union Sq,uare, 1933. 
Holl, Helen, Hart\v Perennial, 1933. 
Hull, Helen, Heat Lightning, 1932. 
Lawrence, Jo."phine, It I liave Four Apples, 1935. 
Hathan, Robart, One Hare ~1prlng, 1933. 
Pratt, Theodore, Dig Bubble, 1952. 
Roberts, Dorotb;r James, ~:Iar8h'W'Ood, 1949" 
f';l.lb1ns, Harolcl, Stone for D~ }"1sher, 19,2. 
Savarese, Julia, The Weak and the strong, 1952. 
cata.8trop~CC~: 
l'!ort~,".;~, :tcl1a Bllbree, Again the River, 1939. 
LaFa:rge, Chr1sto!,her, The SUdden Ouest, 1946. 
Skidmore, Hubert, I wm Lift up H1.ne Eyes, 1936. 
Calif'ornias 
.".. 
Brooks, Richard, The Producer, 19,2. 
Cameron, OVen, 1-1ountains Haft No Shadow, 19,2. 
Fante, John, FIl11 of' ate, 19,2. 
Eb;r, Lois, and Flendng, John Chester, Velvet Fleece, 1947. 
Hobart, Alice Tisdale, C1ett Rock, 1948. 
Hobart, Alice Tisdale, The Cup and the SWord, 1942. 
Hall, "Wilbur, Mr. Jory, 1947. 
Hughes, Dorothy Belle, Davidian Report, 19,2. 
Jackson, S., '1'he Road 'through the Wall, 1948. 
Jessey, Cornelia, Teach the Angry Spin t, 1949. 
Jones, Idwal, Vena1l1on, 1947. 
Longstreet, Stephen, Beach House, 19,2. 
Ydllar, Margaret, aannibal Heart, 1949. 
Sinclair, Upton, 011, 1927. 
Randall, Jean, Peppertree Inn, 1941. 
Roberts, Martia, Tumbleweeds, 1940. 
Rolts, M. F., No Vacancy, 19,2. 
Tay-1or, Rqmond H., Song of' the Frog, 19,0. 
Truesdell, John, Low Tide, 1947. 
Viertel, Peter, The Canyon, 1940. 
capital. at. buainees, l!lJe scale indUstry_ 
Ca:pital1smf (at. also business, cOrPoration, eoppetition, ownershiE.t 2rof'it.) 
Dos Passos, John, The Big Money, 1937. 
Sinclair, Upton, Boston, 192i1. 
case work: Cf'. sooial. \lork. 
-- -
catchwordt at" p:roEsanda, slogan. 
Cancaeio-.centrisms at. race co:¥,lict, !!2! preJUdice. 
causation. (Ct. also causes ot cl"'illie.) ________ 1 __ • 
Johnson, Josepbihe, Now in liovember, 1934. 
Tucker, Lae1, Lament. tor .Four Virgins, 1952. 
causes !! crime. (Of. also anti-social edls, Pt.fllCh2£a.thic offender.) 
Da.vis, Clyde a., The Rebellion or Leo l-lcGuire, 1944. 
Motley, <;i111ard, Knock on An:! Door, 1947. 
Simenon, Georges, Act of Pa.ssion, 1952. 
Pagano, J., Condemned, 1947. 
Rubins, Harold, Stone tor Da:nny Fisher, 19,2. 
lee Robert DeeD Dark River 19 • 
~haracter: (Cf. also ideal, motivation, pers;>nallty, value.) 
Barton, B. A.., Long \,lalk, 1948. 
Chase, Nary Ellen, l-1a.ry Peters, 1934. 
Field, Ben, Piper Tompkins, 1946. 
Gelhorn, Martha, The Trouble I've Seen. 1936. 
Huston, McOready, Prodigal Brother, 1952. 
Johnson, Josephine, Now in November, 1934. 
Leslie, lvarren, Best 'l'bing That Ever Happened, 1952. 
Longstreet, Stephen, Beach Hous., 1952. 
Moody, Minnie Hit., Death Is a Little Man, 1936. 
Petry, Ann L., The street, 1946. 
Robinson, Mabel Louise, Island l~oon, 1942. 
Sinclair, ijpt,on Beall, Another Pamela, 1950. 
character trai~t ot. 1'!!Hl, school. 
Carroll .. G. H •• Hh11e the Angels Sing, 1947. 
charitzs 
Be1m, Lorraine, Triumph Clear, 191,6. 
Bugbee, EBaa, Pea:r Oovers the Olipper, 1942. 
Corbett, Elizabeth Frances, Richer Harvest, 1952. 
Henkle, Henrietta, Bread :from Heaven, 1952. 
v1are, Harlan, Come Fill tneCup, 1952. 
chUd: (Ot. a.lao abando~ child, ne§!ected child.) 
Baner, Skulda Vanadis, Latchstring out, 1944. 
Barress, John, Little It1le, 1952. 
C~bel1, Patricia, Lush Valley, 1948. 
Davenport, G. L., Belvedere, 1947 • 
Fisher, Dorothy Canfield, The Deepenine Stream, 1930. 
Hewlett, J. II • 1iUd Grape, 1947. 
HUghes, Langston, Not without Laughter, 1931. 
Lee, Clarence p.. The Unwilling Journey, 1940. 
MaYse, Arthur, Des'9arate Search, 19S2. 
Morley, a., 'l'bunder on the teEt, 1925. 
Phillips, Thomas Hal, Search tor a Hero, 19S2. 
sta.f"tord, Jean, Oatherine Wheel, 19S2. 
Stevenson, Ph11ip, Bdge ot the Nest, 1929. 
l,'l1ll1ams, George Guion, Blind Bu.l1,_1952. 
O'Hara, Barr, !V Mend Fllcka, 19w.. 
child labors 
5ykes, H. W., Second Hoeing, 19.35. 
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Chr1stianitz, 
Dooley, Roger Burke, House of Shana.han, 1952. 
Hedden, 101orth Tuttle, Love Is a Wound, 1952. 
Huston, M., Right People, 1949. 
Keenan, Edward P., Burden Light, 1939. 
Lawrence, Jose~hine, Song in the Flight, 1952. 
Petracca, Joseph, Come Back to Sorrento J 1952 .. 
Roas, Hancy, Time's Corner, 1952. 
Runbeck, Mar~aret Lee, liungry ¥JaIl Dreams, 1952. 
Sture-Vasa, l'l4I":'t O'Hara, Son of' Adam ':ifyngate, 1952. 
,Summers, Homs Spurgeon, Brighten the Corner, 1952 to 
'l'u.oker, Lael, Lament tor li'our Virgins, 19$2 .. 
Turnbull, Agnes, Gown of Glory, 1952. 
churCh: (ct .. also Christiardtl, profession: ~v.i..nitlt Protestantism.) 
Peterkin, Juli., Scarlet Sister Mar;;r, .1928. 
Stancourt. Louis, AFlowr for Sign, 1937 .. 
cit;!: (Ct. also metropolis.) 
clan: 
-
Banning, Margaret Culkin, Clever Sister J 1947. 
DeCapite, Klchael, l'~a., 194:3. 
Horgan, Paul, Fault of Angels, 1933. 
Jonas, Carl, Jefferson Selleck, 1952. 
Hobart, Alice Tisdale, The Cup and the Sword, 1942. 
JOMS, Iclw'al, ·Ve'X':l'llilion, 1947. . 
Stevens. L., Days of Promise, 1948. 
stuart, Jesse, Taps for Private Tussie, 1943. 
class I Of.. social stratifioation. 
. . 
~ confiictt Cf. ~lass stru&'i!e,labor dispute" labor problem. 
class consciousnesst (ef. also social climber,.) 
, 
Cook, Fannie. Mrs. PaJ.merts 11000:1, 1946. 
Fellows .. Alice, Laurel, 1950. . 
Glaseow, Ellen, The Shel tiered Lite J 1932. 
Marquand, John P., ~at& George Apley, 19.38. 
Field, Rachel, And Now Tomorrow, 1942. 
(Cf. also labor di~puteJ strike.) , 
Adamie, Louis, Dynamite, 1934. 
Norris, Charles Gilman, Flint., 1944. 
~s (Of. also f'ra.t~rnit~f'.) 
Elnery, Anne, Soront.:?' Girl, 19!)2. 
~. Cf'. moral oode, social.!.22!. 
coercions (Of'. also. domina:nee.) 
Rubins, Harold, Stone for Dann;r Fisher, 1952 .. 
(Of'., also labor union.) 
• 
ZUgsmith, Leane, A Time to Remember, 1936. 
colonisat1olu 
,Smitter, Werael, Another Monling, 1941. 
Colorado: 
Lester, NanC'1 J stranser in Angel Town, 1952. 
Sorensen, V.E.. Ueil:~hbors, 1947. 
Steele, WUbur Daniel, Their Town, 1952. 
Sykes, H. W., Second Hoeing, 1935. -
commercialisation: 
Be1trage, 0., Abide with }le, 1948. 
streeter, &., Father of the Bride, 1949 .. 
Todrln, B., Plundered Heart, 1948. 
~~augh, Evelyn, Loved One, 1948. 
co:mna:m1eation& Ot.. ~ a;z:t;s, gossip, intercommunication, news, radio, tradi-
.. ilon. 
-
communism. 
Br1nig, l.fyron, The Sun Sets on the west, 1935. 
Burnett, William Riley, Vanity Row, 1952. 
CUnningham, Albert Benjamin, Legacy for OUr Sons, 1952. 
Dortort, D •• Post of Honor, 1949. 
Dos Passos, John, Adventures of a Young Man, 1939. 
communism: (continued) 
]!;ngstrand, Stuart David, They Sought for Paradise, 1939. 
Gibbs, ".>l., Tender X-len, 1948. 
Halper, Albert, Union Square. 19)3. 
1I1mes, C. B., Lonely Crusade, 1947 .. 
Hyghes, Dorothy BellfJ, Davidian Report, 1952. 
Koestler, Arthui:, Darkness at Noon, 1941. 
!!.3..:LtS, Albert, The Underground Stream, 1940. 
;,il-_cr, ;1., Sure Thing, 1949. 
Parsons, A. -' The Trial of Helen l1cLeod, 1938. 
Schneider, l .. , Judas Time, 1947. 
Steinbeck, John, In Dubious Battle. 19.36. 
stevens, t., D,ys ot Promise, 1948. 
Shaw, Irwin, Troubled Air. 1951. 
Trilling,. L., Middle of the Journey, 1941. 
49 
commurJ.t~' (Of'. also neighborhood, X:~a1 conmDmitu rural industrial communi-
it· 
Bright, Robert, Lite and. Death of Little Joe, 1944. 
Cozzens, James Gould, The Last Adam, 1933. 
Davia, 01:rde Brion, Thudbur:r, 1952. 
Jessey, Cornelia, Teach the Angry' Spirit, 1949. 
Rayford, Lee, Cottonmouth, 1941. 
Smith, Madeline Babcock, Lemon Jelly Oake, 1952. 
commutatiOl'U 
" 
1fTebster,B., Color of' the Oountry, 1947. 
co!!!~nsat1.on: Of. frustration, substitution. 
co!!petition: (Of. also business .. ) 
Meala.nd, R •. L. J Let He Do the Talking, 1941. 
Schoonovsl", Lawrence, Quick Brown Fox, 1952. 
conditioned participation: Cf. ~nal fi2'O!P. mi.nority EOUP, social discri-
mna£!on. . 
conduct f Of. moral code. 
-
confidence .!;ame: 
, -
Eby, Lois, and. Fleming, John Chester, Velvet Fleece, 1941. 
conflict: (Ct. also cultural conflict, fru~ration, labor dis}ute, mental 
conr:ti~~j. personal disClrgaiazaUon, socii! connIc£, ~ 
Auslander, J., and ';'furdemann, A. j Islanders, 1951. 
Ca.nt'1eld, Dorothy, Seasoned T1rtber, 1939. 
D'Agostino, Quido, Barking ot a Lonely Fox, 1952. 
Kandel, !ben, City tor Conquest, 1936. 
McOarthy, 11ary Therese, Oroves of Academe, 1952. 
:?trcr't, James, The Gauntlet, 1945. 
conflict situation. , 
Burns, John Horne, Cr:'r of Children, 1952. 
Gers:::m, Noel, CUmberland Rifles, 19$2. 
Lincoln, ViCtoria. Endicott, Februal"'lj Ifill, 1934. 
Lothrop, Eleanor, Sing for Your Supper, 1952. 
Hang:1.one. Jerre, Mount Allegro, 1943 .. 
Pinchot J Ben, Hagar J 19$2. 
cOntOrmitzl ct. tad, social control.,. social sanction. 
Connecticut: 
Ohanalor, Torrey, Sat~ laght Is 1W Delight, 19$2. 
Cozzens, James Gould, Just and the Unjust, 1942~ 
cozzens, James Gould, Tbe Last ~ 1933 .. 
Field, Ben, Outside Leaf', 1943. 
Field, Ben, Piper Toupldns, 1946. 
MI, Helen, Ha.w's night, 1946. 
P1nahot. Ben, Hagar, 19,2. 
c?ffil!est ~ uatu1'e. 
Davis, Harold Lenoir, 'tlinda of Morning, 1952. 
Hol_s, Willred Jay, Rendezvous, 1942. 
~·forga.n, stella. Embree, Again the River, 1939. 
COll$el'Vationc 
Yeikeme., F. F., This Is the Year, 1947. 
stewart, G. R., Fire, 1948. 
conswners' c~eration: Cf. C02P!!:at1ve movement. 
conversion: (Ot. also acculturation, ~ustment of personality, Americaniza-U~) - _. 
-
stancourt., Louis, A .F~lower for Sign, 1937. 
conversion: (continued) 
... T 
'Nilson, Harry Leon, 1'fuen in the Course, 1940. 
,S0ntinuitZ2! culture: Of. t'am11z, ~ueation, tradition. 
cooperati~ companion: or. recreation. 
::o:xlr1ch, HarcUB, Delllah, 1941. 
cocroerati va movement, 
" . . . 
Bet~0a, Jack, Cotton, 1928. 
r~rkbride, R. de L., Spring Is liot Gentle, 1949. 
S1nelair, Upton, Oo-op, 1936. 
corporate action: or. cooperative r;tove:oo,~~" corporation" labor union. 
coreorat1on: 
Sezhers. Anna, The Revolt ot the Fish.ermen, 19.30. 
Tippett, Thomas, Horseshoe Bottoms, 193$ .. 
correctionalinstitutiont (Ct. also prison.) 
Mahley, 1I1Uard, Knock on 1m:! Door .. 1947 .. 
countrl .2!. de~tinationt ot. immiEatlon. 
courtship: 
}"'isher, Rudolph, 1,.Jalls ot Jericho, 1928. 
iV'ilson, 1ie111 COlq)ton, Nine Brides and Granny Hi te, 1952 .. 
crea.tive activity. Ct. ~~ment .2! A'ersonal1tl. !!!:!. arts. 
erimea (er. also oonfidence ~ame, e~zzlement, l!!!Kster, kidnap, ly:nchtng J 
murder, orfSaDt;;t cit., :~. ewer, SUIc:t'a"$, UiiiIerwor1u.1 
Anderson, Edward, Thieves Like Us, 1937 .. 
. Ugren, Nelson, Man witb the Golden Am, 194.9 
Armstrong, a .. , Unsuspected, 1946 .. 
Burnett, w. R. J Asphalt Jungle" 1949. 
Burnett, 1<1. R. t Little Men Bit ~ior1d, 19$1. 
Camun, A .. , Plague. 1948. 
Coo, Charles Francis, .. !\shes, 1952. 
Dark, t:~. 0., storm of Time, 1950. 
Forester, c. S .. , Pa;yment Deferred, 1942 .. 
~rlme, (continued) 
Godden, J., ':he House by the Sea, 1948. 
Hess, IJSonard, Tomorrow's Voyage, 1929. 
HiohGns, R. S., ?aradine Case, 1933. 
r~mtort H., Signal Thirty-Two, 1950. 
Lustgarten, Edgar J:.!arcus, Ga.us fer Three Losers, 1952. 
MacDonald, \ili11iam Colt, Blind Gr..rtrldges, 1951. 
,:~hear:tng, The Crime of Laura SavoUa, 1941. 
ShtL'L/;!J.11, Irving, The Big Brokers, 1952. 
Stapp, A. D., Escape on Skiis, 1949. 
Stern, G. B., Woman in the Hall, 1939. 
Atraus~, 'r., Hoonrlse, 1946. 
6'winI1GI't.on, F .. , The Fortunate La.dy, 1941. 
Walz, Jq, i'he Bizarre Sisters, 1950. 
Hilkins,) "I .. V. t Cit? of l'''rozen Fire, 1950. 
"Jright, R., !Jative Son, 1940. 
ZUgsmith, Leana, The Teckoning~ 1934. 
Or:tminall ( Cf. also or:l~-, psychQ£athtc o~fender, whi to collar criminal.) 
Bates, Ralph, Rainbow 1<"ish, 1937 .. 
Dorton, D., Burial ot the Fruit, 1947. 
Helseth, H. 15., Chair for 14artin Rome, 1947 .. 
l::rasner, William, The Gambler, 1950. 
PhiUpotta, Eden, Portrait ot a Scoundrel, 1938. 
Pelnay, Peter, The Moot Point, 1948. 
1iyl~, Rd;)ert, Deep Dark River, 1935. 
Stern, o. Fl.) Woman in the Hall, 1939. 
crisis, (Cr. also catastrophiC c~., social crisis * ) 
Tro-.rJ George, Headland, 1952. 
crowd I (Or. also mob mindedness.) 
, -, 
Weaver, J. D., Another Such Victory, 1948 .. 
cu1tlJ.ral eh5et 
DOllglas, Marjory, Road to the Sun, 1952. 
Glascow, Ellen, The Sheltered Lll'e, 1932. 
Lumpkin, Grace, To 14a.ke r,\y Bread, 193211 
"-tilson, Mitchell J }1y Brother It' Enemy, 1952. 
'I-Iylie, Ida Alexa Ross, strangers Are Comintb 1941. 
cultural confliot: 
, 
Avirett, B. D., Hear the Cock Crow, 1949 .. 
Cha!'JDUm, r1aristan, iJeather Tree, 1932. 
DuHaurier, Daphne, 'l'he Parasites, 1949. 
Gei:nn, Uoe1, Cumberland Rifles, 1952. 
Glenn, 1138., A Short History of Julia., 1930. 
Olerul, 13a, southern Charm, 1928. 
K,:J.i1r a, John, Sioilian Street, 1949. 
Kirkla!l:~, 1111tOO Han:d.1ton, Divine Average, 1952. 
La.F'arf};e, Oliver, The Enentr Gods, 1937 .. 
Lumpkin, Grace, To Make M;y Bread, 1932. 
Partridge, Bellamy, January Thaw, 1945. 
R.olvaag, O. E., Peder Victorious, 1929. 
Sinclair, M. J. p. J Kana., 1947 .. 
Stegner, :'1., Second C'J'!'O'ltIth, 19h7. 
cultural determination: 
. 
i>lUBon, Mitchell, MV' Brother l1y~, 1952. 
eulturalisland. 
, 
Gliok, Carl, Three Times I Bow, 1943 .. 
. Jesseh Comella., Teach the Angry Spirit, 1949. 
Handel., George, Flee the It.'rJ.gry strangers, 19S2. 
culture c()ntrolf ot. 8001.&.1 control. 
, . 
culture di,f.tu$1on; Of. acculturation • 
• 
culture patternt Gr. industrial aooletz .. 
current, 
curse: 
Heyward, DuBose, Hal..f Pint F'lask, 1929. 
custom. (Of. also f'olkwsrs, mores, tradition.) 
Ba.llowe, H. L., La.wd Sayinf the Same, 1948. 
Baner, Skulda Vanad1s, Latohstring Out, 19144. 
LaFm-I1,G, Oliftr, J..aughing Boy_ 1929. 
Skidmore, Hubert, I Will Lift up Mind Eyes, 1936. 
custOMt (continued) 
streeter, E., Father of the Bride, 191.9. 
TempsY.i, Armine von, Thunder in Heaven, 1942. 
Terrill, H., The Square, 191.9. 
T111e1"';r, Carlyle, Red Bone ~vOll".an, 1950 .. 
Val~'_ey, A. E., lliarching Bonnet, 1948. 
Vardoulakis, M., Gold in the Streets, 1945. 
defense: (Cr. also war.) 
-
Goodrich, Barcus, Delilah, 1941. 
Holmes, 'dltred Jay, Rendezvous, 1942. 
de1in~tency !!:!! (Cr. also.!2!:!.2! transition) 
F..arwi.n.. Brian, Home Is Upriver, 1952 .. 
Travers, Robert John, Funeral for ;:.labella, 1952. 
dema.Go!P:' 
,larren, Robert Penn, All the King's 14tm, 1947. 
demoerasYt 
Bell" 7homaa, There Comes a. Time, 1946 .. 
Fernald, Helen, Plow the Dew Umer, 1952. 
Fisher, Dorothy Canfield, Seasoned Timber, 1939. 
Haydn, H1ram e., The Time Is Noon, 1948. 
Hicks, GranvUle, There Was a Man in Our Town, 1952. 
Hobart, Alioe Tisdale, Cleft Rock, 1948" 
Huston, I-1c.O:ready, Prodigal Brother, 19,2. 
1...ewis, Sinclair, It Cantt Happen Here, 1936. 
$4 
demoralisation: (Of. also f. ;nll disorlanisation, personal disorganization, 
personal mal.!!Justment" 
Eldridge, p., And Thou Shalt Teach Them, 1947 .. 
Kuttner, Henry, Man Ilrowning, 19,2. 
I.ee, rlQl":r J It's a Great \'1 ar, 1929 • 
1<Iandel, George I 'Ft'lee the Angry strangers, 1952" 
depression: (Cf. also ~ness c12le.) 
:Brinig, Iiyron, The Sun Sets on the \lfest, 1935. 
Callaghan, Morley, Thev Shall Inherit the Eart.h, 1935. 
Conroy, Ja.ok, The Disinherited, 1933. 
Dos Passos, J. R., Grand Design, 1949. 
depression: (continued) 
Sawyer, Ruth, Luck of' the Road, 1934. 
Sherman, Ray Wesley, Other Nahoney.. 1944. 
Tarkington, Booth, Heritage of Hatcher Ide, 1941. 
Neuva", J .. I)., Another SUch ViCto~l, 194B. 
ioJ'olfert, Ira, Tucker's People, 1943. 
desertion: 
Dargan, Olive Tilford, Call Home the Heart, 1932. 
Pa.rsons, A .. , 1'the Trial of Helen McLeod, 19.38. 
Pe~,prldn, Julia, Scarlet Sister l"lary.. 1928. 
dialect: 
• 
Blodgett, Rtlth Robinson, Home Is the SaUor, 1932. 
Cha'pman, Me.ristan, Homeplaee, 1929. 
rtannum, Alberta Pierson, Thursday April, 1931. 
Harw:i.n, Brian, Hame Is Upriver .. 19$2. 
Car.t"OU, Gladys Hasty, A Fw Foolish Ones, 1935. 
Collier, Tarleton, Fire in the Sky, 1941 
Davis, Reuben, Butcher Bird, 19)6. 
Henderson, George i»lylle, Ollie Miss, 1935. 
Hurston, Zora Neale, Their Eyes were ~;:atching God, 1937 .. 
Ie~vJ Rqbert Emmet, Red Bean Row, 1929. 
l-!aeDougall, A. R., Under a WUlow Tree, 1947. 
r.t;mo:fr, Arnold, Telegram from Hea'V't1n, 1942. 
Moody, Minnie Hi te, Death Is a Li tt1e Han, 1936. 
!-ioo~haa.se, Kathleen, Rain on the Just, 1936. 
Wolfert, Ira, Tuckerts People, 194). 
C f Connor, Flannery, ",lise Blood, 19$2. 
Odum, Howard ~fashington, Rainbow Ro1IrJ,d l'tr Shoulder, 1928. 
Peterkin, JUlia, Bright Skin, 1932. 
Wil;L;amson, Thames Ross, ~i'oods Colt, 19.33 .. 
d.1ctatorshi£ : 
Lewis, Sinclair, lit Can't Happen Rere, 1935. 
diffusion: 
, 
Glick, Carl, Three Times I Bow, 1943. 
direct action: (Cf'. also sabotage, strike.) 
1 • $N.-
\'Teaver, J. D., Another Such Victo~r, 1948. 
discriminationt (Ot. also in-~u;pt out£OuR' preJudice, Rrlvi1ege.) 
Bright, Robert, The Intruders, 1946. 
disease t (Of., also :mental d1~order.. neurosis.) 
Be!m, Lorraine, Triumph Olear, 1946. 
Eichler, .Alfred, Son of Song, 1938. 
Evans, Virginia, Lovely Season, 1952. 
Hines, Dorothy Pa.l.mer J No Wind of Healing, 1946. 
Ma.xwa11, 'dlllam, They Cue Like 3vallows, 1937. 
Rowell, Adelaide CoritmeL Touchdown, 1942. Su.rmelian, Leon z., 98.6 J 1950 
disintevatlon: 
Barretto, Larr:y, Old Enchantment, 1928. 
Huston, McCready, Dear Senator, 1928. 
Rubina, Harold, Stone tor Da.nny Fisher, 1952. 
disorganisations (Ct. also taml!l disoriani.sation, Rer.ona.l disorganization.) 
Kehoe, Karon, City in the Sun, 1946. 
disposition. 
Calitrl, Charles, Rickey, 1952. 
Oozzens, James Gould, Just and the Unjust, 1942. 
Coe, Oharles Francis, Ashes, 1952. 
D1tsen, "dolt, The Drinker, 1952. 
Mavity, Nancy, The state Vs •. Elna Jepson, 1937. 
CAu1J1er, Will, Trial or Vincent Doon, 1941. 
Parsons, A. , 'rhe Trial of Helen McLeod, 1938. 
Reywall. J., Trial of AlVin Boaker, 1948. 
Sinclair, Upton, Boston.. 1928. 
\val11s, James Ha:rold, Niece of Abraham Fein, 1943. 
Walsh, W., OIlt of the \;lhirlwind, 1930. 
diil'ided selt: 
---,-
Schoonover, La'W1"ence, Quick Bro'l*m Fox, 1952. 
Zinberg, Len, What D'y& KnOW' tor SUre, 191:.7. 
divorcet 
Fairbank, Janet Ay'er, Rich. Man Poor Man" 1936. 
Hutter, Catherlrm, This Dear Encounter, 1952. 
Jaynes, Clare, Early Frost, 1952. 
divorce: (continued) 
Hubbell, Catherine, Frances, 19,0. 
Lothrop, Eleanor, Sing for Your SUpper, 19,2. 
domestic service: 
Coleman,!4illiam Laurenee, Clara, 1952. 
Cudd&back" J., Unquiet Seed, 1947. 
Davenport. Marcia, Valley of Decision .. 1942. 
Heyward, DuBose, Mamba t S Daughters, 1929. 
Lawrence, J. A.., Oood Home with Nice People, 1939. 
}ieade, J. R.. Back Door, 1938. 
Miller, N ... Herrr Innocents, 1947. 
HcVicker, Daphne llloway'. Queen Was in the Kitchen. 1944. 
Sinclair, Upt,on Beell, Another l'a.mala, 1950. 
Yates, E .. , ~4nd of Spring, 1945. 
dominance. 
BraclbUJ.'"jr, B., Curious Wine, 1948. 
Dolson, H. J Husband Who Ran Away, 1948. 
Coleman, WUliam Laurence.. Clara, 19,2. 
Femd.ck, Elizabeth, Afterwards, 19S0. 
Fish .. Rachel, Newel Post, 19S0. 
Kelley, Welbourn, Inchin' Along, 1932. 
Lew:i.s, Sinclair, It Cantt Happen Here, 1936. 
!qon, Dana, Tentacles, 1950. 
14!1burn, George, Catalogue, 1936. 
Sykes, Gerald, Center of the stage, 1952. 
'l'arldngton, Booth, Kate Fenn1gate, 1943. 
irlb1te, Melia, Woman at the Window, 1951. 
drivel 
Bromfield, Louis, Twenty-Four Hours, 1930, 
Bushnell, Adel:rn, Pq the Piper" 1950. 
Gold, Michael, Jews without Money. 1932. 
<iru~ addictions 
Elleon, Hal, The Golden Spike, 1952 .. 
Liepman, fIe1nz, Case History, 1950. 
Mandel, George, Flee tM Angry' strangers, 19S2. 
Ross, Nancy, f1me's Gomer, 19$2. 
dutl' (Ct. also ~ation, re1i2on, status .. ) 
Packer, P., Inward Voyage, 1948. 
.. S7 
Blodgett, Ruth Robinson, Home Is a Sailor, 1932. 
Carroll, Gladys Hasty, it. Few foolish Ones, 1935. 
Carroll, ,'11*s Ha.sty, As the ft;art,h Turns, 1933. 
n' ~~~- """U -" ",;' 10 34 VlaS6, :i,u.,J:Y.!. en, 1'lar'{ f'el;ers, " • 
Cozzens, James Jould, The Last Adam, 1933. 
Fishel', Dorothy Canfield, Bonfire, 1933. 
Hall, Leland, They Seldom Sp5ak, 1936. 
I.:L1C)1:1, Victoria Endicott, Februa-fOj." HU1, 1934. 
Roberts, Dorothy Jamer;, l"iarshwooo, 1949. 
Tarkington, Booth, Ydrthful Hea.ven, 1930. 
economic insecuritl: (Ct. also unenplO}'nll,mt.) 
imderson,Edward, Hungry Han, 1935. 
Barnes t Margaret A;Jrer, H'ithin This Present, 1933. 
Brand, Hillen, The Outward Hoo:r'!, 1937. 
Brody, Catherine, Oa.sh Item, 1933. 
Cantwell. Robert, The Land ot Pl~mty, 1934. 
Collier, Tarleton, Fire in the Sky, 1941. 
Corbett, Elizabeth F. J Young Mrs. Meigs, 1931. 
GlascoW', Ellen, Vein or Iron, 1935. 
Green, Paul, This Body the i1:arth, 1935. 
Halper, Albert, The Foundry, 1934. 
Halper, Albert, Union Square, 1933. 
Herrmann, John, The Salesman, 19)9. 
Johnson, Josephine, Now in NOT0iDber, 1934. 
KalIn, Karlton, The Cherry Bed, 19)6. 
I~no8, JO"phinG. If' I Have Four Apples, 1935. 
Lawrenoe, J OS8Pbine, The Sound or Running Feet. 1931. 
Lawrenoe, Josephine" Years Are So Long, 1934. 
Nathan, Robert, One Hore Spring, 1933. 
sinclair, Upton, Mountain 01 ty, 19)0. 
Skidmore, Hubert, I~~1l1 Lite Up I-H.ne Eyes, 1936. 
Smedly, Agnes, Daughter of Earth, 1929. 
Stewart" Oeor~e, Reluctant Soil, 19.36. 
Thomas, Dorothy, Home Place, 1936. 
ltTolfert, Ira, Tucker-'e l)eople, 1943. 
Zugsmtth, Leana, A 'I'i1oo to Remember, 1936. 
economic planning: 
.... III • ., r 
Armstrong, Arnold B., Parched Earth, 1934. 
Boyd, Thomas Alexander, In Time of 'Peace. 1935. 
Calkins, Clinch, Calertlar of Love, 1952. 
Dargan, Olive TUford, A Stone Came Rolling, 19.35. 
Dos Passos, John, District ot Columbia, 1952. 
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~con"mic nlanni!!it (continued) 
Dos I'asso8, .:ohn, ~;ineteen-i.Jif'.eteen, 1932. 
Halper, Albert, t; ni,m S ;luare J 19':33 .. 
Johnson, Josephine, .rordanstown_ 1937 .. 
1£),-.8.. s, t3inclxlr, It Can rt Hap!~en Here, 1936. 
Lun'q?kin, ':1race, ~'ii,;n for Cain, 1935. 
}!cInt:rre, John a. , Ferment, 1937. 
llc1lhouse, Edi-lard, This Is Your Da.:!" 1937" 
:::1.c:: .. ~:.;.') U?ton, Boston, 1928. 
1.Jeatherwax, 01&1'8, Harching! Harching I, 1935. 
economic status t Of. R,overtl, wealth. 
eeono&: (ot. also C!;pi talism, COIl6U.Pl$rs I cooperatio!i, instal.l..mant buz:i:!:g, 
:mona;,(_ ) 
Burke, Fielding, Call Ho:me the Heart, 1?32. 
Burt, Ka.therine, Escape from Paradise, 1952. 
Cunn1nt~am, .Albert Benjudn, Legaoy tor Our Sons, 1952. 
education: (at .. also !!!f!l, ~ofess10r:= t.ea.oh:l.ni, school, tradition.) 
.Udrloh, Bees streeter, A't,lh1te Birdf<lying, 1931 • 
.tUdrtch, Bess%reeter_ Hiss Bishop, 1933. 
Cra~ford, Uelson Antri!'fl, A Man of IJCnrning, 1928 .. 
Fisher, VlU'dis, Passions Spin the Plot, 1934. 
tains, A'l.exander Kinnon, h;nd. of noaming, 1930. 
Kelley, Francis C1&lllEmt, ?roblem Island, 1937. 
La:neDJ!&, Josephine, If I Ha.ve Four Apples, 193,. 
Lewis, Sinclair, It Gantt Ha;ppen Hera, 1936. 
}1(}Cart.h:r, Mary Therese, Groves of }wademe, 195'2. 
Suok~~, Ruth, The Folks, 1934. 
\-1el1er, George .~thon::r, not to Eat, Hot tor Love, 1933. 
""ilson, rutohell, ply- Brother Uy Enerny, 195'2. 
Wood, Plqsted, I'resenoe of Everett I'1arsh, 1?37. 
embezl!ement r 
!1elntyre, John C., Ferment, 1937. 
emotion: 
-= •• 1' d 
Cole:man, "iilliam l .. aUl"Elnce, Clara, 19!)2" 
Hurst, Fannie, l.:'ive and Ten, 1929. 
emotiona.?; dEroenien$l: 
Gaines, Diana, Dr. Logan's Wite, 1952. 
~.nr lo:;er-emplayee relation: (at.. also labor relations.) 
Burke, F:teldinl,j, A :~tona CarriG Rolling, 1935. 
Greene, J. E., Not in Qar Stars, 1945. 
Halper,. Albert, The ?oundr:;, 1934. 
La, ·renee,. J. A., ::;ound of Running rest, 1937,. 
Taber, :.t. ;:3., ~3tar to Steer by, 1938. 
, 
envirorlX'2eJ".t:, ( Of. also pogr,\'Ohic e~vl;ron."I1ent, habi ta~, social envirol'll'l'l.'!n~.) 
BrOlm, Rollo ["-alter, Firemakers, 1931. 
Cha;nn .. 1ll, :1aristan, The Happy I\lountain, 1928. 
Clt,vton, John Ball, Sbc J..ngels at IJ:,r Back, 1952. 
Halpe-", P~bert, The 1"oundry, 19.3h. 
Hall, Leland, They Seldom Speak, 19.36. 
Harwin, Brian, Horne Is Upriver, 195'2. 
LaFarge, Christopher, The Sudden Guest, 1946. 
LaF'arge, Ol1ver, Laughing Boy, 1929. 
MacDonald. Grace Lois, Swing Shift, 1952. 
Embins, Harold, Stone tor Danny l'''isher, 1952. 
Rylee, Roberl, Deep Dark River. 19.35. 
Thacher, Russell. Tender l..ge, 1952. 
Stu3rl, Jesse, Ifie to the Hunters. 1950. -
Wickenden, Dan, Red Cat'?et" 1952. 
YO"Y'\"" qt-...!~ ."""-- 't'o ....... hO $ ''''1",......,. 192? 
•. ,,, ..... :)' .J cw.-~I J.'!~ ... "'" '" \iJ" J.. QW. Vt '", " 
Bunker, R. l>1 .... 1l.manda Sa1d the Grass Was Green, 1948. 
lestr_allgement t 
Calkins, Clinch. CalenJar ot Love, 1952. 
strlb~tng. Thomas S., Bright }letal, 1928. 
~thiess (Cf. als::; value.) 
Dooley, Roger Burke, House of Shanaha n, 1952. 
Ross, Hancy, Time's Corner, 1952. 
\.lilliams, George 'llion, Blind Bull, .1952. 
ethnos: Cf. peopl~. 
~clusion: Ct. outqroug .. 
,!xtrovert. T)crsonal;ttll 
'[)agano, Jo, Golden ';\T6(idi.'1.g, 1943. 
i';;.c 8 .. to-f a.ce E:Ou,.": Of'. f'a:mUy, jg, home, "DOighborhood, rural communi. ty:. 
factory ~~~~: 
fadi 
-
Cantwell, Robert, The Land of l'lent'r, 1934. 
Cokor,Elizabeth, uay of the ;>ea.coc.k, 1952. 
Field, Ben, Piper T')mpkins, 1946. 
Halryer, JUbe-: .. t, The Foundr:r, 1934. 
7i"~:!'~, c. B., Lonely Crusade, 1947. 
Sherm.an, Ra,y \v8s1ev, other Mahoney, 1944. 
Smitter, Hersel, }I'. O. B. Detroit, 1938. 
Jessey, Oornelia, Teach the Angry Spirit, 1949. 
steig .. Henry, Send He Down, 1941. 
familial behavior: (af. also family, husband, parental rel~t::t0ns, ~.) 
Barretto, Larry, Old Enchantment, 1928. 
Burt, Katherine, Escape from Paradise, 1952. 
Carroll, Gladys Hasty, As the Earth Turns. 1933. 
Dever, J., No Lasting Home, 1947. 
Glaspell, Susan, Ambrose Holt and Fam::Uy, 1931. 
He;"\<lard, DuBose, l~ia.~al s Daughter, 1929 .. 
Fenwick, B., Long \'Y'1ng, 1947. 
Huston, McCready, Prodigal Brother, 19$2 .. 
Kamal, Ahmad, full Fathom Five, 1946. 
Lieferant, 11., and S. S., Seven Daughters, 1947. 
Phillips, Thomas ~·ta1, Search for a Hero, 1952. 
Roberts, Dorothy James, l"!&rshwood, 1949. 
Sedges,. Johnt Bright 'Procession, 1952. 
Skidmore, Robert Douglas, Years AI'e&''wn, 1952. 
stafford, Jean, The l~ounta.in !..1on, 1947. 
stead, Christine, People with DogS, 1952. 
Wilson, H1tehall, l~r Brother l'tr Enemy, 1952. 
family: (ef. also rural :rami1Z.) 
Barnes, Margaret kyer, Edna Hie ;~life, 193$. 
Brinig, i1vTon, This Man Is lily' Br¢ther, 1932. 
Burnham, David, 'this CUr Rdle, 1931. 
Calitrl. Charles, Rickey, 1952. 
Calkins, Clinch, Oalendar of Love, 1952. 
Canote, Truman, Grus Hart, 1951. 
C~enter, M., E~ri:ment Perilous, 194.3. 
Chans1or, 'Porrey', Saturds..¥ Night Is }1y Delight, 1952. 
Corbett, 'S1i.zabeth "?:ranees, Rieher Harve'':t, 1952. 
De.Tong, :0. G., Two 30!as in the !a.rlor, 1952. 
Debtar, Vina, Bad Girl, 192.0. 
:Jcas7, H., Hour of Spring, 1948. 
Do:)ley, R'Jger Burke, :101186 of Sha11a.ha."l, 1952. 
D)1..t,~las, Irvine, Seventy-Seven \illow Road, 194.1). 
:r1rr.oU3, ;t., The House of Sleep, 1947. 
::·l.1l:·,:.1, J. :'1., Only Gift, 1949. 
~d.'Tlarl, LOllis G. j Years of the Locust, 1947. 
?ejJ(e~, Fe1ke .f'rederick, The Giant, 1952", 
P'orbes, Kathr:yn, Mamata Ba."'lk flCcount, 1943. 
,,'::1:', N:lchael, The Dusty Godmother, 1949. 
Fuller, Margaret '.,.litter, HerSon, 15:29. 
G:ll~~ , Zona, P.ap-a La Fleur jj 1933. 
Gallagher, Thomas ~1tchael, Jatherlng Darkness, 1952. 
JlascOll, Ellen, In This Cur L1-£'o, 191..1. 
Cklo1den, Ba;rbara, Haking Bird, 1929 .. 
Green, H., Bask, 1946. 
Hagopian, Richard, li'a1"awa,y the S,?ring,' 19$2. 
Harris, Markh.tllll, High i-iorning Fog, 1952. 
fIar\rln, E., The Stubborn Hood, 1948. 
Herbst, Josephina, 'Nothin..,r; Is Sacred, 1928. 
Hesse, II., Dem1tm the :ito!,:,r of a Youth. 
Hopkins, StanlCl, The Ladies, 1933. 
Rull, Helen Rose, Candle 100001"5, 1936. 
J-lUL1, Helen Rose, Hardy }'erenn1al., 19.33. 
Hull, Helen ROfJc, Heat Lightning, 1932. 
Hull, Helen Rose, The Asking Price, 1930. 
Hull. Helen Rose, Hard;y Perennial, 1933. 
Hurst.. Fannie, A President Is Born, 1928. 
Ivey, Caroline, The Family, 19.52. 
KantDr, 11aoK1nlay, 11:1 Goes South, 1930 
Kella;;,', ':lolbourn, Co Fair a House, 1936. 
Kellino, ~., Del ?aL~, 1948. 
La.lfrence, Josephine, !:t I Ha.ft Four Aymles, 1935. 
Lawrence, Josephine, Song in the Night, 1952. 
Lawi.s, Qrace Livingst<me, Hal! a. Loaf, 19.31. 
Lewis, Sinclair, Ann Vickers, 1933. 
Lewishohn, tuM«, Island 1,iithin, 1928. 
Lew1.sohn, Ludwig, stephen Escott.. 1930. 
Liepmann, H.. lH.ghts of an Old ChUd, 1937 .. 
1.1 o:vd. D., Son and stra:nger, 1°,0 .. 
Lowr:r, R., The B ig Cage, 1949. 
~';arks, ?, Detween Two Autumns, 1941. 
}'la.xwell,:Jil1iam, ThaT Came Like !:Mallows, 19.37 .. 
l'lel1ingar, .?ia..y, Splint Road, 1952. 
f air.d..l;r: ( continued) 
l'Jillar, Uarearet, C~.n.rd.ba1 'feart, 1949. 
U C ,-'..... ..... ?~.f 1932 J".or~,':'.n, It, ;~o",-vraJ.l .. J.n a. .'1.1.1.'1'01', .. 
l"Jr~~3.."'1, C., The J~mpty Room, 1941. 
r::or~3.!1, C., Tl1e T-:ive1' Line, 1949. 
no1'Z1..<."'1, C., ThE" Voyace, 19hO •. 
}lo1'::'''is, Ira Victor, Chic ago StO~jr, 1952 .. 
:0·,.,1:. :)f;" Frederie, l\sphalt and Desire, 1952. 
Norris, Charles Gilman, Seed, 1930. 
1ft t,chell, Ruth Comfort, or HUlnarr Kindness, 1940. 
onfara, Mary, My Friend Flleka, 1941. 
Osh:: '~':'t, ;'1., The Ring and the Dream, 1941. 
Ostense, l,tartha, The i-laters Undf,lr the Earth, 1930. 
Paeker, P., The Inr",a,rd Voyage, 1948 .. 
Parrish, A., Poor Child, 1945. 
Parrott, Katherine Ursula, The TuImllt and the Shouting, 19.33. 
;)eatti, JJ., Lost Daughter, 193B. 
::i.nchot, Ben, Hag.1.r, 1952. 
i?ine, Hester, 'l"ia1tz Is Over, 1943. 
Pound, Arthur, Once a ~{ilderness, 1934. 
Reisner, M., Katherine and the Dark Angel, 1948. 
Renault, M., Return Tonight, 1947. 
Hor:ers, Samuel,lftlsk at the Grove, 1931.h 
HogCl'"S, Samuel, The Birthda..v, 1932 .. 
Seh~ttt G., The Gates of Aulis, 1942. 
$imenO!l, G., The ShadOH"ll'alls, 19h5. 
:mith, H. H., ,!\rin Pines, 19h7. 
Btead, C., The ~k1.n :.Jho Loved Children, 1940. 
Stevenson, R., the %OI"jr or Rosabelle Shaw, 1939~ 
Sture-Vas~J t-1aI)r 0' Hara., Son of Adam Wyngats, 1952. 
Stleko~", Ruth, The Krarner ~Jirls, 1930. 
Suckow, Ruth, The P'olks, 1934. 
Trilling, L., The Hiddle of the Journal, 1947. 
Turnbull, Au"lles, Go-wn or Glory, 1952. 
Van Duyn, Janet, I JJrtarried Them, 1945. 
Van Ness, L., The Indifferent Blade, 1947. 
iereal, 'Ft., Hadmen's l~r5", 1947. 
1{alke1", tftldred, Fireweed, 1934. 
'(lest on, a., The Dark :"Jood, 1946. 
\>!harton, Edith, The Gods ,Arrive, 1932. 
~-1hite, Nelia Gardner, Mrs. C'.rreents Daughter-in-Law, 1932. 
'-.hltney, Parkhurst, Time ExPosure, 1931. 
'~ickenden, Dan, The Running of the Deer, 1937. 
~{i1ey, JOfu"l, C;'.leer street, 1928. 
',Tilliams, B., ~ft Her to Heaven, 1944. 
"!il1iams, 'dlllant Carlos, Bu.i.ld-!Jp" 1952. 
~rJolfe, Thomas, Look H onewa.rd Angel, 1929. 
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6h 
.. 
f~~~t disorganization: (Of. also broken hOl'!le, desertion, divorce.) 
-
Allchincloss, Louis, Syhil, 1952. 
Barnes, Narga:ret Ayer, Years of Urac f3, 1930. 
D a.o':"2 &"1, Olive Tilfc:!'d, Call He'roo the Heart. 1932. 
En?:,str,md,stuart IJavi:l, Husband in the House, 1952. 
DeLar'a:!ture, -:;:. 3:. :'1_, frothing is Safe, 1937. 
l;"en1!"i ck r'] { ,.,.~l..e+h ,.·.t'.a.""""',"""·d'" In~o 
.t. .:.. "I.i_ "' , _ ... .J...i4~ 'J , ..... ..J..v;;.;..4. .. ""f~ 10-"', ~i'".)J. 
Freet" FrMces II., Yo},e of ~;;tars, 1939. 
Ibb:.u··;·, A.lice 'i'isda1e, Cleft Rock, 1948_ 
l .. awrDnce, Jose;'\hi.ne, If I Have Four Apples, 1935. 
Lyon, Dana, Tentacles, 1950. 
M.acF'urlane, J., Family l-fatter, 1949. 
R03,:_L!'E', !"orrest, East of Hidnight, 1945. 
Rylee, R. J I-ttllg and the Cross, 1947. 
Seav~r, Susan, Hei ther Hall nor Angel, 1952. 
Suckow, Ruth, The Bonnq Family, 1933. 
1,nute, :'lelia, Ttloman at the l,!indoi-l, 1951. 
~ackenden, Dan, ;:ia].k Like a Hortal, 1940. 
f3.!'m: 
-
ArmstrollL _'l,rr.old B ., ?9Xched Earth, 1934. 
Cuddeback, J., Unquiet Seed, 1947. 
Feikema, r. F., This Is the Year, 1947. 
F':Leld, Ben, Outside l.eaf, 1943. 
Henderso~ nola, This Huch Is lIa.ne, 1934. 
rnrr~, ')eorge Sessions, Hackberry Cavalier, 1944. 
Sorensen, V!II E., '!;eighb:>rs.. 1947. 
stevens, L., Da,ys of ':Tomise, 1948. 
St<>n:3', Philli;? ifu..ffie1d, Stranger1 s Return, 1933. 
Thomas, Dc.rothy, The Home r'.llace, 1936. 
~ poptLt;a~lQn: (Of. also :z:ural conmmi ty, rural industrial communi t;y:. ) 
Bu.rress, John, Little alIa, 1952. 
Carroll, Gladys nasty, As the Es-~h Turns, 1933. 
D'Agorlino, Guido, Barking of a Lonely Fox, 1952. 
Ferl"l..ald, Helen, Plovr the Dew Under, 19,2. 
Grew, David, l·tl.gratLm, 1920. 
JOhnsoll, Josephine, (':OW in November, 1934. 
1'linston, Clara, Closest Kin There Is, 1952. 
fascism: 
Fisher, Doroth;;,r Canfield, Seasoned Timber, 1939. 
Lewis, Sinclair, It Can't Happen Here, 1936. 
Stevens, L., Da,ys of Promise, 1948. 
fascism: (continued) 
Browne, Lewis, See \~t I Mean, 1943 • 
.McLaughlin, R., Side of the Angels, 1947 it 
("ederal Bureau .2!. Investigation: 
Miller, M., Sure Thing, 1949. 
fine artSI (ct. also theatre.) 
--
Baker, F., Betore I Go Hence, 1941. 
Franeia, R., W. Fly Away, 1948. 
Hodgins, i., Mr. mandings Builds His Dream House, 1947. 
tee, Harry, Fox in the 010ak, 19)8. 
Wight, Freder1ck, South, 1935. 
norldat 
Abrahams, W. M., B.r the Beautiful Sea, 1941. 
Auslander, J., and ~ilrdomann, A., Islanders, 1951. 
Clayton, John Bell, Six Angels at My Back, 1952. 
Davis, Doris, Women ot Champion City, 1952. 
Douglas, Marjor"{, Road to the SUn, 1952. 
Hurston, Zora N., Their Eyes Were Watching God, 1937 .. 
Jenkins, Sara LuCille, Year in Paradise, 1952. 
Pra.tt, Theodore, Big ~bble, 1952. 
Rawlings, Marjorie Kinnen, South Moon Under, 1933. 
Russ, WUma, Qui wring Earth, 1952. 
~ SOCiety: 
Chapman, Maristan, Weather Tree, 1932. 
folklore. 
Ballowe, H. L., Law Sq:i.nt the Same, 1948. 
Hurston, Z. N., Jonahts Gourd Vine, 1934. 
Peterkin, Julia, Bright Skin, 1932. 
folkwa;rsc 
Burke,tilelding, A stone Came Rolling, 1935. 
Giles, Janice, Tara's Healing, 1952. 
Jonas, Carl, Jefferson Selleck, 1952. 
Jones, Idwal, Vermilion, 1947. 
Kenned"" Robert Emmet" Red Bean Row, 1929. 
Stribling, Thomas S., Bright Metal, 1928. 
fratern1tl' 
Graves, R. A., Thanks for the Ride, 1949. 
freedom: 
Colby, M. E., Big Secret, 1949. 
Lewis, Sinclair, It Cantt Happen Here, 1936. 
frustrations 
... 
Doner, Hary Prances, mue River, 1946. 
Englstrand, stu.uot David, Husband in the House, 1952. 
Green, Paul, Lauahing Pioneer, 1932. 
Mandel, George, nee the Angry Strangers, 1952. 
Rubina, Harold, Stone tor Danny Fisher, 1952. 
Johnson, Josephine, Jordanstown, 1937. 
Savarese, Julia, i,yeak and the strong, 1952. 
woltert, Ira, 'l'ucker's People, 1943. 
ElIson, Hal, Duke, 1950. 
&llson. Hal, Tomboy, 1950. 
Keogh, Theodore, Meg, 1950. 
?rice, Emerson, Inn or That Journe~, 1939. 
Shulman, Im.ng, The Amboy Dukes, 1947. 
Igangster: 
Burnett, ldillam, Asphalt Jungle, 1949. 
Burnett, William, Little Caesar, 1929. 
Clold, Michael, Jews without Money, 1932. 
Malco~Sm1th, George, Square Peg, 1952. 
J-lalley, Louis, Horns of the Devil, 1951. 
Travers, Robert John, Funeral for Sabella, 1952. 
it/alsh, T., r~i&htmare in Hanhattan, 1950. 
Igeniu8. 
Hann, Thomas, The Beloved Returns, 1940. 
Sedgwick, Ethel, Promise, 1941. 
geographic env1ronment I (Cf. also reJ!on.) 
Dos Passos, John, Forty-Second. Parallel, 1930. 
Georgia: 
Georg!a: (continued) 
Ethridge, Willie, Mingled Yarn, 1938. 
Glenn, lea, A Short History of Julia, 1930. 
Lee, Harr:!, Fox in the Oloak, 1938. 
11111s, Charles, .Uexamrians, 1952. 
Hoody', Mintlie Hite, Death Is a Little :i4an, 1936. 
Tucker, Lael, Lament for Four Virgins, 19,2. 
~hetto t ( af. also minori t~t group.) 
Mangione, Jerre, Mount Allegro, 1943. 
goal: Cf'. ~c:h1evement, l1lOtivatiol? social te1esi,s. 
gosf!1PI 
Abbott, Jane Ludlow, The Neighbors, 1952.· 
Seifert, ElIzabeth, Surgeon in Oharge, 1942. 
stong, Phillip Duffield, Village Tale, 1934. 
1 .... '11liams, William Oarlos, Build-Up, 1952. 
~overnt!ntt (Cf~ also C01'fmli.n181!, democracy, fascism, Eolltlcal action" ~ 
on.) 
-
Burnett,W. R., King Cole, 1936. 
Childs, Marquis lfilliam, Washington Calling, 1937. 
Cozzens, James Gould, The Last Adam, 1933. 
Dineen, Joseph.F., Ward Eight, 1936. 
Fairbank, Janet Ay'er, Rioh Man Poor l>fan, 1936. 
Huston, McCready.. Dear Senator.. 1928.' 
Lewis, Sinclair, It Oan't Happen Here, 1936. 
Sinclair, Upton, Boston, 1928. 
Stribling, Thomas S., The Sound Wagon, 1935. 
Whitlock, Brand, Big Matt, 1926. 
~ behavior: (Cf. also oustOM, tr~tion.) 
Odum, Howard l;uhington, Rainbow Rrund !>fy' Shoulder, 1928. 
Lee, Clarence P., The Umdlling Journey, 1940. 
guidance: (Cf. vocational rehabil1tat1on~ vocational social adjustment.) 
ha.bitatl (ct. environment, home, overcr~.) 
ha.'ldica.pped: 
Ferguson, Edna, The Sign of the ~ 1945. 
Henkle, Henrietta., Bread from Heaven, 1952. 
Barber, Elsie, The Trembling Years, 1949. 
Barton, B. A., Long Walk, 1948. 
Bellah, James \iarner,Wa,rd Twent~rt 1946. 
Busch, Nevin, They 1lream of Home, 1944. 
Einselen, Anne Frances, Sleepless Candle, 1941. 
Field, Rachel, I,j1WiUl, And Noll Tomorrow, 1942. 
Kendrick, B~d H., L.igbt.s Out, 1945. 
Kerr, S., As Tall as Pride, 1949. 
Mallette J G. E., Onee Is Forever, 1947. 
Marks, Percy, Full. Flood, 1942 .. 
Robinson, Mabel "Louise, Island Noon, 1942. 
Hawaii: 
Sinolair, M. J. Pe , Kana, 1947. 
Tampski, Armine yon, Thunder in Heaven, 1942. 
hero-cult I 
. 
'CllY, Lillian, Youngest ProfeSSion, 1940. 
Weaver. John Van Alstyne, Her Knight Comes Riding, 1928. 
hinterland I 
home I 
Caldwell, Erskine, Lamp £01'" Uightfall, 1952. 
Stuart, Jesse, Taps for Private Tussie, 194.3 .. 
Slade, Caroline, Job's Hause, 1941. 
Turnbull, Agnes, Gown ot Glory. 1952. 
hon~oonl 
Fre;rber~, Mar'saret Howe, The Bride, 195'2. 
horizontal mobUi !l' 
Bedwell, Harry, Boomer, 1942. 
Lumpkin, Grace, To 1"lake My Bread, 1932. 
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household adm1n1stration: (Of. also ~8band, wife, parental relation.) 
Sorensen, V. E., Neighbors, 1947. 
~{est, D., Living Is Easy, 1948. 
housing: ( cr. also~, OITercrowdin~.) 
Hodgins~ It., Mr .. Blandings Builds His Dream House, 1947. 
l·~ergendahl, Charles Henry, It's Only Temporary, 19,0. 
Nye, Bud, Home Is If You Find It, 1947 .. 
Savarese, Julia., Weak and the strong, 19,2. 
Thomas, iJorothy, H ome Place, 19.;6. 
h:mnan ecol2Q:1 (Cf.. wo environment.) 
Colwell, 2<1,., 'iV-1nd otf the Wa.ter, 1945. 
Fleming, Bel'T",h Siesta. 1935. 
O'Donnell,Edwin, Green 11a.rgins, 1936. 
Robinson, Mabel Louise, Island Noon, 1942. 
Travers, Robert John, Funeral for Sabella, 19,2. 
Wilson, J. W •• High John the Conqueror, 1948. 
husbandl 
Col.eman, Vlilliam Laurence, Cl.ara, 19,2. 
Dell, Floyd, The Gol.den Spike, 1?3!~ .. 
Dolson, II •• Husband 'Who Ran PMay, 1948. 
Engstrand. Stuart David, Husband in the House, 1952. 
Evans .. V., Oautious Husband, 1949. 
Evans, Virginia, Lovely Season, 19,2. 
Fanta, Jo~ Full of Lit., 19,2. 
Fisher, Dorothy cantt eld, The Deepening Stream, 1930. 
Freydberg, Margaret Howe, The Bride, 19,2. 
Glaspel1, Susan, Ambrose Holt and Family, 1931. 
Hull, Belem, Heat Lightning, 1932. 
Lieferant, Henry, Teacher! s Husband, 1941. 
Nathan, Robert, Enchanted Vf1!I&ge, 1936. 
Post, Mary Brinker, Presoription for Harriage, 1952. 
'frrIr. George, Headland .. 1952. 
White, NeUa, Merry Honth of May, 195'2. 
Wormser, Anne, White Oleander, 1947. 
~r:tds 
Cannon, Cornelia James, Red Rust, 1928. 
Saxon, Lyle, OhUdren of strangers, 1937. 
Idahot 
Stewart, George, Reluctant Soil, 1936. 
ideal: (Or. also moral id~8.) 
ideal: (continued) 
Fineman, Irving, This Pure Young Man, 19.30. 
Goldknopt, D., Hills on the Highway, 191+8 .. 
Ha.yes, D., \fuo \ialk with the Earth, 1945 .. 
Hor~, Paul, A Lamp on the Plains, ;1.937. , 
Kirkbride, R. de L., Spring Is Not Gentle, 1949. 
Lampe11, 1<1., The fIero, 1949 .. 
Scott, V. J., ItickOPy Stick, 1948. 
'ru.rnb'llll, A.. S.. B1shop' 8 Mantel, 1947. 
identical twins: 
Sld.d.more, Hobert Douglas, Years Are Even, 1952. 
ideoloS,C: 
Fisher J Dorothy Canfield, Seasoned Timber, 1939. 
Sehulberc, Budd. W11son,Disenchanted. 1950. 
nl1noisf 
Corbett, Elisabeth !''ranees, Richer Harvest, 1952. 
Pars OIlS, A.., The Mal ot Helen }lQLeod, 1938. 
Smith, Madeline Babcook, Lemon Jelly Cake, 1952 It 
Tippett, 'l'homas, Horseshoe Bottoms, 1935. 
!}.li ter!!l: 
Hunn, fl., 'l'., White Shadows, 1947. 
immiEat1on. (at. also ucl1matiat1on, Amttricaniu.tion.) 
Adam:1.c, Louis, Grandsons, 1935. 
Auslander, J •• and '~-hm:iemann, A., Islanders, 195>1. 
Baner, Skulda Vanadis, Latchstring (bt, 1944. 
Bell, ThOJllaB, Out of This Furnace, 1941.. 
Biano, Beatrice, Tomorrowts Bread, 1938. 
Brl.m.g, liyrOll, Singerrr.ann, 1929. 
Cannon, Cornelia James, I{eirs, 1930. . 
Cather, lima Sibert, !VAntonia, 1928. 
Chans1.or, Torrey, Saturda,Y' Night Is lV Delight, 1952. 
Cot"ald.s, Roxane, 'lYing and. the Thorn, 1952. 
Curran, },l. D., Parish and the Hill, 1948. 
D'Agnostino, Ouido, Olives on the Apple Trees, 1940. 
Dahl, B • 1<1. j Karen, 1947. 
Davis, George, The Opening of a Door, 1931. 
Deasy, M., Hour of Spring, 1948. 
immigration: (continued) 
DeCapite, }11.chael, Maria, 1943. 
DeJong .. D. C., Two sofas in the Parlor, 1952. 
DiDonato, Pietro, Christ in Concrete, 1939. 
Eastman, Elizabeth, Sun on Their Shoulders, 1934. 
Engstrand, stuart David, 'they Sought for Paradise, 1939. 
Fernald, Helen, Plow the Dew Under, 1952. 
Field, Ben, OUtside Leaf, 1943 .. 
flack, Allbrose, FamUy on the Hill, 1945. 
Forbes, Kathrrn, l~'s Bank Account, 1943. 
Grossberg, E., Farewell l'1:'J Son, 1946. 
Ha.gopian, Richard,. F~1ay, the Spring, 1952 .. 
Halper, Albert, Union Square, 19,33. 
Havill, E., Big Ember, 1947 .. 
Hobart, Alice Tisdale, The Cup and the &'word, 1942 .. 
Kehoe, Karon, City in the Sun, 1946. 
Hindus, Maurice, y>ta.gda, 1951. 
Lew1S0M, Ludwig, Island l<1ithin, 1928. 
HangioneJ_ Jel"l"e, l-iount Allegro, 1942. Matson, Narman Haghe1m, Day of Fortune, 1928. 
Molnar,. Maria, Ka.tika, 1947 .. 
Pagano, Jo, Golden Wedding, 1943. 
Pine, Hester, )-la.ltl Is OVer, 1943. 
Ro1vaag, O. I., Peeler V1;torious, 1929. 
Runbeck. Margaret Lee, Hungry Man Dreams, 1952. 
SykeI'J, Hope Williams, Second Hoe~, 1935. 
Todd, Helen, Roots or the Tree, 1944. 
Wallis, James Harold, Niece of Abraham Pein, 1943. 
tdlliams .. :>l1111am Carlos, White Mule1 1937. 
Williams, ~1l1ia.m Oarlos, Build-Up, 1.952. 
Yeslerska, Ansia, All I Could Never Be, 1932. 
India.na, 
Coursen, Dorothy'. Fire of Spring, 1928. 
North, Sterling.. Reunion on the Wabash, 1952. 
indictment = 
1 
Parsons, A. , The Trial of Helen McLeod, 1938. 
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individual !yustments Cf .. 2!l"sonal !!,1us~me»;t, !!Justment ~ p!raonalitz_ 
individual deterioration; (Of. also ~sease, mental deficiency_) 
Bushnell, Adel.y'n,. Pay the P1per.l 1950. 
Davis, Clyde Brion, 'l.'hudbuI':'!, 1952. 
individual deter1orat1o~: (continued) 
Lyon, Dana, Tentacles, 1950. 
l-laddow, Ben, Forty-Four Or.vel street, 19.52. 
!<-1l.11en, Gilmore, Sweet 1'1an, 1930. 
i,~ vidual reore;ani.zatiom 
Troy, George, Headland, 19.52. 
in<i:i.viduaJ. wish: 
. Bromfield, Louis, Twenty-Four Hours, 1930. 
Underwood, Charlotte, Wrong Turning, 1947 .. 
individualitz· 
Skidmore, Hobart Douglas, Years A:re Even, 19.52. 
industrial orGanisation. 
Morris, Ira Victor, Chicago story, 19.52. 
industrial relations: (Cr. a.1ao ,1,shoT d1!fute, labor problem, labor relation.) 
Lanham, Edwin. Thunder in the Earth, 1941. 
industrial reTolutiont or. industrialisation. _ .................... _. .. . 
industri.¥ soe1et;r: 
Barnes, }fargaret Ayer, ':iithin This Present, 1933. 
Benet, Stephen Vincent, James Shore's Daughter, 19)4. 
Cantwll, Robert, The Land of Plenty, 19)4. 
Com-o:" Jack, The Disinherited, 1933. 
Dargan, Olin Tilford, Call Home the Heart, 1932. 
Dos Passos, John, ThG Big Mone:r, 1936. 
Halper, Albert, '1'he Chute, 1931. 
HaJ.per, A1bert, The Foundry, 1934. 
Havinghurst, Walter, l~er Seventeen, 1935. 
Herbst, Josephine, The ke<mtioner Waits, 1934. 
Hergesheimar, Joseph, Foolsc~ Rose,1934. 
Holden, Raymond Pekha.m, Chance Has a 1fihip, 1935. 
}IoInt"'re, John c., Ferment, 1937. 
P1nchot. Ben, Hagar J 1952. 
Rollins, t·ii1llaril, Shadow Before, 1934. 
Seave:r, Edwin, '.l'l::l8 Coq>arw" 1930. 
industrial sooletll (oontinued) 
Sinclair, Upton, Boston, 1928, 
Steinbeck, John, In Dttbious Battle, 1936. 
Verse, Mar.y !~, strike, 1930. 
'';1hitoomb, Robert, Talk United states, 1935.· 
Zugsmith, Leana, A TL-. to Remember, 1936. 
industrialization: (Of' .. also 1!!Je scale indust!l*) 
Adams, S., SUnrise to SUnset, 1950. 
Aldrl.dge, J., The Diplomat, 1950. 
Bemelmans, Ludwig, llirliy Eddie, 1947. 
Bethea, Jack, Ootton, 1928. 
Brooks, Richard, The Producer, 1952. 
Burke, Field1ng, A stone OameRo11ing, 1935. 
Caldwell, J. T" The Turnbulls, 1943. 
Coker, Rlizabeth, Day of the Peacock, 1952. 
Ounningham, Albert Benj amin, Legacy for Our Sons, 1952. , 
Field, Rachel I •• , iU¥i r~ow Tomorrow, 1942. 
Forbes, i. , Runni.n.g of the Tide, 1948", 
Fitz-S1Dms, F., 1lr1ght Leaf, 1948. 
Lanhaln, Ed1!lin, Thunder in the Earth, 19J.a.. 
Levin, Meyer, ..citizens, 1940. 
Longstreet, Stephen, Beach House, 1952. 
l-moColl, Rene, Assignment Stuffed Sb:1.rt, 1952. 
Morris, Ira Victor, Ohicago story, 1952. 
Pound, . Arthur. Once a. \iilderness, 1934. 
Sinclair, Upton, Oil, 1927. 
Z1nberg, ten. toihat D tYa Know for Sure; 1947. 
Lauferty, Lillian, Baritone, 1948, 
i~-EOIlpf (Of also class consciousness, out-sl"OU;e, strger.) 
Brtlwn, Eugene, Trespass, ~952,· 
inheritanoes 
l"'.tOrky, 1"fax1.'l'1,. Foma Gordoyoy J 1928. 
lnstallrncnt btrl!P;GI 
Lawrence, Josephine, If' ! Have li'our Apples, 1936. 
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institution: (Of. also O£!rative i,nstitution, x;emedial institution, social 
!:nstlIution.) 
instit~tion= (continued) 
Braee, (';Orald i,larner, The Spire, 19$2. 
Gasldn, Moire, Heaven Y.nows Where, 19$2. 
Slaughter, Frank Gill, East Side General, 1952. 
institution~ adJust;nent. Of. industrialization. 
intercommunication: (C!. also news, x:a.dio, transportation.) 
Jay, l1ae, Sleighbell Trail, 1937. 
interest kr,2u12' Of. l,ttbor urion. 
internal mgration. 
Chapman, Maristan, The Happy Mountain, 1928 
Conroy, Jack, The Disinherited, 1933. 
Grev, David, Migration, 1928. 
Hobart, .Allee Tisdale, Oleft Rook, 1948. 
!Jl~kin. ~~e, To Make M:r Bread, 1932. 
i,l1ckenaen, Dan. Red Carpet, 19$2. 
interviewt 
I0W'41 
-
Porteous, C., South l>Jind Blows, 1948 .. 
Stong, Phillip Duffield, State Fair, 1932. 
stong, IbUlip Duffield, St.ranger1 s Return, 1933. 
stong, Pb111ip Dttttield, The Long Lane, 1939. 
stong, Ph:Ul1p Duffield, Village Tale, 1934. 
SuckOW', Ruth, The Folks, 1934. 
isolation: 
Chapman, Maristan, Weather, Tree, 1932. 
}'h:Ulips, Alexandra, Blessing of the Hounds, 1952. 
Kelley, Francis Clement, Problem Island, 1937. 
Lincoln, Joseph Crosby, Blowing Clear, 1930. 
Stong, Phillip Duffield, Village Tale, 1934. 
Stribling, Thomas S., Bright Metal, 192,8. 
JUdaiSDU 
.Asch, Shalom, East River, 1946. 
Bishop, Leonard, Dorm All Your Streets, 1952. 
Judaism: (continued) 
Brinig, l:\vron, This Han Is 14y Brother, 1932. 
Cook, 1<"'. F., storm Against the ¥lall, 1948. 
Field, Ben, Outside Leaf', 1943. 
Levin, !>leyer, The Old Bunch, 1937. 
Lewisobll, Lud:w'ig, Island l'litbin, 1928. 
Morton, Frederict Asphslt and Desire, 1952. 
~ustice: 
COZzens, James Gould, Just and the Unjust, 1942. 
juvenile deli!¥f!enevs 
Baumer, 14arie, Seeker and the Sought, 194.9. 
Brown" Karl, Incorrigible, 1948, 
Calitri, Charles, Rickey, 1952. 
C1ay~on,.John B ell! Six Angels at My Back, 1952. 
Ell&on, i1A1\l, IMce, 950. 
mson, FIaJ., Tb.& Golden Spike, 1952. 
Ellson, Hal, Tomboy .. 1930" 
Ri.mas, Cut the F:trst stone, 1952. 
Hobart, Alice Tisdale, Cleft Rookp. 1948. 
SCott, Virgil, The Dead Trees; 1947. 
Shulman, Irving, Amboy Dukes, 1947. 
Slade, Ca.roUne, l<1argaret, 1936. 
Windham, Donald, Dog star, 19$0. 
Wright. Ricba:rd, :Native Son, 1940. 
Davis, Kenneth Syd.n(t;, 11Drni.ng in Kansas, 1952. 
Fernald, Helen, Pla;r the Dew Under, 19$2. 
Kcmtuez· 
Jiles, Janice. Tara·s Heal:1ng, 19.$2. 
}<lcHeekin, C., Cit" of the Flags, 19$1. 
stuart, Jesee, Hie to the liunters, 1950. 
SU,l'nmer3, Hollis Spurgeon, Brighten the Corner, 1952. 
k1dnal1: 
Benefield, B., Valiant Is the Word for Cairie, 1935. 
Pagano, J., Conde.mnad., 1947. 
labor: (Of.also labor di!£'!te, labor movement, labor relations, labor union.) 
labor: (continued) 
~awkes, Jo~, Beetle Isg,.19'2. 
·,Qrris, O. u., Flint, 1944. 
Simon, C. 'I'i. Tt., Share-Cropper, 1937. 
stegner, 1'1. E., Preacher and the Slave, 1950. 
Still, J., River of F~h, 1940. 
Stone, I., Adversary in the Hause, 1947. 
~'Jilliams, B. A., OWen Glen, 19,0. 
la.b0:t: ctts;eute: (ct. also strike.) 
Ooke:t',fnizabeth, Da;r of the Peacock, 1952. 
Halper, f.J.bert, The Chute, 1937. 
Sinelai.r, Upton, 01.1, 1927. 
labor movement: , 
Ada.mio, Louis, Grandsons, 1935. 
Bisno, Beatrice, Tomorrow's Bread, 1938. 
Chase, Borden, sandhog, 19)8. 
Cochrane, Ben, D1sUlusion 1940. I~v1n, Meyer, Citifens, 1940. 
fIa.yes, n., 'lho WalK w.tth the Earth, 1945. 
Johnson, Jose?hine, Jordanst·')w, 1937. 
Lumpkin, Grace, To Hake My Bread, 1932. 
MacDonald, Grace Lois, SWing Shift, 19,2. 
Maltz, Albert, The UndergrO'IJ.nd. Stream, 1940. 
Sinclair, Upton, Little steel, 1938. 
Taber, G. B., star to Steer by, 1938. 
Tippett, Thomas, Horseshoe Bottoms, 1935. 
Travan., Robert John, Funeral for Sabella, 19,2. 
Vorse, Mary Heaton, Strike, 19)0. 
Z'tlgsmith, Leana, Tilll!! to ~, 1936. 
labor relational (Cf. also P;E!;50nnel ~.) 
Gaer, Joseph, OUr Lives, 1948. 
Greene, J. E., Not in Our Sides, 1945. 
Duncan, David, Serpent's Egg, 1950. 
Tillet, Dorothy, MgrJ Dust, 1946. 
t-lalker, Charles Rwn:t'o:rd, Bread and Fire, 1927. 
ttabor union: 
Bell, Thomas, There Comes a Time, 1946. 
Cook, Fannie, Hrs. Palmer's Honey, 1946. 
Dever, J., No Lasting' Home, 1947 .. 
!~?~r un1~: (continued) 
F'ield, Ben, Piper Tompkins, 1946. 
Halper, .Ubert, The Foundry, 1934. 
H:tmes, c. n., Lonely Orusade, 1947. 
Heln.t~Te, John e. , Ferroont, 1931. 
;tar,s seale tl1d\lstry: (et. also mini::;.) 
Dell, Thomas, OUt or This Furnace, 1941. 
Absug, H., Seventh Avenue story, 1947,. 
Fitz-Sil'llons, F., Bright Lea.f, 1948. 
IIorria, Charles Qilman, n:tnt, 19hh. 
!!!t (Cr. also iOVOl"1l1J8nt, l'"81ieon.) 
Coo, Charles Franc! s, Ashes» 1952. 
Co~sens, James Gould, Just and the Unjust, 1942. 
Chase, Borden, Sandhog, 1936. 
?,evert J., No La-stine lIome~.1947. 
hOrriS, Charles, F1.1nt, 194Lh 
Taber, G. B., Star to steer by, 1938. 
leisure c~a~8t Of. a,r;tstocrael. 
libel 1 
Coop$r, Kent, Anna Zenger, 1946. 
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locality: ~f' .. sections ot the countI":'r, e.g .. Mid.\''lest; and states of the 
tiidted states, e.g. Michifl~} a.lso Alaska., ttaw~. 
Louisiana. 
Kennedy, R. :s:., Gl"'itn;r People. 1928. 
Mellinger, ~, Splint Road, 1952. 
Rlr1ee, Robert, Deep Dark River, 1935_ 
lynchi'il~: 
Cl0.r1:, ',Jalter Van Tilburg, Ox-bow Ineident, 1940. 
Faulkner. William, Intruder ir, the DIlst, 1948. 
Pagano, J., Condemned, 1947. 
Poi'te'JUB, a., Southw1nd. Blows, 1948. 
Thomas, '.1., God Is for \l}Uw Fo1II:a, 1947. 
Blodgett, Ruth Robinson, Homa Is the Sailor, 1932. 
Carroll, GlaJys Hasty, A Few Foolish Ones, 1935. 
Carroll, Gladys Hasty, As the Earth Turns, 1933. 
Carroll, Gladys Hasty, Neighbor to the Sky, 1931. 
Chase, }~ &lIen, 11arY Peters, 1934. 
'F'lint, !iargaret, Old AShburn Place, 1936. 
0gi1vie,E., Rowan Heai, 1949. 
Stafford, Jean, Catherine lfuee1, 1952. 
Tarkington, Booth, Mirthful Haven, 1930. 
~nal~up: 
Glick .. Carl, Three Times I Dow, 1943. 
Yutang, Lin, Cbinatown Family, 19L.8. 
Aldrich, Bess Streeter, A i;Jhita Bird Flying, 1931. 
Carpenter. lb-u.ce, Blossoming Year, 1952. 
Feikema,Feike Frederick, f.bB Olant, 19,2. 
Gaines, Diana, Dr. Logan s Wifa,. 1952. 
Hull, Helen, Hawk's Flight, 1946. 
Hu.ll, Helen, ileat LightnLJ.g, 1932. 
Horrie, Wright, Works of Love, 1952. 
S~son, Oeorgianne, Key to the other, 1952. 
Rorick, !$abel SCott, Hr. and }lrs. Ougat, 1940. 
Smith, Robert Paul, Time and the Place, 19,2. 
Sykes, Gerald, Center of the stage, 1952. 
marriage !!~I 
Freydberg, Mal'ga:x'et Howe, The Bride, 1952. 
Ryan, Ha1"1"iet Fitts, Mother of the Groom, 1951. 
:4a.ssachuset ts I 
Burns, John Borne, Ory of ChUdren. 19>2. 
Carpenter, Bruce, Blossoming Year, 1952. 
Dineen, Joseph F •• Hard Eight, 1936. 
Lincoln, Victoria Endicott, February Hill, 1934. 
ma.terial culture: 
Sedges, JOM, Bright FTOCession, 1952. 
mental deficieucl: Cf. mental disorder .. 
.. 18 
mental disorder! 
Brand, Millen, The OUtward Room, 19.37. 
Brown. Carlton, Brainstorm, 1944. 
Creatore, L., This \.Jorld Is Mine, 1947. 
Delehanty, Elizabeth, Year One, 1946. 
Ru.sr'k, Robert Chester, Grenadine' s Spawn, 1952. 
Ward, Ma:r:'f Jane, Snake Pit, 1946. 
mental hygiene: 
D1tzen, Rudolf, The Drinker , 1952. 
metrooolist 
¢ t 
Bames, Margaret Ayer, 1dthin This Present, 1933. 
Burns, John Horne, Cl""r of OhUdren, 1952. 
Burt, struthers, Along These streets, 1942. 
Oahlberg, Arthur 0., From Flushing to Calvarf, 1932. 
Davenport, !4arc1a, East Side West Side, 1947 .. 
Dineen, Joseph~ I'lard Eight, 19.36. 
Dowdey, Clifford, Jasmlr."EI Street, 1952. 
li'airbank, Janet Ayer, Ricb Man Poor 'Plan, 1936. 
'1a.llagber, Thomas ~fic:hael, Gathering Darkness, 1952. 
i-lilghes, Dorothy Belle, Davidian Report, 1952. 
Hall, i4i1bur, Mr. Jor:r, 1947. 
Kandel, Aben, Cit~r tor Conquest, 1936. 
Levin, Mayer, The Old Bunch, 1937. 
Lipton, Lawrence, Brother the Laugh Is Bitter, 1942. 
}~qu&nd, John p., Late George Apley, 1938. 
Morris, Ira Victor, Chicago story, 1952 .. 
Sampson, Qeorgianne, Key to the other, 1952 .. 
!:a.va:r("se.t Julia, Weak and the Strong, 1952. 
Sedges, John, Bright Procession, 1952. 
Sinclair, Harold, Musio out of Dixie, 1952. 
Weaver, John Van Alstyne, Her Knight Comes Riding, 1928. 
wickenden, Dan, Red Carpet. 1952. 
'''oUert, Ira, Tucker's People, 194.3. 
DeJong, D.O., Two Sofas in the Parlor, 1952. 
Doner, !4a.ry Frances, m.ue River, 1946. 
Pound, Arthur, Once a 11Uderness, 1934 .. 
middle olnes; 
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middle class: (continued) 
Gibbons, Robert Faucett, Bright Is the 14orn1ng, 1943. 
Lawrence, Josephine, Ii' I Have Four Apples, 1935. 
!'1arquand, John P." Point of No Return, 1949. 
Zugsmith, Leana, Time to Remember, 1936. 
Mid..\-Iest: 
Aldrich, Bess streeter. M1as Bishop, 1933. 
Banning. Margaret Culkin, Clever Sister, 1941. 
Brody, Catherine, Cash Item, 1933. 
Crawford, t:elson Antrim, Unha.ppy Wind, 1930. 
Duncan, T. W., Ou.s the Great, 1941. 
Holt, Isabella, Ra:q>ole Plaee, 1952. 
Jona.s, Oarl, Jefferson Selleck, 1952. 
Hlaker. ' •• He the Father, 1950. 
Seavv, Susan, Neither :'lan nor .Angel, 1952. 
~.lC~:ow, Ruth, fhe Bonney Family, 1933. 
Todd, Helen, Roots of the Tree, 1944. 
~~lie, Jeanne, Faee to Face, 1952. 
miEation: Of. colonifSation, internal m1{~ation. 1mmi!p"atio~. 
miEatory worker. Cf. internal migration. 
ndlieu: ( or. also en'V'iro~nt.) 
Eklund, J. M., Only Gi.ft, 1949. 
Riesenberg, F., Eut Sidelt1est Side, 1921. 
Atherton, S. H., Mark's own, 1941. 
Brinig, ~n, The Sun Sets on the West, 1935. 
BtWn, Rollo Walter, Firemakers, 1931. 
Gil.fUlan. Lauren, I \4ent to Pit College, 1933. 
Jenkins, Sara Lucille" Year in Paradise, 1952. 
Jones, I., Vermilion, 1947. 
HaeDonald, Grace Lois, SWing Shift, 1952. 
Sinclair. Upton, Oil, 1921. 
Pa~ano, Jo, Golden 'kJedding, 191i3. 
Steele, ~'111bur Daniel, Their Town, 1952. 
Thomas, U&wton G •• The LongW'inter Ends, 1941. 
Tippett, Thomas, Horseshoe Bottoms. 193$. 
!-'!innesotat 
Cannon, Cornelia. James, Red Hust, 1928. 
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lanne~ota: (continued) 
"!b.vis, Kenneth Syd!lC:r , In the Fore~ts of the Night, 1942. 
?eikema, Falke Frederick, The Giant, 1952. 
Havill, Edward, Big Ember, 1941. 
Krause, Herbert, 'tlind lIdthout F.a:i.n, 1939. 
minori.t7. grOUE: (Or. also marginal gr;qup,.) 
Austin, Har.y, Starry Adventure, 1931. 
Brinig, }fyron.. This Man Is My Brother 'I 1932. 
DeCapite, Michael .. i'farla, 1943. 
Fuchs, Daniel, HolUat:~ tl") J3lenholt,19.36. 
Qama!', C., Wetback, 1947. 
Glick, Carl, Three Times I Bow, 1943. 
Himes, C. B. , Lone1~r Crusade, 1941. 
Jessey, Cornelia, Teach the Angr.y Spirit, 1949. 
Kennedy, Robert Emmet, Red Bean RoW', 1929. 
I,a.1?a.rge, Olive!", The Enenw Gods, 1937. 
Levin, Meyer. The Old Bunch, 1937. 
Hangione, Jerre, lolount Allegro, 1943. 
Ivlanof'f, Arnold, Tele gram from Jie:lven, 191~2. 
Nurm, G. T., \Vhite Shadows, 1947. 
Pa.ga.no, Jo, Golden 'cladding, 19h3 .. 
miscegenation: 
Coleman, W1lliam Laurence, Clara, 1952. 
Lawrence, Josephine, Let Us Consider One Another, 1945. 
Pope, l!:dith, Colcorton, 1944. 
Sinclair. H .• J., Kana, 1947. 
!'[est.heimer, D ... Summer on the Wat.er, 1948. 
mission<::X1 
Horgan, Paul, Devil in the Desert, 1952. 
f.iississipoi: 
. 
Crump, Louise, Helen 'l'enp1eton's Daughter, 1952. 
Phillips, Thomas Hal, Search for a Hero, 1952. 
}-1i ssouri : 
Bromfield, 1.1 t4ild Ocnntry, 1948. 
Burress, John, Little Hule, 1952. 
Clemens, Nancy, Under Glass, 1937. 
Cook, Fannie, t.lfrs. Palmerts Hone .. :, 1946. 
.. 
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rlJb-mindednass: 
Coleman, (iilliam, 01ara, 1952. 
Halper, Albert, Union Square, 1933. 
Jessey, Cornelia, Teach the Angrj Spirit, 1949. 
~: 
Clln."1ingh3.m, tubert Benjamin, Legacy for OUr Sons. 1952. 
Narquand, John PlIO, Point of No Return, 1949. 
Nathan, Robert, One More Spr1n~J 1933. 
mongz,oly: 
Doe Passos, John, The Big Money, 1937. 
Montanat 
Brinig, l'1yron, 'rhe Sun Sets on the Itlest, 1935. 
NacLeod. Norman, The Bitter Roots, 1941. 
walker, Mildred,. winter Wheat, 1944. 
moral codel 
-
Brooks, R1ohard, The Producer, 1952. 
Burns, John, Cry of Children, 1952. 
Dooley, Roger Burke, }Iouse of Shanahan, 19,2. 
OQw'dey, Clifford, Jasmine street, 19,2. 
Glascow, IDen, They stooped to Folly, 1929. 
Ruston, HcCready, Prod:l.gal. Brother, 1952. 
Hutter, Catherine, This Dear Encounter, 1952. 
Sinclair, Upton, Another Pamela, 1950. 
moral conduct, Cf. moral coda .. 
moral ideals t , 
Cannon, Oornelia James, Red. Rust, 1928. 
W'arge, Oliver, Laughing Boy, 1929. 
moral la~p 
G1ascow, El1en, They Stooped to Folly J 1929. 
1'1ealand, R. L. J Let Me Do the Talking, 1947. 
moral standard: ct. moral code. 
-
morale: {Cf. also leadership, social movement, fra.ternity.} 
m)rale: (continued) 
Goodrich, 1'1arCl1S, Delilah. 1041. 
Holmes, H'11fred Ja.y', Rendezvous, 1942. 
Halper, Albert, The Foundr".r, 1934. 
Hull, Helen, Ha.:rdy?erennial, 1933. 
Lay, B., and Bartlett, S., Twelve 0 f clock High, 1948. 
:mores: 
Cotsakis, Roxana, Wing and the Thorn, 1952. 
Gilbert, F;dwin, Squirrel Cage, 1947. 
\Jil11~son, Tlwnes Ross, ~i"oods Colt~ 1933. 
Holfe, Thomas, r~Qok Homeward Ar.gel, 1929. 
motivationt 
Cal1tri, Charles, Rickey, 1952. 
Horgan, Paul, Devil in the Desert, 1952. 
Hurst. Fannie, F'lve and Ten, 1929. 
Lauferty, Lilliar., Baritone, 1948. 
Lothrop, Eleanor, Sing for Your SUpper, 1952. 
Ph:tllips, Thomas Hal, Search for a Hero, 1952. 
White, Nelia, Merry r-1onth of May, 1952, 
[!'1I!rder: 
Bosworth, Allen R., Full Crash Dive, 1942. 
Cameron, Owen, Mountains Have No Shadow, 1952. 
Coe, Charles, Ashes, 1952. 
Dortort, D., Burial of the Fruit, 1947. 
Douglas J Marj oI"l', Road to the Sun, 1952. 
Heyer, Georgette, Penhallow. 1943. 
HiChe.ns, Robert, The Sixth oi: october, 1935. 
Knittel, John, Via Mala, 1934. 
Kuttner, Henry J }t9.n Dro\ining, 1952. 
!4cCullers, Carson, Renections in a. t!-olden Eye, 1941. 
I,ttllin, Sarah, Three iJ.[en Die, 1934. 
Mlakar, F., He the Fatherr 19,0. Pagano, J .. , Condemned. 1947. 
Sirr..enon, Georges, Act of -"assion., 1952. 
natural area~ 
Carroll, Gladys Ha.sty, As the EarJv·;.l'urns, 1933. 
Chapman, Marlstan, The Happy Mountain, 1928. 
',,' "'n ,.. '1 net' '0 7 v lan 1('49 ,i.l.?S'J , .t'., nOn '-0. '., l' , Y • 
Hallingsr, }1a.y, Splint Road, 1952. 
TIawllngs, Mar,;ory Kinna."1, South Moon Under, 1933. 
P.a".rlings, Nax-jorS" Kinnan, The Yearling, 1938. 
r"..1S5, Hilma, Quiver:i ~ Earth, 1952. 
Stuart, Jesse, Hie to the Hunters, 1950. 
Temp ski , Armine von, Thunder in Heaven, 1942. 
:fat.es, Elizabeth, Brave Interval, 1952. 
naturalization: 
!~unn, G,. T .. J "';'hi te Shadows, 1947. 
Petracca, Joseph, Come Back to Sorrento, 1952. 
na.ture: 
, 
Davis, Harold Lenoir, ~'!inds of Morning, 1952 .. 
Ha;rse, Arthur, Desperate Search, 1952. 
Nebra.ska: 
Aldrich, Bess Streeter, A wlrlte Bird li'lying, 1931. 
Johnson, .Uvia Saunders, Spring storm, 1936. 
!'.orrls, :iright, ~vorks of LoYs, 1952. 
ThoTI".as, Dorothy, R::>nB Place, 19.36. 
nel1ected child: 
Obermeyer, Rosemary, Golden Apples in the SUn, 1944. 
nei~hborhoodl 
Ascl~ Shalom, F:ast River, 1946. 
(lal1agher, Thomas Michael, Gathering Darkness, 1952 .. 
Jackson, S., The Road Through the vIall, 1948. 
'1::1.11i8..'n8, ~Jilliam Carlos, Build-Up, 1952. 
neighborlinesl!,f 
-Abbott, Jane Ludlow, The Neighbors, 1952. 
Cheavens, 14. L., Crosmd.nds, 1948. 
Goertz, A., Give Us Our Dream, 1947. 
Rowell, Adelaide Corinne, Touchdown, 1942. 
neurosis: 
.. 84 
neurosis: 
DeVoto, Bernard, MountainL1on,1947. 
Giles, Janice, Tare.' s Healing, 1952. 
Hall,R., Perilous Sanctuary, 1937 .. 
Beth, Ed.w'ard Hariss, We Are the Robbers, 1948. 
Koestler, A •• Arrival and Departure. 1943 .. 
Kuttner, Henry, l1an Drowning, 1952. 
Tay1or, R., Song of the Frog, 1950. 
Nevada: 
Olark, 'II. V., Track of the Oat, 1949 .. 
~ England: 
Abbott, Jane Ludlow, The Nei~bors, 1952. 
Brace, Gerald Warner, The Spire, 1952.-
Brooks, lfl1ndtield Sears, Shining Tides. 1952. 
Carroll, Gladjre Hasty, As the Barth TurnS; 1933. 
Oouens, James Gould) The Last Adam, 1933. 
Field, Rachel, Ar..:l Now TomorroW', 1942. 
Francis, R., We Fly Away, 1948. 
Frost, Francis M., Yoke of Stars, 1939. 
Henkle, Hemrletta, Bread from Heaven, 1952. 
Warge, Obristopher, The Sudden Guest, 1946. 
Robinson, Mabel Louise, Island Noon, 1942. 
Smart, Oharles Allen, UEr.l England Holiday, 1('31. 
Stattord, Jean, Catherine Wheel, 1952 .. 
Stevenson, PhUlp, Gospel According to St. Luke's, 1931. 
Troy, o.orge. Headland, 1952. 
Wylie, Ida Alexa. Ross, Strangers Are Coming, 1941. 
New Hamoshirel 
-_ ... '........ _-
Stegner, W., Second Growth, 1947. 
hia.llis, James, Niece of Abraham Pain, 1943. 
~ Jerse;y;: 
Boyce, B., Misst·ial1ett, 1948. 
Thacher, Russell, Tender Age, 1952. 
NeW' MGi.col 
Austin, Mary. Starry Adventure, 1931. 
Qrichton, Kyle S.. Proud People" 1944. 
HOrgan. Paul, A l:.amp on the Plains, 1937. 
Horgan, Pa.ul. Devil in the Desert, 1952. 
.. 
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~ poor1 (cr. also depression.) 
Avirett, B. D., Hear the Cock CrOll, 1949. 
new York State: 
----
news. 
-
Bishop, Leonard, Down ~Ul Your streets, 1952. 
Burt, Katherine, Escape from Farac'-' ~':, 1952. 
Davis J Clyde Brion, Tbudbu!'7, 1952 .. 
Dooley, Roger Burke, House of Ohana.."HID, 1952 .. 
Hicks. GranVille, There Was a Han In Our Town, 1952 .. 
Horgan, Paul, Fault ot Angels, 1933. 
stead, Christina, People with Dogs, 19:52. 
Sterling, Thomas, strangers and Jtfraid, 1952 .. 
Bugbee, Emma, Peggy Covers the Clipper, 1942 .. 
Chue,' A., Shadow ot a. Hero, 1949. 
DuBoiS, W., Island in the Squa.re, 1947 .. 
MacColl .. Rene, Assignment stuffed Shirt, 1952. 
Roebu.rt, J., Senc.ea., U", SOl A., 1947. 
Todrin, B.) Plundered Heart, 1948. 
Troy, George, lIeadland, 1952 .. 
'ware, l{arlan, Come Fill the Cup, 1952 .. 
Wylie, Jeanne, Face to Face, 1952. 
non-soclal: 
Obermeyer, Rosemary, Golden Apples in the Su.'1, 1?41t.. 
non-violent coercion: (Cf. also influence, ~re3tige.) Ii • 
Kaufman, Leomard, Dim:tnishing Return. 1952 .. 
Zugsmith, Leane, it Time to Remember, 1931). 
North Carolina # 
BuNe, Fielding, A stone Game RolJ.1ng, 1935 .. 
Burke, 'Fielding, Call Home the Heart, 1932. 
FitS-Simons, F., Bright Leaf. 1948. 
Green, Paul, Laughing Pioneer, 1932. 
Hedden, Worth Tuttle, Love Is a. i'/ound, 1952. 
Moorehouse, Kathleen, Rain on the Just, 1936. 
Vorse, l'lary Heaton, Strike, 1930. 
Yates, gllubeth, Brave Interval. 1952. 
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Northwest : 
Davis, Harold Lenoir, '!linds of Morn1ng, 1952. 
Huntington, Helen, 14b1.ch Gra1n Will GrOW', 1952. 
Jones, Nard, Oregon Detour, 1930. 
Walker, M11dred, winter Wheat, 19!t4. 
nouveau nOM. 
Ferber, Edna, Giant, 1952 .. 
Ferber, F..d.na, Come and Get It, 1935. 
nuclear familyt ct. family. 
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oezupatioxu (Cf .• also business, domestic service, ~, professi~n, theatre.) 
Absug, M., Seventh Avenue stor.!, 1947. 
Baker, F., Betore I Go Hence, 1947. 
Ohio: 
-
Blr.tCk, Barbara Conro"", Doorbells, 1940 .. 
Chase, Borden, Sandho3, 1938. 
Cleme~~ Nancy, Under Glass, 1937. 
Collier, Tarleton, Fire in the Sky, 1941. 
Colwell, M., Wind otf the 1tlater, 1945. 
DiDonato, Pietro, Christ in Concrete, 1939. 
Du.nean, 'l'homas William, Ring Horse, 1940. 
DuBois, W., Island in the Square, 1947. 
Garside, E. B., Cr~rry ned, 193H. 
Hall, WUlmr, Mr. Jory, 1947 .. 
Halper, Albert, Little people, 1942. 
Herrmann, John, The Salesman, l~ 39. 
James, Will, Flint Spears, 1938. 
Jay, Mae, Sleighbell Trail, 1937 .. 
Loring, E. B., I Hear Adventure Calling, 1949. 
Pins, Hester, ~~altz Is Over, 1943. 
Randell, Jean, Peppert.ree Inn, 19h.l. 
S8ghere, Anna, The Revolt of the Fisherman, 1930. 
Skidmore, Hubert, ttaw'ktg Neat, 1941. 
Steig, Henry, Send Me Down, 1941. 
stewart, George Re , Fire, 1948. 
Sylvester, Robert, Dream street, 1946. 
tiilson, ~l. A.., Uve with I.1.ghtning, 1949. 
Teilhet, Darwin, Steuboat on the River, 1952. 
\iouk, H .. , Aurora Dawn, 191+7 .. 
Brown, Rollo Walter, Firemakers, 1931. 
DeOapite, Miehael, Marla, 19h3. 
Ohio: (continued) 
-
Michaelson, John Hairne, Morning W"inter and Night, 1952. 
l'lorris, Wright, ivoI'ks of Love, 1952. 
Powell, Dawn., Dance Hight, 1930. 
Price, Emerson, Inn of that Journey, 1939. 
Scott, V. J., Hickory St.ick, 19hR. 
Te1lhet, Darwin, Steanboat on the ~~_~ vel', 19$2. 
Oklahoma: 
Henderson, Nola, This Huch Is lune, 1934. 
J.1ilburn, George, Catalogue, 1936. 
~ !i! d!£!ndenczt 
Chase. )Tary Ellen, Plum Tree, 19L9. 
Corbett, Elizabeth, Excuse He HI's. Meir;s, 1943. 
Corbett, Elizabeth, Young lire. Mei~s_ 1931. 
Frost, Frances, Uncle Snmlbal1, 1940. 
Glascow, Ellen, Vein of Iron, 1935. 
Lawrenc~, Josephine, Years Are 80 Long, 1934. 
!1altz, Albert, The Journey of Simon 11cKeever, 1949. 
Halker, Mildred, Southwest Corner, 1951. 
Webster, Barbara~ Haf.",ic ~iater, 1942. 
Slade, Caroline. Job's frou~o, 194:1... 
0I;!eratlve instltutiona. 
Gaskin .. Moire, Heaven Knows Where, 1952. 
Kussmaul, Rop, Nobody's Children, 1942. 
Ha.1ta, Albert, The Journey of Simon McKeever, 19Lt9. 
Slaughter, Frank G111, East Side General, 1952. 
I,ee, Hary.. It· s a Great 'liar, 1929. 
Surmelian, Leon, 98.6°, 1950. 
Valley, A. E., IvIarching Bonnet, 1948. 
opposi tion# 
Bo,d, T. A., In Time of Peace, 1935. 
Sorensen, V. E., Neighbors, 1947. 
olJaniZed crime, 
Dortort, P., Burial of' t..~ Fruit, 1947 It 
out-E22P' (Of. also class consciousness, nrissi0IlE!.I1_) 
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Ollt-grOUp: (continued) 
Bellah, James Warner, Ward Twenty, 1946. 
Bright, Robert, The Intruders, 1946. 
Henkl.e, Henrietta, Bread from Heaven, 1952. 
Lester, :~ancYJ Stranger in Angel Town, 1952. 
Robbins, Harold, Jiever Loye a stranger, 1948. 
Sterling, Thomas, Strangers and Ai: ...;."J, 1952. 
overerowdipg I 
lisch, Shalom, Eas;t River, 19L~6. 
Bishop, Leonard, Down All YOUI' streets, 1952. 
Fuchs, Daniel, Homage to Blenbolt, 19.36. 
Halper, Albert., Union Square, 1933. 
ownershiE:(Ot. also :pr9R!:r:ty_) 
!,fttchell" R. C." or Humaol,"1 Kindness, 1940. 
Taber,a. B., star t,o steer b:r, 1938. 
panic: (ct. also d!Eression.) 
Train, Arthur, Paper Profits, 1930. 
parental relational 
Baldwin, F&1th, Jun1per 'l'ree, 1952. 
Baner, Sktllda Va.nad.1s. Latchstring Out, 1;144. 
Bentham. Josephine, Janie. 1940. 
Burress, John, Little MUle, 1952. 
Charles, Joan, Son and Stranger, 1945. 
Coleman, William Laurence, Olara, 1952. 
Coffin, Robert, Red Sk.1 1n the Morning, 1935. 
Engstrand, stuart David, ihtsbl.tnd in tho House, 1952. 
Fisher, Doroth.v Canfield, The Deepening stream, 193J. 
Freydberg, Margaret Howe, The Bride, 1952. 
l"rost, Frances, Yoke of Stars, 1939. 
Gale, Martin. Joan and Michael, 1941. 
Kaufman, L., Tender t~cy, 1949. 
Lawrence, Josephine, Years Are So Long, 1931+. 
Leslie, \iarren, Bost Thing That Ever rt3p,?e!l€d, 1952. 
Len.ns, Flannery, Abel Da;~rton, 1939. 
LewiS, Janet, 000dby8 Son, 1946. 
LewiS, Sinclair, Prodigal Parents, 1938. 
Lyon. D.ana, Tentacles, 1950. 
MacArdle, D., SUmmer in April, 1948. 
Heller, Sidnes, Roots in the Sk:"f, 193R .. 
parental re1&t1o~. (continued) 
Ostenso, M., Sunset Tree, 1949. 
Randall, Jean, Peppertree Inn, 1941. 
Ronald, James, Angry 1ioman, 1948. 
Reid, Arm Alexander, Love I.ies Bleerti.ng, 1930. 
Rubina, Harold, stone for Da:any l"isiler, 1952. 
Ryan, Harriet Fitts, Mother of the Groom, 19.51. 
stewart, George, Reluctant SoU, 1936. 
Streeter, E., Father of the Bride, 1949. 
Vidal, a., Season of Comfort, 1949. 
Weaver, John Van Alstyne, Her Knight Gomes Riding, 1928. 
pastime: (Of'. also reer9ation .. ) 
Gipson, po .. , Hound-Dog !1an., 1949. 
I1a.cOougall, A. R., Under a.l]lllow Tree, 1::>47. 
Phillips, 'uexand.ra, Blessing of the Hounds, 1952. 
pa.ternalism. 
Ethridge, W., Mingled Yam, 1938. 
Pe.nnsy1vania. 
:0 I Agostino, Guido.. Barking o£ a. 10001- Fox, 1952. 
Huston, HeOready, Prodigal Brother, 1952. 
Turnbull. Agnes, Goim of Glor;r, 1952. 
Webster, Barbara, Magic 1.fater, 1942. 
Eeople: 
Chapman, Maristan, The Happy Mountain, 1928. 
Horgan, Paul, Lamp on the PlEdns, 1937. 
Glles, Janice, Tora's Healing, 19)2. 
Krause, H., Thresher, 1947. 
LaFarge, OliY8r, The Enell'l;'r Gods, 1937 .. 
HangiOM, Jerre, Hou.nt Allegro, 1942. 
Stuart, Jesse, Hie to the Hunter3, 19;;e· 
Dersonal a~ustment. 
Cook, Fannie" Mros. Palmer's Honey, 19h6. 
Douglas, IJ.oyd, The Magn1.f'icent Obsession, 1929. 
Evans, Virginia, Lowly Season, 19~2. 
Fante, John, FUll ot Life, 1952. 
Go1dknopf, D., fIUls on the Hilthway, 1948. 
M111er, M., Tha.t \Vinter, 1948. 
F!rsonal a9Justment: (continued) 
MOrris, Jane, Julie, 19,2. 
Paul, Louis, The Wrong ·world, 1938. 
Popkin, Zelda, 'valle through the Valley, 1949. 
Petracca, Joseph, Come Baek to Sorrento, 1952. 
P....le""tl-" J B 'r1..--- 4:en 4n \1"",_. q,l'!ts 1 Gl' r' J,r......., ...,.'" ,. .... J J U~ 4:.. ..&.. H~~'" fw.H....Lo , ~_. -4.,) • 
. '3e1fert, F., Glass and the Trtuapet, J..94f1. 
Thomas, Dorothy, Home Place, 1936. 
Thomas, 1'1., God Is tor the 1clhite Folks, 1947. 
Todrin, B., Plundered Heart, 1948. 
'I'ownsencl, Theresa, Gabriel and the An:~els, 1942. 
Htckenlien, Dan, Red Carpet, 1952. 
Wiley, Roger, and ',JooJ, Helen HcGloin, Us 'I'hree yvoman, 1937. 
personal ascendancy: 
La.:r, B., and Bartlett, 3., Twelve O'Clock, 1948. 
West, D., Living Is Easy, 1948. 
nersonal disorcanllatlont 
Dahlberg, Arthur O. II From Flushing to Ca.lvary, 1932. 
Da\ris. Kenneth Sydney, In the Forests of the Night, 1942. 
DeJong, David Cornel, Benefit Street, 1942. 
Dell, Floyd., The Golden Spike, 1934. 
Dratler, Jay, Pitfall, 1947. 
Emery, Anne, Sorority Girl, 1952. 
GlascOW't Ellen, The Sheltered Life, 1932. 
LauteT'tY', Lillian, Bar1.tone. 194B. 
Lincoln. Victoria Endicott, Februar'.'! Hill, 1934. 
Haddow, Ben, Fort'.r ... FOtlr Gravel Street, 1952. 
Harvie1, George, flee the AnfP7 strangers, 1952. 
Taylor, Raymond H., Song or the Fxog, 1950. 
Rollins, WUliam, Obellsk, 1930. 
Schulberg, Budd '.fi1s<:ln, Disenchant.ed, ' 950. 
Vidal, 0. , Season or Comfort, 1949. 
personal maladJustment. 
Brecht, Harold :.i., Downfall, 1929. 
Crawf'ord, Nelson Ap,tr:Lll, Unhappy 1;lind, 1930. 
C~, Louise, Helen Templeton t;3 Daughter, 1952. 
Hedden, \.forth Tuttle, Love Is a 1.J0UUd, 1952. 
Fellows, Alice, Laurel, 19,0. 
Fineman, Irrlng, This Pure Young Ha.n, 1930. 
Grossberg, E., Farr~ll My Son, 1946. 
Ronald, James, Angry 'Woman, 19h8. 
personn.al ~I 
Cantwell, Robert, The Land of Plenty, 1934. 
Lawrence, JoseDhine, T'ae Sound of Running Feet, 1937. 
pbilanthroPll 
Horgan, Paul, Fault of Angels, 19};. 
Sterling, 'l"aomas, Strangers a..lld Afraid, 1952. 
'Picket $ 
Levin, Heyer. Citizens, 1940. 
plantation svetem. 
, 
Alexander, Lillie, Candy, 1934. 
Collier, Tarleton, Fire in tho Sky, 1941. 
Crump, Louise, Helen 'l."el!lp1eton t S Daug:1ter. 1952. 
Davis, Reuben, Dutcher Bird, 1936. 
Green, Paul, This Body of Earth, 1935. 
Henderson, Georgo !.{~{1i9, Ollie Hiss, 1935. 
Hillen, Gilmore, Sweet :'1an, 193'-1. 
ii1unz, C. C., Land without ~joses, 1938. 
Peterkin. Julia, Bright Skin, 1932. 
Peterl,in, J. M •• Scarlet Sister Mary, 1928. 
Simon, Charlie Mq, The Share-cropper, 1937. 
polices 
!)ratler. Jay, Pitfall, 1947. 
Levin, Meyer, Citizens, 19hO. 
political action. 
Hicks, d!-a."W'il1e. There ~"'as a Han. in Our Town, 1952. 
Huston, McOready, Dear Senator, 1920. 
111118011, Marjorie Damsey, Dark Hare, 1952. 
p<?lltlcs, 
Hobart, Alice Tisdale, Cleft Rock, 1948. 
Holt, Isabella, F.a.Rpole Place, 1952. 
Tra.vers, Robert John, Funeral for Sabella. 1952. 
>lill1ams, ']eorge Guion, Bl.i.nd Bull, 1952. 
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poverty: (Of. also depression. ~Qnr.mrie insecm::itY',~ poor, unemployment.) 
poverty: (continued) 
Brand, !.fillen, The Outward Room, 1937. 
Burress, John, Little Mule, 1952. 
Gallagher, Thomas Michael, Gathering Darkness, 1952" 
Hagopian, Richard, Fara.wa:~ the Srrlng, 19,2" 
Krause, Herbst, "<lind without Rain, 1919. 
Manoft. Arnold, Telegram from Heaven. 1942" 
Hoody, I1tnnie H1.te, Death Is Ii Little !tm, 1936. 
Nathan. Robert, One 140re SDring, 1933. 
Savarese, Julia, Weak and the strong, 1952. 
Slade, Caroline, The Triumph of ldi1lieiond, 1940. 
Turnbull, Agnes, Go\m of Glory, 1952" 
powers (Or" &1.so coercion.) 
Da.vis ,Olyde Brion, Thudbur.:r, 1952. 
Rylee, R., Ring and the Cross, 1947. 
pre~udic~: (or. also ~ Erejudice. ) 
Derlet.h, August \vl1llarn, Evening in ~3"ring, 1941. 
Hughes, Porothy Belle, Davidian naDon, 1952. 
Kaufman, Leonard, Dim1.nishing Return, 1952 .. 
~1a.rquand, John P" Late Georse Aplpy, 1938. 
Rolvaag, O. E., Pedar Victorious, 1929. 
Stribling, Thomas S., Bright l'~eta1, 1928. 
iI/allis, James Harold, Niece of Abraharn. Pain, 19h3. 
pressure E!$? 1 
Sinclair, Upton, tittle steel, 1938. 
prima.ry ~. or. fa~e-to-:race iroUio. 
prisonr 
Himes, Chester, Cast the ~~rst stone, 1952. 
~1ebb, 4 .. E., Four steps to the ~ila.11, 19h£'l. 
protession: divin1tlt (at. also lIIisstone:z.) 
Brooks, Winfield Sears, Shining Tides, 1952. 
Cheavens, M. L., Crosswinds, 19L.8. 
Douglas, Lloyd a., Green Light, 1935. 
Hedden, 1iorth Tuttle, Love Is 3. Wound, 1952. 
Keenan, Edward P., Burden Light, 1939. 
street, James, The Gauntlet, 19L.5. 
",ro:t'esnon: divinitl: (continued) 
Sture-Vasa, Mary .o'Hara, Son or Adam i.Jyngate, 1952. 
Suckow, Ruth, The 130nney FamUy, 1933. 
Rogers ~ R. P., They Ask tor Bread, 1947. 
Summerl;l, Hollis Spurgeon, Brighten the Corner, 1952. 
Tucker, Lael, La~nt tor 'our Virgins, 1952. 
Turnbull, Agnes, Gown of Glory, 1952. 
Wellman, Paul, The C1;,a.1n, 1949. 
profession t lawl 
. -
Cozzens, James Gould, Just and the Unjust, 1942. 
Harks, Percy .. 'And Points Beyond, 1937. 
Train.. Arthur Cheney, Yankee Lawyer, 1943. 
protessions medicine. 
Blodgett, Ruth Robinson, Home Is the Sailor, 1932. 
Coszens, James Gould, 'fhe Last Adam, 1933. 
Fisher, Dorothy Canfield, Bonfire, 1933. 
Ga.sld.n, Moire, Heaven KnOW'S Where, 1952. 
Giles, Janice, Tarats Healing .. 1952. 
Hobart, Alice Tisdale, The Serpent-Wreathed Statt, 1951. 
McCoy, Horace, SCalpel, 1952. 
Slaughter, Frank Gill, East Side General, 1952. 
stevens, L., DaY'S ot Promise, 1948. 
Bradbury, B., Curious Wine, 1948. 
Brand, Max, Young Dr. KUda.re, 19~. 
Bright.. Robert, The Intruders, 1946. 
Dittler, Edgar Leon, The Hippocratic Oath, 1938. 
Lees, Hannah, Women Will Be Doctors, 1940. 
Peery, James R. , God Rides a Gale, 1940. 
Rogers, Cameron, and Hal1and, Herman Ewald, Flight Surgeon, 1940. 
Seitert, Elisabeth, Surgeon in Charge, 1942. 
Slaughter, Frank Gill, Air SUrgeon, 1943. 
Todd, II., High Places, 1947. 
Tucker, Augusta, Miss Susie Slagle's, 1939. 
'ialker, ZJi., Medical Heeting, 1949. 
profession: teachil!i: 
Aldrioh, Bess Streeter, ltlss Bishop, 1933. 
Boyce, Burke, Hiss 1'1a11ett. 1948. 
Braee, Gerald Warner, The Spire, 1952. 
Lester, Nancy, stranger in Angel Town, 1952. 
Giles, Janice, Miss Willie. 1951. 
11illar, N., Harry Innocents, 1947 .. 
profession. teaching: (continued) 
Redinger, R. V., Golden Net, 1948. 
Scott, Virgil, The Hickory Stickt 1948. Stark, I •• Invisible Island, 194tl. 
Todd, Helen, Roots or the Tree, 1941. .. 
WYlie, Jeanne, Face to Face, 1952. 
Yates, E., Nearby, 1947. 
Eroflts 
Douglas; Marjory, Road to the Sun, 1952. 
Pratt, Theodore, Big BUbble, 1952. 
:ero~ectt 
Hobart, Alice Tisdale, Cleft Rock, 1948. 
Sm1tter, Wessel, Another l-furning, 1941. 
prop!landat 
Dortort, D., Post of Honor, 1949. 
SchoonoVer, Lawrence, Quick Brown Fox, 19,2. 
Sinclair, U.. B., 0 Shepherd Speak, 1949. 
er?E!rtZt 
Douglas, Marjory, Road to the Sun, 19,2 .. 
Pratt, Theodore, Big Bubble, 1952. 
Hodgins, E., 11r. mandings Builds His Dream House, 1947. 
Protestantism: 
Hedden, ';Jorth Tuttle, Love Is a Wound, 1952. 
Lawrence, Josephine, Song in the Ulght, 1952. 
Ross, Nancy, Time's Corner, 19,2. 
Sture-Vaaa, Mary O'Hara, Son ot Adam Wyngate, 19,2. 
Turnbull. Apes S., Bishop's Mantle, 1947. 
Turnbull, Agnes, Gown of Glory, 1952. 
(Ct .. also mental disorders.) 
---, .... , ......................... 
Baldwin, Faith, Juniper Tree, 1952. 
Br01l!l, Carlton, Brainstorm, 1944. 
Calitrl., Charles, Rickey, 1952. 
Creatore, L. , This World Is Mine, 1947. 
Delehanty, Elizabeth, Year One, 1946. 
Hayes, L., Take This Woman, 1947. 
pwchi8,try. (oontinued) 
!-faier, Howard, Undertow, 1945. 
Oberndorf J C. p." ~-1hioh Way Out, 1949. 
Peters, A. A" \~orld Next Door, 1949. 
p!1!hoanalysis: (Of. alao neurcsis.) 
Brooks, Riohard, The Producer, 1952. 
Gaines, Diana, Dr. Logan' s Wife, 1952. 
Guerard, Albert, The Hunted, 1944. 
Saber, Lilla, The Echo, 1947. 
p!l:horathlo offender. 
Taylor, Ra~rmond n., Song ot the Frog, 1950', 
publio ~cm: 
Oos.ens, JUleS Gould, The Last Adam, 19.33. 
stribling, Thomas S., Bright l·ietal, 1928. 
publio relat10run 
Sedges, John, Bright Procession, 1952. ' 
eblieitl' 
Browne, Lew'1s; See What I Mean?, 19113. 
p}!lYoser 
Cannon, Cornelia James, Red Rust, 1928. 
!:!£! antip!t.!!:1 
~ Rl1the lIamUton, DiTine Average, 1952. 
Cook, Fannle, l"irs. Palmer's Honey, 1946. 
raoe conflict. 
-
AT-pel, Benjamin, Dark stain, 194.3. 
Brirdg, lvron, Sadness in Lexington. Avenue, 1952. 
Heth, Edward Ham..s, We Are the Robbers, 1948. 
Kelley, 'welbo1lrn, Inch1n' Along, 1932,. 
Kirkland, ilithe Hamilton, Divine Average, 1952. 
LaFarp; Oliver, Laughing Boy, 1929. 
Lewis J S., Kingsblood Royal, 1941. 
Stevens, L., D~s of Promise, 19h8. 
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race consciousness. 
- . 
Himes, O. B., Lonely Crusade, 1947. 
i'etrrein, Julia, Bright Skin, 1932. 
Starlin::;, Thomas, Strangers and Afraid, 1952. 
~ mixture: (Of. also misoeiellation.) 
Fauset, Jessie, Comedy American Style, 1933. 
Kester, Paul, His Own Oountry, 1921. 
Otllonnell, Edwin P., Green Margins, 19.36. 
Peterkin, Julia M., Bright Skin, 1932. 
Tompski, Armine Ton, Thunder in Heaven, 1942. 
!!2! Pl"!jud1c~. 
Coleman, W1lliam Lau:rence, Clara, 19,2. 
Givens, G. 0., '!'he Devil Takes a 11111 Town, 1942. 
Gold. Michael, Jews ~lithout !40ney, 1932. 
Halsey, Margaret, Some of IV Beet Friends Are Soldiers, 1944. 
Hedden, li._ 1., Other Room, 1941. 
Hewlett, J. H., Wild Grape, 1941. 
Hobson, Laura Z., Gentleman's Agreement, 1947. 
Thomas, w., God Is for 'White Folks, 1947. 
raee relationlU 
--........ -...... ...... 
Alexander, Lillie, Cant\Y, 1934. 
Basso, H8lDi1ton, Court House Square, 1936. 
Brown, Eugene, Trespass, 1952. 
Carroll, Glactrs Hasty, As the Earth Turns, 1933. 
Oa.rter, Sodding, Winds ot Fear, 1944. 
Chatte1"t;on, Ruth, Homeward Borne, 1950. 
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Childers, Ja."!leS Saxon, Novel about a Uhite Han and Black, 
Davis, Reubett., Butcher Bird, 1936. -
1936. 
DIlBois, ll1ll1a.m Edward, Dark Princesll't l 1928. 
Fisher, Rudolpll. ~,Jal.ls of JeriCho, 1928. 
Flannagan, Roy', AlIb&r Satyr J 1932. 
Gordon, Artlm:r, Reprisal, 19,0. 
Henderson, George 1¥.::,11e, Ollie 1'118S, 1935. 
Heyward, DuBose, Half 'Pint Flask, 1929. 
Heyward, DuBose, Mamba*s Daughters, 1929. 
Hurston, Zora Neale, Their Eyes 1iere Watching God, 1937. 
Kennedy, Robert Emmet, Red Bean Row, 1929. 
Kimbrough, Edward, lJight. Fire, 1946. 
Lewisohn, Ludwig, Island Within, 1938. 
Killen, Gilmore, sweet Man, ,1930. 
Katkov, Norman, Eagle at My E',yes, 1947. 
Mood;y", Minnie !ate, Death Is a Little l'1a.n, 1936. 
!!£! relation81 (continued) 
Odmn, Howard. Washington, Rainbow Round IV Shoulder .. 1928. 
Peterkin, Julia., Sca.rlet Sister 14ary, 1928. 
R,ylee, Robert, Deep D:·;rk River, 1935. 
Redding, J. S" stranger and Alone, 1950. 
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Saxon, Lyle, Ch:tldl-Etn of Strangers, 1937. 
Shelbv, Gertrude, and Stoney, Sanuel Gaillard, Po' Buckra, 1930. 
Stribling, T,. S ... Unfinished Cathedral, 1934. 
Ward, M. J., Professor's UJItlrella, 1948. 
Wright, Richard, Native Son, 1940. 
racketeer: 
Burnett, '1'1. ll.t Little Caesar, 1929. 
Benton, John, Faith Hope and a Horae, 1940. 
&by, Lois, and Fleming, John Chester,! Velvet Fleece, 
~r,p, William Jourdan, Poolroom. 193tl. 
Roeburt, J., Seneca, U. S'JA., 1947. 
Rubina, Harold, Stone tor Danny Fisher, 1952. 
l,ioltert, Ira, Tucker-fa People, 1943. 
radiol 
Hargrove, Marion, something's Got to Give, 1948. 
Haecoll, Rene, Assignment stuffed &'hirt, 1952. 
vlouk, H., Aurora Dawn, 1941. 
ranch: 
Clark, lA. V., Track of the Cat, 1949. 
Ferber, Edna, Giant, 19;>2. 
Horgan, Paul, Lamp on the Plains, 1931,. 
Jones, Idwal, Vermilion, 1947. 
Kramer, Horaee, Harginal Land, 1939 .. 
1"l1tchel1, It. a., Of' lhman Kindness, 19l~O. 
O'Hara, Ma.:r;r, My Friend Flicka, 1941. 
Savage, r., Lana H&.son, 1949. 
reciprocal interaction: 
Buckmaster, Henrietta, Bread from Heavent _ 1952. DeJong, David Cornel, Benefit street, 194£. 
Gaskin, Hoi.ra, Heaven Knows 1'1'here, 1952. 
Na.ddo·', Ben, Forty-Four Gravel Street, 1952. 
recreation: 
Warga, Oliver, Laughing Boy, 1929. 
Scholz. J. V.. Gridiron Challenp'e 19L.7 ... 
1947. 
regimentation: 
Leslie, Warren, Best Thing That ~Ver Happened, 1952. 
Carney, A.. '1'., i~o Certain Answer, 1947. . 
Phillips, Thomas Hal, Search tor a Hero, 1952. 
Scanlon, William T., God Have Hercyon Us, 1929_ 
Slaughter. Frank Gill, Ai.r Surgeon, 1943_ 
Williams, George Ouion. mind BIll.l, 1952. 
rel!:o:!t (Of • also local1tl_) 
Austin, 14a.r;r" starry Adventure, 19)1. 
Gibbons, Robert Faucett, Bright Is the Morning, 1943. 
Hamill, Katherine, Sw~ Shadow, 1936. 
Hannu.m., 1Ilbe!'ta Pierson, Thursday April, 1931. 
Kamal, Ahmad, Full Fathom Five, 1948. 
O'Dormell, Edward P.,Green lIargins, 1936. 
l-!oore, Ruth, Candlemas Bay, 19>1. 
Seton, A.,'l'be Het~rth and Eagle, 1948. 
Sld.dmoN,Fhbert. I \Jill Life up Mine Eyes, 1936. 
Richter, Conrad, Sea of Grass, 1937. 
Williamson, Thames Ross, :'roods Oolt, 1933. 
rehab11itati.emt (Ct. also handi,cAJ>P!S.) 
Bl"andf l-1illin, outward Room, 1931.. . 
Buseh, }Imn, They Dreatll ot Home, 1944. 
Jack,,_, Charles R., The LostWEui~ktlnd. 1944. 
Kendr1ok, Ba;1nard H" L1ghtsOttt, 194$. 
Sherman. H.. M.. Call of the Land, 1948. 
:reliets 
Qel.l.'horD, Martha, The Troubltl I in Seen, 1936, 
Hueston. Ethel, A Root OVer Their Beads, 1937 .. 
Slade, Carel1ne, fri'Um!'h of \.J111ie p()nd, 1940. 
Tyre, t~aJ Red Wine First, 1948. ' 
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reli~onl (Ct. also charlty, Christianity, church, ethiCS, Judai~ Protes-
antism.) 
Bach, M. L., Dream Gate, 191.9. 
Baker, F... Sef'ore I 00 Henoe, 1947. 
Brooks, Hlntield Sears, Shining Tides, 1952. 
Tucker, Lael, Lament for Four Virgins, 1952. 
Cossens, James Gould, Men and Brethren, 1936. 
Dever, J., No Lasting Home, 1947. 
Dooley, Ro!:ter Burke, House of Shanahan, 1952. 
religion: (continued) 
Douglas, L1o.vd, Green Light, 1935. 
Fisher, Dorot.hy Canfield, The Deepening Stream, 1930. 
Glascow, Ellen, Vein of Iron, 1935. 
Hedden, ~{orth Tuttle, Love Is a 1fJounci, 1952. 
Horgan, Paul, Devil in the Desert, 1952. 
Kirkbride, R. de L.. Spring Is Not Gentle, 1949. 
LaFarge, Oliver, Laugh1.ng Boy, 1929. 
Warga, Oliver, The Enenw Gods, 1937. 
!llathan, Robert, The Bishop IS \ii.i'e, 1928. 
Peterldn, Julia, Scarlet Sister r,1ary, 1928. 
Boss, Nancy, Ti.'. Oorner, 1952. 
Rylee, Robert, Deep Dark R1 vel", 1935. 
Sinclair, Upton, Boston, 1928. 
Stribling, T. 3., Unfinished Cathedral, 193h. 
Suckow, Ruth, The Folks, 1934. 
Su.mmers, Hollis Spurgeon, Brighten the Gomer, 1952. 
remedial inet1tuUon: 
, I 
BelJ.a.h. James Wa.rner, ~vard Twenty, 1946. 
Brand, Max, Young Dr. Kildare, 1941. 
Oreatore, L., This World Is fttne, 1941. 
Delehanty, Elisabeth, Year One, 1946. 
Dittler, Edgar, The Hippocrat1e Oa.th, 1938. 
Fearing, It., The I!ospital, 1939. . 
Feike!IJa. Felli Frederick, Boy Almighty, 1945. 
Gres~ W. L., Limbo Tower, 1949. 
Hines, Dorotlv Palmer, No Wind of Healing, 1946. 
Hor~p K., Night Bell, 194-(). 
KEmdr1.ck, Ba?rnard H., Lights out, 1945. 
I.e&s,. Harmah, Women 14111 Be Doctors, 1940. 
l-forrieon, Ra7, Angels C~. 1949. 
Seifert, JiJ.izabeth, Surgeon in Charge, 1942. 
Slaughter, Frank 0111, East Side General 1952. 
Slaughter, Frank 0111, That None Should ~e, 1941. 
Todd, H., Rl.gh Place.;, 1947 .. 
Walters, 1r1:Uliam J., Forbidden Path, 1938. 
retaliation: 
Wilson, Margaret, The Able HcLaughl1ns, 1928. 
Rhode Island t 
DeJong, David Cornel, Bene£1.t street, 1942. 
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ritual: (Of. also marriage ritual.) 
Singer, Jeanne Florence, This Festive Season, 1943. 
riv!!:7: 
Coker, Elizabeth, Day of the Pe.';lCock, 1952. 
lIaw1ey, Cameron, fi4XeeutAve Suite, 1952. 
Travers, Robert John, Funeral for Sabella, 1952. 
role. 
-
Engstrand, Stuart David. Husband in the H0IlS6 J 195'2. 
SChoonover, Lawrence, Quick Brown Fox, 1952. 
rural comnami ttl 
Flsher,Dorothy Ca.nfield, Seasoned Timber, 1939. 
Derleth, August \.Jilliam, Evening in Spring, 1941. 
Johnson, Alvin Sa.unders" Srrlng Storm, 1936. 
Jonas, Nard, Oregon Detour, 1930. 
Krause, Herbert, Wind wit.bout Rain, 1939. 
t-H.ehulson, John Na1rne, Morning Winter and Night, 1952. 
North,. St$rling, So Dear to My Heart, 1941. 
Pb1llips, Alexandra. Blessing ot the Hounds, 1952. 
stegner, ~~., Seccmsl Growth, 1947. 
Stong, Phillip Duffield, strangerts Return, 1933. 
SlllIIf.lleN, Hollis Spurgeon, Brighten the Corner, 1952. 
Yates, Elizabeth, Brave Interval, 1952. 
rural !.!!!!zt 
Abell, E. F •• Flow to the Leaf, 1947 •. 
Arnow, ila.rrl.ett., Hunter •• Horn 1949. BroF~ie1d, L., Wild Countr,y. 1948. 
Fetzer, Herman, Come Back to :ria.;,'I18 County By Jake Falstaff, 1942. 
Chapluan, f·iaristan. The Happy Mountain, 1928. 
Gibbons, Robert Faucett, Bl"'lght Is the 140rning, 1943. 
Peterkin, Julia, Scarlet Sister Mary, 1928. 
stong, Philip Duffield, state Fair, 1932. 
Stong, fbillp Dutt1eld, The Long Lane, 1939. 
Suckow, Ruth, The Folks, 1934. 
l'l1'ebster, B., Color of the Country, 19la. 
!rural ind:u.strial. c.o,mmun1t;n 
Carroll, Gladys Huty, A Few Foolish Ones, 1935. 
Givens, (}. e. t The DevU Takes a HUl TOWIl, 1950. 
raral industrial community:: (continued) 
Johnson, Josephine, Jor<.ianstO'T.ffi, 1937. 
'C,.., •• "1 t,' ti C;{. ,,~ .... ~ln'l Clt- n"'''' r.'orev""r 1939 J.at..t..L,. u. ",""," ".... V\k.:....; 1..0. '. \,.,' "'W..L.~wV"" ..." Q, .• 
Rogers, R. p., '.lIle r Ask for Bread, 1947. 
Vardoulakis, M., Gold In the streets, 1945. 
Vorse, 2'!ar;r Heaton, Strike, 1930. 
Walker, Charles Rumford, Dread and }~e, 1927. 
sabotage: 
Cunningham, Albert Benj amin, Legacy for OUr Sons, 1952. 
Bosworth, Allan R., Full Crash Dive, 1942. 
schizonhrenial (Cf. also divided self.) J;,l ............. 
HessEl, 11., Steppenwo1f, 1947. 
school: , 
Abelson, A., Aneels' ~·!etal, 1941. 
Aldrich, Bess streeter, Miss Bishop, 1933. 
Brace, Gerald ;:larner, The Spire, 1952. 
Cather, ldlla, The Professor t sHouse, 1927. 
Cra.wf01"d, llelson Antrim, Unba.pw Wind, 1930. ' 
Derleth, August ~Nillia.~, Evening in Spring, 1941. 
i~dva.rds, E. J., Chosen, 1949. 
Eldridge, F., And Thou Shalt Teach Them, 1947. 
Graves, R., A., Thanks for ~he Ride, 1949. 
Joseph, Donald, Octoh~rts "ilild, 1929. 
Lampell, Ii., The Hero, 1949. 
i:wCariilV, !.fary The~se, Groves of Academe, 1952. 
newman, Robert H •• 'ling out the Banner, 1941. 
Redinger.. R •. V -t Golden Net, 1948. 
Rollins, William, Obelisk, 1930. 
Sinclair, Upton, 011, 1927. 
stevenson., Fhilip, Gospel Accoroing to st. Luke, 1931. 
Townsend, Theresa, Gabriel and the Angels, 1942. 
~':iolf' , Robert L., Springboard, 1927. 
Vidal, G •• Season of Comfort, 1949. 
seoret sooiety: 
Green, Paul, Laughing Pioneer, 19)2. 
stOng, Phil, Career, 1936. 
Stribling, T. S., Unf'inished Cathedral, 1934. 
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s6iIregation: 
Brown, Eu~ene, '1'res;'1a.ss, 1952. 
Kennedy, j(,. ;';., lted Bean Row, 1929. 
Lee, George, W. t Beale Street, 1934. 
IJfeKay, Claude, Hom to Harlem, 1928. 
Anderson, B. T.) Southbound, 1949. 
Risher, Rudolph, Halls of Jericho, 192B. 
iiylle, Jeanne, Face tC' Face, 1952. 
self-diSCipline: 
Auchinc1oss, Louis, ~1, 1952. 
self' -regard, 
Burman, Ben Lucian, Blow for a Landing, 1938. 
Coleman, William Laurence, Clara, 1952. 
Dargan, Olive Tilford, Call Home the Heart, 1932. 
Fairbank, Janet. Ayer, Rich Man Poor Man, 1936. 
Hutter, Catherine, 7'his Dear Encounter, 1952. 
Jones, Idwal, Vermilion, 1941. 
J..awrence, Josephim, Yea.rs Are So Long, 1934. 
Vidal, G., Season of' Oomfort. 191..,,9. 
1,~t.e, Nelia, Woman at the Window, 1951. 
sEparatio~1 
Hamden, Ruth, I a. Stranger, 1950. 
!,ha.reCTOpp!17,- (Of. also Elantat10n !lstem.) 
Simon, O. Me, Sharecropper, 1931. 
't!atsol"l, J. O. J Red Dress, 1949. 
slavery: 
\ fl(tHeekin, 0., Cit-' of the FlailS, 1951. 
stevens, L., Days of Prom8o, 191~8. 
slOJa:n: 
slUJl1: 
-
Dwoskin, Charles, Shadow over the Land, 1946. 
Algren, !~elsont The Neon Wilderness, 1947. 
AlJn.an .. David, tiar1d FUll ot Strangers, 1949. 
1Q,3 
81m~: (continued) 
-
Brown, J. D., Freeholder, 19 L6 • 
Dahlberg, Arth,n··~;., From Flushing to Calvary, 1932. 
DiDonato, p., Christ in Concrete, 1939. 
Dineen, Joseph F' J ~>lard E1ght, 1936. 
Hutchinson, R. C., Elephant and Castle, 1948. 
Lavert:r J !4., Liltey Lane, 1947. 
IJ.ewellyn, n., None but the Lonely Heart, 1943. 
Oliver, J. R.!._ Victim and Victor, 1928. 
Petry, A. L. The Street, 1946. 
Spring, H., Hard Facts, 1944. 
Wellman, p. I.; The Ohain, 1949. 
~r1eht. H., Native Son. 1940. 
f>trauss, 'fheodore, laght at Hogwallow, 1937. 
social a.c#sitivenessf (Cf. also social clil1bel"'.) 
Ha.rquand, John p., Point of No Return, 1949. 
social actions 
Hioks; (Jramrille, There Was a l'ian in Our Town, 1952. 
Staele" Wilbur Danial, Their Town, 1952. 
social c~r 
Cunn1n!:haa. Albert Benjamin. Legacy for Our Sons, 1952. 
}ldolls, Charles, The .iUexandrians, 1952. 
Harris, Irjl Victor, Chi, cago StOI"J, 1952. 
Pound, Arthur, Once a Wilderness, 1934. 
Steel, viiI bur, Their Town, 1952. 
flagano, .10, Golden Wedding, 1943. 
Terrill, Haidee, The Square, 1949. 
Zugsm1th, Leana, A Time to Remember, 19.36. 
social olimbert 
Abelson, A.,. Angels' illf:Ital, 1941. 
C~11, Glady's Hasty, Neighbor to the SkY, 19.37 .. 
Heyward, DuBose, Mamba.·s Daughters, 1929. 
Lautert-,r, L:Ullan, Baritone, 1948. 
social. contlict: 
Basso, Ham:Llton, Courthouse Square, 1936. 
Capote, T. J Grass Harp, 1951. 
Hersey, John Richard, The H'all,. 19S0. 
social contact: 
iiacI.iesh, ArchibaL~ ?lemnG, E'c of the Kite, 1952 .. 
Thinly iTei.led, 1948. 
social control: 
Dltzen, Rudolf, The Drinker, 1952. 
Hughas, Dorothy' Belle, Davidian Report, 1952. 
MacColl, Rene .. Assignmnt stuffed Shirt, 1952. 
social crisis: 
--
Ucbart, Allee Tisdale, Clert Roel'.:, 1948 .. 
social discrim1nntion; 
. 
social c4 s~aa 
Burns J John Horne, Cry of Ohildren, 1952., 
I'1.sher, Rudolph, klaUs of Jericho, 1928. 
Robert., Sdith, Little Hell Bis Heaven, 1942. 
social £ermentationl 
Boyd, T.4., In 't1me of 'Peace, 1935. 
Hclnt,rre, J. T., Ferment, 1937 .. 
Steele, lrlUbur Daniel, Their Town, 19,2. 
social tunetiol!!!'Z' 
Burnett, W. R., Asphalt Jungle, 1949. 
Chase, A., Shadow of a Hero, 1949. 
COZBens, James Gould, Just and the Unjust, 1942. 
Huston, 1>bOready, Dear Senator, 1928. 
Keenan, Edward, Burden Light, 1939. 
Miller, N., Sure Thing, 1949. 
Sinclair, Upton., Oil, 1927. ' 
social incgualltz: (Or. uso social stratification, social discrimination.) 
Davis, Cl~rde Brion, Thudbur'T, 19,2 .. 
..s0c:i.,-,~ i~qua11tJ": (cont..inued) 
Green, Paul, 111.'1.3 Bryi" of r~;}rt.h, 193.5. 
Halper, .r\lbert ~ T,1_ t~ tIc Y"eople" 1942. 
Roberts, F..di+:.1'l EnE;i:~:rf)le, Little Hell Big Heaven, 1942. 
social isolations 
, -'----
Stark, I." Invisible Isla.11cl, 19hB. 
social mindedness: 
, 
La't"'arge, Christopher, The Sudden Guest, 19h6. 
White, 1;:/. F., F11~ in the Flint, 192,. 
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soeia~ movement, (Cr.. also conswners' oooperatio!!,t 1~or movement.) 
0tcele.. \>lilbur Dante1, Their 'fown, 1952" 
social nexus t 
, 
Lee" Clarence, lJ., 'I'ho Unwilling Journey, 1940. 
stong, ,Phil, State !?:t: 1I 193'2. 
soe~al ~'\rob~~f (Or. also cl"1n¥a, dise~e, hand1e~, .2!2 .!I! de12endencl, 
£laverETt rehabUita.ti~ tm!,5?!&!!nt, !£.J ' 
Adamio, t •• Cra.dle of 11.£e. 1936. 
Bentley J P., Inherl ta.'1C6, 1932. 
Bright, R. , Ltfe and Death of J~ttle Joe, 1944. 
Caldwell, J. '1'., ~jnasty of Death, 19)8. 
Caldwell. J. T.. Final HOIll", 1944. 
Ghevaller, Ha.a.kon, I"or Us the I,iVing, 1949. 
Gilbert, It", OUr Jaily Bread, 1943. 
:;ot-Ja.:rd, E .. M., Before the Sun Goos Down, 1946. 
Kagawa, r., Grain ot TVhea.t, 1936. 
La'l*rrene-e, J _, B ut You Are Young. 1940. 
Paton, A., Cr:r the :301oved Oountry, 1948. 
~ender, R. J., Seven Red Sunda'tsj 1936. 
Sino lair J Upton., .Dragon t a Teeth, 1942. 
Sorensen, V. E., Proper Gods, 1951. 
social stratif1cation: 
• 
fisher, Ru< .. /;~ph, '~Ja:us of Jericho, 1.928. 
Orump, Louise, H.elen Templetonts Daughter, 1952. 
social survival; Cf. tradition. 
-
<3.' ci0.1. -tc!lsion: ~,-...:.-- .. 
social ~ll11'e1';t: 
... -.---.. 
.!olmgon, .Josephine, Jor~l3.Tlstmm, 1937,. 
lwtZ,. Albert, The Underground St,remn, 1940. 
social valu.,.: 
_ _ .. ,._-
Camel"on, Olmn, l~ou.ntains Have No Shadow, 1952" 
Giles, Jmrl.ce, Tarat s ITealine, 1952. 
sooial wish: 
. .. ... -..-..... 
Henkle, Henrietta, Bread troll't Heaven, 1952. 
d01TiS, ;Jrlght, ~;orks of Love, 1952. 
Underwood, Charlotte, ~tJ:rong Turning, 1947. 
C'rellhorn, ~,~a.rtha., 71""' "'.:)ub!e I've Se~nJ 1936. 
Truesdell, John, LeY"" '.ride, 1947. 
3:y,l.'e. riedra; Jausa in EtEll"llity, 1952. 
! 
socia1iS:.:1: 
• r 
.stone. Irving, Advarsa.r"J in the House, 1947. 
st)ci::.lizat~on proces.s: (Cf. alsp education, inst1t'ltion.) 
i 
rloharl, .Alice Tisdale, serpent-Wreathed Statf,. 1951. 
sooietal develop!!nt: 
Kirkland, Elithe Hamilton, Divine Average, 1952. 
Hills, Charles, Alexandrians, 19,2,. 
South: 
-
Alexander, Li:U:i.e, Can1y, 19.34. 
Bethea, Jf4Ck,Cotton, 1928. 
Chapman, f.1a.ristan, Home Place, 1929. 
Chapman, l'faristan, Irbe Happy Mountain, 1928. 
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Cha',r.w.t1, garisian, '!'he 1rleaiher Tree, 19.32. 
Co1:er, 81Jza.beth, ')a,y of the Peacock, 1952. 
:'1" • ...:: t" Pe'lb''''n 7~" ~- cl~o"" T3irot 19 'lot! 
"r,;';'-, .:.~.;..)., 1\. ... ..;;, , ,;.,,'-4 V 01' .\o." ,.' J • 
~"ellolfls, Aliee, I .. aurel, 1950. 
7le!'1inG, t3crr;:r, Siesta, 10 35. 
Glenn, Iea, Southern Charm .. 192H. 
ITaroil1, Katherine .. S"w-amp Shado\-l, 1936. 
t"~U.1U, Hm"ard >1., Cold Blue ~<1oon. 1931. 
()Cf..ll'n, Howard W... Rainbow Round i:f,y Shoulder.. 1928. 
:tiif';ht, F'rederick, South, 19J'. 
South Carolinas 
-
Alexander, Lillie, Candy,. 1934. 
Coker. Elizabeth, Ds."t of the Peacock. 1952. 
~IeY',tard, DuBose, Mamba's Daughters, 1929. 
Peterkin, J. M., Bl . ...;l< April, 1927. 
Benefield, a., Valiant Is the Word for Cair:te, 1935. 
Glenn, lsa, A Short History of Julia, 1930. 
La.T<'aJ.'"ge, Ohrlstopher.t The SUdden Quest, 1946. 
Roberts J Mary Carter t Abbot Sisters.. 1951 • 
. tob::::ter, B,'t.ronra, ::a"',ic -ta.ter, 1942. 
>Jhite, Nelia, Ha:tT"T Hanth of }iay, 1952. 
Henkle, Henrietta, Bread £rom Heaven, 1952. 
Oliver, J. R., Rock a.l1.d sand, 19)0. 
str.ike: 
Cantwell, Robert, Land of Plenty, 1934. 
Ha.vi.ghurst, 1valter, Pier 11, 193.5. 
Levin, l'~e".!?r, C~. ti zens, 1940. 
L~kin, G:ra.ce, To Hake My Bread, 1932. 
!<!clntyre, John C., Ferment, 1931" 
Paul, E·", !i. t ,stars and Stripes FO'!."eVer, 1939. 
Saxton, A. p., Great Midland, 1948. 
Seehers, Anna, The Revolt of the Fishermen, 1930. 
Sinclair, Upton, Boston, 1928. 
lOa 
... 
Ginclair f U;ton, The Jungle, 1?h6. 
Taber, G. B., '::tar to Steer b-::r, 1938. 
substitution: 
Bo..wal .. House ot Hist, 19l..~7. 
';~i1gus .. Asa, Just One Cat, 1952. 
7nacllcr, RU3sal1, 'fender Age, 19;'2. 
sUbversive ae~ivi~l: 
Boyd, T. A., In Time of Peaoe, 1935. 
Browe. Lewis, See ',1ho.t I Nean?" 1943. 
D\losk1n, Oharles, Shadow ')ver the Land, 1946. 
0anton, A.. P., Great f.!tdland, 1948. 
'''''. tt F C 1 '" ,~.,.~ 191 9 u10rse .1, ~ •• , 0 or elk io.l,emng, Lt. 
suicide: 
: ie:yward, DuBose, )Jra:mJ;>ah> Daughters, 1929. 
Hurst, Fannie, F1 va ani Ten, 1929. 
Li'Pton, Lawrence, Brother the Lau~~ !s Bitter, 1942. 
:'WrldOW'I' a.n. ltorty-FoUX' Gravel Street J 1952. 
!1iller, M., That \!linter, 1948.-
\l1ndham, Donald, Dog [3tar. 1950. 
superst.1 tutiol'la 
L 
Chapman, Harista.n:. The Ha .. 'O?Y Hounta1n, 1928. 
Ju3e~hJ Donald, October's Child, 1929. 
Hiller. Hargaret, Cannibal Heart, 1949. 
Oau.ill, IIO"'lIll'U"d, Rainho1J' Round Ny Shoulder, 1928. 
Peterkin, Julia, Bright Skin, 19.32. 
C'eteikin .. Julia. .. Scarlet Sister Mary, 1928. 
taxationt 
. 
temoerament, 
t 
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tenanyz: 
-
Green, Paul, This Body the Earth, 1933. 
I,a.nham, E. H., Strieklands, 1939. 
Tennesee2 
--- , 
Chapman, YJ.arl.stan, Home Place, 1929. 
Chapman, 1·1a.ristan, Weather Tree, 1932. 
Gerson, Noel, Cumberland Rines, 1952. 
O'Connor, F'lanner::v, "4158 Blood, 19,2. 
striblln'C. Thomas 5., Br1ght :''letal, 192e. 
tensions (ot. also social tension.) 
-
Auslander, J., and Hurdemann, A., Islande-"s, 1951. 
Brooks, Richard, The Producer, 1952. 
Ditzen, Rudolf, The Drinker. 1952. 
lvey, Caroline, The 1"£,.ly, 19,2. 
"laeLt.sh, Archibald Fleming, Eye of' the Kite, 1952. 
Schoonover, Lawrence, Quick Bttown tl'ox, 1952. 
Seav;r, Susan, UaitMr Man nor Angel, 1952. 
Troy, George, Headland, 1952. 
1:1illiams, William Carlos, Build-Up, 1'>52. 
Texas: 
. 
Ferber, Edna, Giant, 19,2. 
Cheavens, M. L., Crosswinds, 1948. 
Gipaon,F. t Hound.Dog Han, 1949. 
Horgan, Paul, Devil in the Desert. 1952. 
Kirkland, Blithe Ham1ltA'>n, m.vine Avera:re, 195'. 
Lanham, Edwin, Thunder in the }~arth) 191+1. 
l.Jilliams, George ilI.d.on, Blind Bull, 1952. 
watson, J. C., Red Dress, 1949. 
',411son, L. Ill., High John the Conqueror, 191.\.8. 
theatre: 
Adams, J., Ourtain Never Falls, 1950. 
DaviS, Fitzroy, Quicksilver, 1942. 
Hutter, Catherine, This Dear !iJncountsr, 1952. 
Rice, E. L. t Show iut Go on, 1949. young, stark, The Torches l"lare, 1928. 
tolerations 
Anderson, B. T., Southbound, 1949. 
no 
r------------------------------ --
toleration: (continued) 
town.: 
Davis, B., Whisper ~ 11U1B, 1949. 
Heddon, "lorth Tuttle, The other Room, 1947. 
l-!ctaughlin, R., Side or the Angels, 1947 .. 
Abbott, Jane Ludlow, The Neighbors, 1952. 
Corbett, Elizabeth, Richer TIarvest) 1952 .. 
Davis, Doris, Women ot Ohampion City, 1952. 
Duffus, Robert Luther, That ~ias Alderbury, 1941. 
Huntington, aelen, Wh10h Grain Will Grow, 1952. 
Jenkins. Sara Lucille, Year in Paradise, 1952. 
Smith, Madeline Babcock, Lemon Jelly Cake, 1952. 
Suckow, Ruth, The Folks, 1934. 
traditions 
r 
Oarroll. Gladys Hasty, Ueighbor to the Sky, 1937. 
Chase, ]1a,r:v Ellen, Nary Peters, 1934. 
stevens, L.. DayS of Promise, 1948 .. 
tr~ort&ttionl . 
mlii£, . Darv.tn, steani:>oat on the River, 1952. 
Saxton, A. P., Great Midland, 1948. 
11111gus, Asa, Just One Cat, 1952. 
treasonl 
l.aFarge, Oliver; 'rhe EnU\r Gods, 1937. 
l)araons, A., The Mal of Helen EcI.eod, 1938. 
und$l"World, 
Burnett, W. R., Asphalt Jungle, 19lf9. 
Burnett .. W. R., tittle Caesar, 1929. 
Alg:ren, llelson, Man with the Gol.dan J~ 1949. 
Chase, A. , Shadow of a Hero, 1949. 
McIntyre, John T. ~ steps {loing Down, 1936. 
Wolfert, Ira, Tucker's People, 1943. 
unt=J!T1!l!!ntr 
})itzen, R., Little Man loJhat Now?, 1933. 
Gellhorn, M. 1., Trouble I'v. Seen, 1936. 
Hagopian, Richard, Farawa.Y' the Spring. 1952 .. 
Nathan, Robert, One More Sprin..:s, 1933. 
Savarese, Julia, Weak and the Strong, 19,2. 
Slade, C. B., Triumph of Willie Pond, 1940. 
ill 
urban area: 
--
Beer, Thomas. Road to Heaven, 1928. 
Bromi"ie1d. Louis, Twenty-Four Hours, 1930. 
DeVoto, Bernard Au~stine, ~le Accept with Pleasure, 1934. 
Harquand, John P., The Late George Apley, 1938. 
O'Hara, John, Pipe ~Jight, 1945. 
;:.~ban1lati()m Of. indu~a1~zation, industrial ao.ciet:~t. 
utah. 
-
Kennelly, Ardyth, Peaceable Kingdom, 1949. 
Sorensen, Virginia, The EV"enin[! a,n,d the }1orning, 1949. 
utania: 
$ 
Engstrand, stuart David, 'They Sought for Pnradise, 1939. 
McCarth,y, M., Oasis, 1949. 
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